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Student Court hears
Ladies of Camelot appeal
After an hour of testimo ny, ' The Ladies of Camelot had
the Student C o urt had not made their appeal to the Stu•
made a decision on the Ladies dent court because they feel
of Camelot appeal as of press Angie Guajardo should retime.
main the Bronco queen. The.,

Election Commission sets
date for new election
The Bronco Queen reelection will take place
Feb. 17-18 according to the
Election Commission.
The polllng areas Include the lobby of the LRC

and the lobby of the UC.
The voting hours are from
9 a.m.-4 p .m . and 6-8 p.m.
on both days.
All candidates can start
campaigning Feb. 10.

are basing their case on Section 15 01 of the election
code.
The section states if violations by the election commission or representatives there
of affect all candidates. the
results of the race, would
stand therefore, Guajardo
would remain queen .
The Veterans organization
also attended the hearing as
they stated their findings and
research to the court.

Money disbursed Feb. 8-9
Regents meet--The Board of Regents met Tueeday anti named Bahram Hatefl
ae PAU'• first Internal auditor. Van Week etreet repairs wtll begin In the
eummer.

All students receiving
grants, loans and scholarships
this semester can obtain the
balance of their money Feb.
8-9 from 8 a . m. - 4 p. m . in
the University Center lobby.

Students whose last names
begin with M-2 can get their
money on Feb 8 and those
with A-Lon Feb. 9 . Students
who work full time during the
day and take only night

Regents talk about suggested
merger between TSC, PAU-B
The Board of Regents said
Tuesday they would approve
a suggested merger between
Texas Southmost College
with PAU-B only if the school
would be under their jurisdiction.
In a recent letter to President Miguel Nevarez, State
Sen. Hector Uribe called for
the board's reaction to a suggested merger between Texas
Southmost College and Pan
American University at
Brownsville to form a four
year Institution.
"Those people who support
the proposal argue that the
surviving institution would
operate more efficiently by
reducing administrative overhead and certain transaction
costs without reducing course
offerings," Uribe said."Futhermore, they note that the property taxes which support
TSC could be reduced or
eliminated altogether."
"Any system that will be added will come under the Pan·
American University Board of
Regents," Ricardo Hinojosa,
chairman of the Regents said.
The Regents also approved
Bahram Hatefl as Internal
auditor for Pan Am, the
university's ftrst. He will be
responsible for all Internal
ftnanclal auditing.
He will also present written
reports to the President and
keep reliable ftnanclal records.
His auditing activities will
cover the entire unlv~lty and
he wlD recommend ·"changes
that will ensure better efficiency and Internal conslslancy.
Regents have approved the
renovation of the old library
building for the personnel and

office equipment of the registrar and admissions offices.
The offices are being moved because the current Administration Building is being
converted into a computer
center.
The Physical Plant personnel will make the renovations
at an estimated cost of

$19,046.61.
Extensive road and parking

lot repa:rs are to be made for
road reconstruction and parking lot repairs. Van week
street will be paved.
The Texas Hiway department will perform some of the
parking lot repairs according
to Dr. Roy Flores, vice president for business affairs. He
added that the major portion
of the work will be let out to
bids to private contractors.

In addition, a new sidewalk
will cost in estimated $11.727
and the physical plant personnel will do the work.
The Board selected the First
National Bank of Edinburg as
the demand depository Institution. Also, the Board
changed proposal No. 33 of
the Administration Building to
include a new type of door
because the proposed automatic door was not feasible

Proposal No. 35 of the Administration Building was
changed to adhere to the
elevator codes.
Finally. the Board recommended that Louis Devries,
physical plant support services
director, stay on in that
capacity even through he has
reached the age of 65. The
Regents said he was doing a
good job at running the
physical plant. ·

Noted speakers address meeting
Former U.S. diplomat Sa- _ of the PAU history departmuel R. Gammon,present ex- ment, said that the purpose of
ecutive director of the the conference is to help
American H istorical Associa- secondary school teachers
lion, will be the key speaker a t learn new teaching techniques
the luncheon of the fourth An- In the teaching of History.
nual Conference on the
"We've really had great sueTeaching of History.
cess with It in the past,"

Davidson said . "I expect it to
be even more successful this
year."
According to Davison. local
history teachers who have
developed unique teaching
techniques will also speak at
various sessions.

"Anyone interested In lear•
ning new teaching ideas is
welcome." Davidson said.
"We encourage our history
majors to come and participate."
There will be a $6 fee for
See History page S

classes should come between

5:45 p .m. and 6:45 p.m.;
Feb_ 9, in the UC lobby
1. Students must present a
form of identification, either a
driver's license or University
ID card with picture of students.
2 After signing appropriate
documents, a check slip will
be issued .
·
3 . The check release slip is
then presented to the Business Office cashiers (also in
UC lobby) who will release the
check to the students.
PAU-Brownsville students
can pick up the balance of
their grants, loa'ns and
scholarships on Feb. 9-10 at
the admissions office. They
must sign a check release form
and can then receive their
checks at admissions.
Students who fail to pick up
their checks must come by the
Financial Aid Office. UC
Room 108 and sign the
necessary documenta tion.
Then, they go to Office
Building A to pick up their
check.
Students will not be able to
sign documents or pick up
checks for others.
Students who have applied
for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) must
have their Student Eligibility
Report (SER) on file with the
financial aid office.

~:c::~bs~::.t~e 3~.!~ild-

Student govern01ent infornis
t d t
d
t
S U en Son propose nioney CU S

Other feature guest speake rs are Tony Bonilla, national
president of the League of
United Latin American Citizens, and Jose Cano, national
president of the American
G .I. Formus.
Bonilla will speak on "Hispanic Education and the UnfulfUled Dream" In his first session at 9:15 a.m. In LA 109
and will repeat the session at
1:45 p.m. Cano, who will
speak at the same times as
Bonilla, will talk about the
educational opportunities the
Forum sponsors.
Dr Ronde) Davidson, head

Student Government will
set up a booth next Monday
and Tuesday in the UC lobby
to lnform students of the
substantial proposed financial
aid cutbacks which will go into
affect in the fall semester.
This action was proposed in
the Student Senate meeting
Tuesday.
Student Together Against
Fianncial Aid Cuts (STAFAC)
has been e stablished by student government with an
eventual student rally planned
so o n , according to Fre d
Rodriguez, student government president.

b/~~eco1~~e;~s~~;;~::i
Assoclatlop and the history
department of PAU, wlll take

Students will be asked to
write letters to their senators
and congressmen and sign a
petition that will be at the
financial aid table.
In other business. Feb. 5 is
the date for the wnting contest
and all entries must be turned
in by March 5 . Artwork.
poelry and essays will be accepted and prizes for the top
entrie s will be awarded .
Rodriguez and Tony Vela
will me et the Va lley Transit
Bus lines to see if they can
pick up bus students in the
lobby of the UC

The bus shelter would not
have to be built then.
Finally, the senate approved the seventh Election com-

missioner. Ramon Garcia, by
a 15-0 vote.
The next senate meeting is
Tuesday at 4 p. m.
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Career Day . ... ...... . .... ..
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Athletes playing
only for money
Money .... the Important element in professional sports
leaving fans the real losers.
The problem started when athletes considered striking
because none of them considered they were making
enough money. What is considered ''not enough
money?" Surely, $100,000 was enough to live on for
one year.
The football players started the money wars back in
1976 when a threatened strike nearly ended the nation's
most popular sport. The owners gave in and most of the
football players received everything they wanted and
more.
For only 16 games in the year, the average football
player was receiving a modest $250,000. Top flight
rookies (also called bonus babies) received close to $1
million over a three year period.
To further complicate matters, most players were signed to contracts with a no-trade clause built in. Even when
a high salaried player was doing poorly, he cold never be
traded.
To compensate for the high salaries, the fans had to
pay higher ticket prices each year. Sales did not drop the
first year, but the coming years, ticket sales dropped ever
so slowly.
The baseball players were not to be outdone either.
They too threatened strike because they felt they deserved as much or even more money than the foo~all
players. Action speaks louder than words and the firstever baseball strike was a reality in 1981. For over two
months baseball parks were closed because of money
and co~tract talks were far apart. It finally ended with no
real winner between the owners and the athletes.
Again, the fans missed one of America's favorite pasttimes for two months.
Free agents have also led to the downfall of prof~ssional sports because these individual players bargain with
all teams to see which organization will pay them the most
money
.
.
These athletes have not lived up to their money billing
either Bobby Grich, Don Baylor, Larry Csonka, Jim
Kiick and others never gave their team the world ch~mpionship they had promised either. Instead. the organization lost fans because nobody likes to support a loser.
Give this reporter back the days when professional
sports were played on merits and gr~t ~lents and not just
because of money. This reporter 1s tired and not Just
because of money. This reporter Is tired of the overused
phrase "John Doe Is a real money player because
everything is on the line."
Past athletes played because they wanted to play and
not because the money was· right.
Athletes will never again play the sport for the competition, but only for the money involved.
A look al the other side of the coin next week.

Oscar Garza

Editor

Groundhog sees Shadow,
winter will last longer
The cold weather is coming .. so you better not put
away your fall coats yet. the ground hog saw his shadow
Tuesday and that means we should expect six more
weeks of cold. cold weather.
Ground Hog day does not have the same significance
as Christmas or New Year·s but the effects are much
worse.
Think about lt. winter always seems to last longer
because the furry creature sees his giant shadow and scurries back into his tiny hole. He will creep out of his hole six
weeks later .. of course after the hard winter has left
This reporter knows of no groundhogs in the Valley.
but he has seen one once at a snake farm The groundhogs constantly pop in and pop out and they really
never feel comfortable about getting out of their home.
The groundhogs are scared of all human contact and
1ust a creepy shadow will make them run and hide.
Seems corny right???? But all of ~ou better get ready
becaused Old Man Winter will be arriving soon ..this
weekend. temperatures are supposed to plummet and
winter will be back again
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor,
I am a LADY OF CAMELOT and I would like to express my personal opinions
about the Bronco Queen Election. It is sad that an inocent
candidate must be punished
for the mistakes made by the
Election Commission and representatives thereof. I feel it
is unjust to DEPRIVE Angie
Guajardo, newly elected
Bronco Queen of her crown
and I further feel it was insensitive for no one to officially
notify Angle, that she was no
longer Bronco Queen and
that the Court had decided to
hold a re-election, since the
court's decision directly affected Angie.
I believe the mental anguish
Angie is suffering because of
the errors committed by the
Election Commission and representatives thereof Is totally
unjust.
I am VERY PROUD of being a Lady of Camelot and I
am not ashamed or afraid to
tell people that we were victims of circumstance. Yes, we
did participate in operating the
polls. not that we intended to
do anything wrong, buy because we were acting as
concerned PAU students,
and not as members of the
ladles of Camelot. We
were asked to do so by the
PAUSA President, because
the Election Commissioners
did not show up at their
designated times, if we had
not participated In operating
the polls then there would not
ha"e been an election. which
in turn would have affected all
the candidates. negatively.
Section 15.01 of the Eleclion Code Violations states
that. A violation of the
electlon code by the Elec•
tlon Commlselon or
representatives thereof
(which the Ladle• were)
which affects all can•
dldates In a particular race
negatively wlll not alter
the election results .
Therefore I feel the decision
that the court made should be
looked at closely I understand that we are just students
learning about governmental
procedures and that we all
make mistakes: therefore we
should strive to learn from our
mistakes. I feel we should try
harder to unite and work
together so we can learn from
this particular experience
Allegations have been

made against the ladies that
we were dishonest in the election, but I want to point out
that the Ladies of Camelot
have successfully won the
three previous elections,
because of the extensive campaigning we did on each one.
We also worked extensively in
the contested Bronco Queen
Election· Gloria Lopez
ladles of Camelot
Finance Officer

Dear EditorHave any of you ever asked
a valid question to a professor
and then receive a response
such as, "that is a silly question" or "you should have
already known the answer to
that." For those of you who
have been through this experience, I sympa thize
because I have been a victim
of it as well I have also seen
other students who have been
subjected to this humiliation.
This situation is not only embarrassing but it also inhibits
the students from asking questions. for fear of It happening
to them. Thus cheating the
students from a proper educa•
lion. I am very proud of Pan
American University but unfortunately these few professors undermine the respect
that should be given to them
and that of other professors.
This is a learning institution,
so why don't you professors
who fit this description climb
down from Mount Olympus
and become the student's professor
S. Campeon

~
THE
~
GOVERNMENT~

f{EPOR~~ Proposed financial cuts
could be substantial
Dear Fellow Student,
For the 81-82 academic year. Pan American University
received approximately $240,000 in financial aid cuts.
Next year, 82-83, further cuts are proposed along with
the phasing out of (TPEG) Texas Public Education Grant.
According to the proposed FY83 budget the cuts would
include elimination of (SEOG) Supplemental falucation
Opportuity Grant and (NDSL) National Direct Student
Loan. For fiscal year 83-84, 40% cuts are also proposed
in BEOG/ PELL Grant and 30% cuts In the College Work
Study funds.
What all this means is that Pan American Univesity will
have less money lo award students in the next two
academic years unless something Is done now. These
cuts will effect approximately 4,000 Pan Am students that
are presently on need-based financial aid situation, Thl1
mean, youl Please contact the student government office lo find out what you as a financial aid recipient can do
to help with this pending disaster. The student government office is located at the University Center room 314.
or call 381-2517.
Fred Rodriguez
PAUSA Pre■ldent
Clementine Cantu
Financial Aid Director

Dear Editor:
Mr. David Zuniga, Registrar. I
read The Pan American dated
21 Jan 82 article "Enrollment
Drops" and it mentioned the
fact many students are forced
to work
I'm Just a South Texas country
boy and not the smartest man
around but after you addressed the fact more people are
working during the day
(myself included) I found no
mention of added, nor more
advanced courses. nor better
scheduling for night classes
when working and older
students can and do go to
school
You want to teach and 1e
want to read--all we need to
do 1s get together--a shift into
more night classes may aid
both the college and the st11dent body
Art Bush
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Career Day set for March 4, 68 registered
Approximately 68 agencies
have agreed to participate in
Career Day on March 4, in the
PAU gymnasium.
Romulo Martinez, director
of career planning, placement
and testing suggests students
ask the agencies what kind of
majors they are seeking.
"The more exploration the
student does, the better his
c~ances are of finding a job,"
Martinez said.
Martinez added that students should question campanies if further advancement
of education is offered. what
courses should be taken and
what extracurricular activities
to engage in.
The following procedure is
suggested:
I. Freshmen should make
contact with five employers in
their field and one out of their
field .

2. Sophomores should talk
to 10 representatives in their
major and two out of their
field .
3. Juniors should contact at
least 15 in their respective major and three out of field .
4 . Seniors shold make contact with at least 20 agencies.
"Sixty to 70 percent of the
individuals are not satisfied
with what they are doing,"
Martinez said.
"Career Day increases the
student's opportunity of getting the job, finding a position
to be happy in and seeing the
correlation in school and what
Is expected when they join the
real world of work. This is why
we have Career Day," Martinez said.
Through the Implementation of Career Day at PAU,
several valley schools have initiated their own career day

AKPsi assists with interviewing
Alpha Kappa Psi will be
helping the First National
Bank of Midland with their interviewing of prospective
employees tonight. The interviewing will take place at the
Holidome in McAllen from
7-9 p .m.
The bank is looking for
primarily business students,
but anyone interested is encouraged to attend . Those individuals interested should
sign up at the Placement Offic! as soon_as possible.
While the interviewing is
taking place. those in attendance will receive snacks and
drinks to be furnished by the
bank. Alpha Kappa Psi will
serve the refreshments and
will assist the bank in any
other items needed to be
taken care of.
.
If you are unable to go 10·
the Placment Office before
tonight, but are interested In

New
scholarship
offered

signing up, you may do so by
calling the Alpha Kappa Psi
Office on campus (381-3370)
and they will see to it that your
name is included among those
people to be interviewed.

programs, although the students can meet with at least
three representatives, PAU
students can meet as many
representatives as they desire,
Companies participating
are Allstate Insurance Co.
Alvin ISO, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Big Brothers
/ Big Sisters, Brazosport ISO.
Brownsville ISO, Dallas Fort
Worth Airport--Oepartment of
Public Safety, Dallas Police
Department , Diocese of
Brownsville--Vocation Office
and Dresser-Magcobar.
Aso the Drug Enforcement
Administration, Edcouch-Elsa
ISO, Edinburg ISO, Exxon
Co. USA. Federal Aviation
Administration, Harlingen
CISD. H .E. Butt Grocery
Co., Hector County ISO,
Houston Police Department,
IBM , KRGV-TV Channel
Five, Levis-Strauss, Magic
Valley Savings & Loan
Association and Maryknoll
Fathers & Brothers.
Also the McAllen ISO,

McAllen State Bank, Merck,
Sharp & Dohme, Midland
ISO. Mission ISO, Mobil Oil
Corp. , Monitor, National
Bank of Commerce, Oblates
of Mary Immaculate-Our
Lady of Guadalupe Church
and Parker Seal.
Also Peat, Marvlck. Mitchell
& Co., Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Group. Pharr-San Juan-Alamo ISO, Rio Grande City
CISD, Rio Grande Council,
Boy Scouts of America, Rio
Grande State Center for
MH/ MR. Rio Hondo ISO,
Shell Oil Co .. Sinto n ISO.
Social Security Administration
and Southwestern Life Insurance Co.
The State Comptroller of
Public Accounts, State Farm
Insurance Co., Texas A&I
University-Military Science
Department, Pan American
University--ROTC. Texas
A&M University Graduate
College, Texas Army National
Guard, Texas Department of
Health , Texas Department of

Human Resources, Texas Department of Public Safety, the
Texas Employment Commission, Texas Parks & Wildlife
Department and the Texas
Rehabilitation Commission.
Also the Texas State Department of Human Re-

sources, U.~ . Air Force
Recruiting Office. U.T. at Arlington , U.T. at Austin, U.S.
Army, U.S . Customs Service,
U.S . Navy, Victoria ISO,
Vought Corp_, Weslaco ISO
and the Windham School
System, Texas Department of
Corrections.

Pell Gran~ General aid
applications available
The Pell Grant and general
applications for financial aid
for the 1982-83 academic year
are now available at the
Financial Aid Office. To comple te bo th applications:
students will nf.ed their 1981
W-2 forms and income tax
returns (IRS 1040 or 1040A)
Students applying for financial aid assistance are encouraged to apply early.
Deadlines are June I. for the
fall semester. No vember I. for

the spring semester, and
March I, for !he summer sessions

AKPsi rushes
Alpha Kappa Psi will hold
its Rush Meeting today at 6
p .m. at the BA Auditorium.
The purpose of this meeting
is to inform all interested
business ma1o rs about the
fraternity, its ideals and !he
personal and professional
development that its members
can achieve.

CHURCH'S
Call In Ofder■ 311·0l70
1410 South Cloonn

assified

1/ 4 lb. Patty, Lettuce, Tomat-■,
Onlona & o,.,..1ng ..... 1.09
Bacon Burrer
1/ 4 lb. Patty, Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato,
Ptclcle■• Onion■ & Sauce ....... 1.29
Avocado Burger
I / 4 lb. Patty, Guacamole, Lettuce,
Tomato & Onion■ ............ 1.29
C hill Burger
1/ 4 Patty. Chllt, Tomato, Onion■ &
Ore■■tng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l.29
Bargain Burger
1/ 4 lb. Patty, Mu■tard , Ketc hup,
PtclclN & Onion■ •• • ••••••••••.•99
Double Meat .............. , . . ........... .75 Extra
C h - .............. . ..... . ............. 15 E•lra
G. W. Burger

Plclde■•

Ads
Part-lime work posting advertts'.
ing materials for a nationwide
firm Choose own hours, 2-10
weekly. No seil!ng - pay based
upon amount distributed. Average earnings $6.50 per hour.
Other benefits Independent
work. requires good communication, consistency. Contact: Jean
Swenson, 500-3rd Ave W.,
Seattle. WA 98119 (206)
282-8111

AKo/
Carnation Sale

B.A.,

Snack Bar

Franlc-Foot-e,-

L.R.C.
ORDER FEB. 1·11

'For Rent: EXTRA-LARGE Bedroom for 1 or 2 college students.
Only 5 blocks from PAU. Contact
Josephine Rios.
383-1796

PICK·UP FEB 12 '

8 • 12 a.m.

10" All-Meat Franlt
On A S~t•I 10" Bun
Chill, Onions, Rell.ti & Muetard . 1.19

SIDE ORDERS

Soft Drink■

l~Tea
.42
Fttnch Frtee .44 Coff.42
Fruit Pt.
.41 MUie
.45
1.a,_., 16-oa. Chocoute Sllalae .69

Sm.
Med.

lg.

.36
.46
.56

CREDIT PROBLEMS?---

. Get master card or Visa---No
details: Send SADE to HOC, Box
280570: Dallas,' Texas 75228
The Financial Aid Office is (dip & save ad)
pleased to announce the
~vailabllity of the Jackie-Fross Classified rate is 20 cents a line
Hamilton-IBM Scholarship. with a minimum of $1 for each inThese scholarships are sertion, payable in advance.
available to students who Bring Ad Copy to The Pan Ameneed financial assistance to rican Emilia Hall 100. Deadline is
pursue their course of study. Friday noon To estimate cost
Application can be picked up count 30 letters and spaces to a
at Alumni Association.
line.

Six ofthe best tasting beers in the world.

<...

g

tn conc.«rl

., te,.

L.R.C. Auditorium Pan American University
(On South ■Ide of library)
epon-or«d by th«

PAU Baptist Student Union
February II, 1982 at 7 :00 p.m.

FREE

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION
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TKE mixer
slated

Prock attends ITlortgage school
Business professor Dr.
Jerry Prock has just returned
from the Mortgage Bankers
Association mortgage banking
school at the University of
Florida.

The snack bar will be site of
the student mixer tonight from
7 p.m.- midnight. Girls wiU be
charged no admission while
males pay $2. Beverages will
be sold. The TKE fraternity is
sponsoring the event.

• Prock was one of five professors in the nation awarded
expense-paid fellowships to
attend the one week school in
Gainesville, Fl.

Filing date
nears
Students who plan to
graduate in August must pay
fees and file applications for
graduation with the Registar's
Office soon.
The deadline for the
Bachelor's degree is Feb. 12
and the fee is $20. The
deadline for the Master's
degree is April 7 and the fee is
$25.
Failure to file the applications and pay the required
fees will delay graduation in
August.
For further clarification or
assistance. students may inquire at the Registrar's Office
in person or call 381-2201.

feren'ce between mortgage
banks and other banks is that
mortgage bai¼s do not accept
deposits, they only lend
money.
"They strictly loan money
for real estate purposes," he
said.
Besides Prock, 80 other
people representing various
banks and savings and loans
throughout the United States
attended the school.

"It was very productive and
very instructional," Prock
said. "It gave me a much better understanding of this particular aspect of real estate
finance."
During the school, Prock at-

Up a po/e--"l've just got to remember not to look
down" ... Palnttng a flag pole may be an easy job-If
you're not afraid of heights. Photo by Michael Wood

MIDTERM GRADUATES

THE BROWNSVIUE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT is currently accepting applications for the 1981-1982 school year Anticipated openings in: Elementary
Bil Ed , Secondary Math. English and Science

tended classes an average of
nine and a half hours a day,
the equivalent of one
semester's work in one week.
Classes on topics such as
"Secondary Market" and
"The Management of Mortagage" were taught at the
school by various speakers.
According to Prock; the dif-

The PAU criminal justice
program was officially recognized as a department by the
Texas Coordinating Board on
Jan. 29.
According to David Lee
Carter, criminal justice head,
being a department will be an
advantage for the program.

The 281 mile fun run will be
Registration will take place
held Saturday starting at 1:30 from II a.m. to I p.m. at South
p.m. at South Park, right next Park.
to Bobcat stadium in EdinThe Fun Run will be right
burg.
before
the annual Fiesta
The course will start at
South Park and travel to Cano parade that runs through
Edinburg.
and 281. There is no entry fee,
For further information
no age limit, so all runners are
encouraged to attend. The contact David Chavana a;
run is part of the Fiesta 381-2527. 381-2521 during the
day, or at 383-5240 at night.
· Hidalgo festivities.

Brownsville Independent School District offers.
• Life Insurance

• Competitive S11larles

• Liability Insurance
• Medical Insurance

• Easy access to Mexico

benefit from the sessions he
attended because he now has
a better understanding of mortgage banking.
Prock will attend two more
sessions in the future; however, he has not yet been
notified as to the date and
place.

TCB officially recognizes
criminal justice department

Fun Runslated Saturday
ATTENTION

Prock, a fellowship recipient chosen by application,
feels that his students will

• Nearby Beaches
• Other Recreational Act,vlties

"It gives us an independent
budget which is more important for providing services to
our majors," Carter said.
Before it was recoginzed as
a department, Criminal
Justice was a part of the
political science department
and therfore used their
budget.
"It takes our bonds off and
let's us do a little bit more,"
said Carter.
As a department, Criminal
Justice will offer two new
courses in the summe; Police
Administration and Corrections.
Approximately 78 colleges
and universities offer degrees
in Criminal Justice. PAU has
the fourth largest degree pro•
gram in the state.
"We have extremely good
luck in placing our majors with
jobs once they graduate,"
Carter said. "I encourage students who are interested to
consider Criminal Justice.
"There are alot of jobs In this
field."

•.....•............,
I•
VETERANS
I•

• Opportunities for Professional Growth
For further information contact or write

Mr Oscar Barbour
Director of Personnel

meetinJ

1050 E Madison
Brownsv,lle. Texas 78520
The Brownsv,lle Independent School District" an equal opportuniry employer M F/ H

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrapping
• Enlf'avin1

i here will be a
&Thursday February 4, (act.I
• n'od) to start spring
•

E
I

r---------------------------------------

1
:
I
I
I
I

:

I

Buy 1 piece of chicken, fry and roll.
Pay 1 t extra and receive an extra piece of chicken
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 11, 1982
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Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALLI
Open 7 days a week

I

ester. All veterans arc urge1
attend. Room 305 UC.

!

Sugar Road and Hwy. 107

sel

-

,.---

-- -

.J

GET AN
EDUCATION
MONEY
CAN'T BUY.
PLUS
$15,200 FOR
COLLEGE.
Join the Army of two
years Because not only
1s the Army one place
where you'll mature in
a hurry, it's a great
place to get a lot of
money for college fast,
too
You see, tf you partic1patc in the Army's
college financial ass1stance program, the
money you save for collcgc 1s matched twofor-one hy the governmcnt. Then, ii you
<1ualify, the Army will
add up to $8,000 on top
of that.
That'.'> SIS,200 in
1us1 two year~ For
more information call
your collc,:c recru uer
682-6141

ARMY .
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
A.'tk about
Officer Progran11

'
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Golden Globe

MASH, 'On Golden Pond' best series, picture
Winners of the 1981
Golden Globe awards were
presented trophies. Saturday
night.

claimed for his talent as an actor. producer. and director in
motion pictures and television
drama.

The awards are given in 19
categories spanning motion
picture and television areas.

in a TV Series were John
ln the television categories, Hillerman and Valerie Berthe Best TV Series in a Com- tinelli. The Best Actor or Acedy or Musical capacity was tress in a Mini Series or a Mowon by "MASH." The Best
TV Series drama was award- lion Picture made for Televied to "Hill Street Blues." The sion was Mickey Rooney for
Best Mini Series or Best Mo- his performance in "Bill" and
tion Picture made for TV was Jane Seymour for hers in
a tie between "Bill" and "East "East of Eden." Chosen as
of Eden."
Best TV Actor and Actress in

One of tbe categories, the
Cecil B. DeMille Award is
presented to an actor or actress considered outstanding
in the field. This year's winner
was Sidney Poitier who has
been acknowledged and ac-

The Best TV Actor and Actress chosen were Alan Alda
and Eileen Brennan , The Best
supporting Actor and Actress

a dramatic series were Daniel
J . Travanti ("Hill Street
Blues") and Barbara Bel Geddes ("Dallas") tied with Linda
Evans ("Dynasty") The Best
TV Special, variety musical
award went to The Kennedy
Center Honors a Celebration
of the Performing Arts.

Drama was won by "On
Golden Pond." The Best
Foreign film was "Chariots of
Fi~e" from Great Britain. The
Best Screenplay for a Motion
Picture was awarded to Ernest
Thompson for "On Golden
Pond," while the Best Director
winner was Warren Beatty for
his work in "Reds". "Arthur's"
In the Motion Picture Theme won Best Original
category. the Best Motion Pic- Song.
ture {comedy or musical)
The Best Motion Picture
award was given to "Arthur." Actress/ Actor in a Drama
went lo Meryl Streep ("French
The Best Motion Picture Lieutenant's Woman") and

Growing up 'On Golden Pond'

CORP

Henry Fonda {"On Golden
Pond") In the Best Motion
Picture Actress and Actor in a
Comedy or Musical . the
awards went to Bernadette
Peters ("Pennies from
Heaven") and Dudley Moore
("Arthur") . The Best Motion
Picture Actress and Actor in a
supporting Role was won by
Joan Hackett ("Only When I
Laugh") and Sir John Gielgud
("Arthur") . Pia Isadora was
voted as the New Star of the
Year being recognized for her
work in "Butterfly"

- - - - H istory - - - -

applications
Man has Uved in fear of the unknown for as long as he
has been aware of someone or something out there. We
live with all kinds of fears, but probably the most threatening fear we have Is that of dying. Although dying may not
necessarily be related to growing old, we fear growing old
because we have assumed that growing old is just as bad.
These fears are the subject of this year's Golden Globe
Award-winning Best Motion Picture Drama. "On Golden
Pond". Starring in the title role of the fearful Norman
Thayer, is Henry Fonda, who won a Golden Globe
Award for his work in this film for Best Actor in a Motion
Picture Drama.
Along with the aged Fonda, Katherine Hepburn, Jane
Fonda, and Dabney Coleman, star.
The picture is set in a lake community in New Hampshire. In a way, the peacefulness of the setting, the
beautiful picturesque trees, lonely dirt roads and calm
blue waters of the lake set the moviegoer in a passive,
relaxed mood and give no hint of trouble.
Thayer is indeed every bit of an 'old fool' as his wife so
lovingly calls him. An 80-year-old man with failing
memory, he fears the worst and cannot face the fact that
death Is Inevitable until he relives some of his past during
an incredible summer. He is helped by an Incredible
13-year-old who would rather be "cruising chicks" so he
can "suck-face" kisss when he found one. The two seem
to grow up together in an atmosphere of peace and
endless summer days. Together they learn not to fear the
depths of the calm waters or the failure of a relationship.

They learn that life has to come to an end as summers do
and the important thing is to have lived and had a chance
to experience life to the fullest--be It for one summer or
for 80 years.
The screenplay, which also won a Golden Globe award
for Best Screenplay for a Motion Picture is well written
and Fonda's part Is well developed. He cusses.acts ornery
stubborn. He fights with those around him even though
he doesn't mean to, he is fighting his fear of dying and
everyone he comes into contact with except his beloved
wife.
The film has its mements of humor, and deep emotion.
It is clearly understood why this motion picture was
awarded its Golden Globes.
In addition. this is the first film in which Fonda and his
daughter Jane have starred together. Their relationship in
the picture as father and daughter who stubbornness has
kept apart is truly moving, and it has been said that the
two shared a similar type relationship off the screen as
well.
Katherine Hepburn , who has always been a favorit~
does marvelously as the 'keeper of the faith' in the family .
She displays a quality of strength whose magnetic field
not only holds everyone together but soothes the uneasiness of her loved ones
Overall. the film deals with growing up and growing old
which don't always mean the same thing, It deals with
love and stubbornness and fear It deals with life and the
unknown events to come,

Trombone recital set
The Music Department of
Pan American University
presents Wallace E. Tucker,
trombone, in a Faculty Artist
Series Recital. Tuesday at
8 :00 p .m. in the Fine Arts
Recital Hall.
The first half of the program
will include "Concerto in F
minor" by G. F. Handel;
"Sonate" by Donald H.
White, and "Concertino" by

Ferdinand David. These
selections will be accompanied by Dr. John Raimo.
piano.

Charlie Parker. "I Can't Get
Started" by Freddie Hubbard.
dnd "Rock Island Rocket" by
Tom Scott. These selections
will be accompanied by Bobby
Garza. trumpet: Roel

The second half of the pro
gram will include the ;azz
selections: " Well You Echeverria. vibes: Carlos ArNeedn't" by Thelonlus Monk. redondo. drums; and Vidal
Flores. bass
"Senor Blues" by Horace
Silver. "Now's the Time'' by

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATIO_N
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure. Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

The recital is open to the
public, and free of charge.

UCPC presents
MASH'
"Mash." the movie will be
shown Tuesday and Wednesday at the LRC Media Theater
at 2:30 pm. and 8 p.m
respectively. Admission is $1
with PAU ID. $1 50 without
and $2 for faculty. staff and
general admission

I

due Feb. 10.
Juniors are urged lo apply
for the Corporate Orientation
Program April 23-25 in
Houston.
"This is a first on this campus," Romulo Martinez director of career placement,
testing and cooperative education said.
Applications are for the
expense-paid program are
due by Feb. 10 at the placement office and two junior
students will be selected
CORP is operated by College Placement Services Inc
Junior level minority students
who plan to graduate in 1983.
will be selected from 15 colleges to participate in CORP
The students should not
have participated in other
business informational programs.
Junior students enrolled in
any academic ma1or are eligible to apply for CORP provided they can demonstrate a
sincere interest in seeking a·
career in the corporate
business world
The CORP program will
cover interpersonal skills
needed in the corporate
world. proper business image.
corporate organization and
operation, adjusting from college to career and the JOb
search process
CPS will provide for air and
or ground travel costs to and
from Houston and will cover
all meal and lodging expenses

the conference and a $4 fee
for those wishing to attend the
luncheon in the ballroom.
Registration for the conference will be in the lobby of
the Learning Resource Center
8 to 8:30 a.m. on Feb. 6.
Those wishing to pre-register
can do so in Room 319 in the
LA building.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week
session. June 28-August 6,
1982. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $360. Room
and board ,n Mexican home,
$395.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert l. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

ABC Kiddie College
(Day Care Center)
at 1518 West Freddy uonzalez Edinburg, Texas
Accepting Children Age 2 thru 5 yrs for Spring Semester
7:30 A.M . to 5:30 P.M . Mon. thru Fri.

Hot lunches - 2 snacks daily
Breakfast available at an extra fee
Planned Classroom Activities
Call 383-8522

For More Information
Owners Pete & Francine Bond
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..,,,,,.,,,,,,,,..Bronc Tenn is Team,,,,.,,,,,,,~
~

SPOITTS
Netter looks to play
No. 1 this season
"If Mark Roberts has an
outstanding year, I guarantee
the rest of the team will also,"
predicts Coach Mickey White
of the Pan Am tennis squad.
As Pan Am's only senior,
Roberts looks certain to bP
playing No. I. T he Broncs
launch their 1982 season at
home against Schreiner College at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.
The Canadian has earned
better than a 3.5 grade-point
average on a 4.0 scale, majoring in economics.
His tennis rates high grades,
too. Roberts ended the 1980
season, when he was a
sophomore, by posting a big
' victory
over
Trinity
University's Eric lskersky, the
1980 NCAA finalist and

doubles champion. In 1980
Roberts mopped up Just about
every tennis honor in his
home city of Vancouver
British Columbia, to achieve~
No I ranking there

But in the second match o'f
1981 he injured his ankle. Th~
started a string of injuries th
marred his junior year H
never managed to hit his full
stride
However, 1982 figures to be
Mark's comeback year. He
played No. I for Pan Am
through most of 1981. He gained invaluable experience playing the Canadian A.T p
satellite tour in Eastern
Canada against outstanding
world-class players.

Choose a pair of sandals from
our Bass Collection.

New arrival

of
Bass Sandals at

----

~

BRONCS BEGIN SEASON--The Pan Am Bronc tennis team represents In this photo a "tower of
power." The Broncs will launch their spring season opener here against Schreiner College on Saturday, Feb. 6. In front are Luis Castro-Malaga, Fredrlk Lothman, Magnus Lindstrom and Jorge Suazo. In
Middle are Ruben Nunez, Santiago de Mucha and Coach Mickey White. At top are Kyle Posey, Mark
Robert. and Anden Lundberg.

SPRING TENNIS SCHEDULE
Feb. 13-16-, Mlchelob Tournament . ...
Feb. 17--Houston Baptist U..........
Feb. 20--Oral Roberts U.............
Feb. 27--U. of Texas-San Antonio .....
March 1--U. of New Mexico ..........

Edinburg
Edinburg
Edinburg
Edinburg
Edinburg

March 3-6--Corpua Christi
Team Tournament ........... . Corpus Christi
Mu. 12-13--Border Olympics .. ....... . Laredo
Much 27--Trlnlty U.............. .. Edinburg
April 2--U. of Texas-San Antonio ... San Antonio
April 8--Lamar U.................. Beaumont
April 9-·U. of Houston .............. Houston
Apr. 10--Rlce U . ................... Houston
Apr. 24-Trlnlty U .... ........... San Antonio

~.·,
BARBER
&
HAIRSTYLING
phone }or an appo/ntment

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

MAKE $12,200

FOR COLLEGE
WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO
COLLEGE.
Give yom local
Army Reserve unit a
weekend a month and
a couple of summers
during college, and
they'll giv1: you over
$12,000 for college.
Up 10 $4,000 m college
aid is yours just for
1oining most units
Plus over $2,200 for
two summer training
periods And another
$6,000 for serving a
weekend a month plus
two weeks a year. Interested? Call your local Army Reserve recruiter toll free at
McAllen 682-6141 Ask
for the college Recruiter Sgt. Tony Martinez
ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Information about
Officer Programs
Available

tr.

~N-f-1.

.IUIPIA

" "'"

Educational Center

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

<m'"" • ••"•~•

McALLEN CENTER
3600 N. 23RD
( 512) 631-2961

11617 N. CENTRAL DALLAS 75243
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For lnfcrmation About Other Centers In More lhan 85 us Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOLL fREE: 8D0·223·1782

February Special

Carne Guisada Plate
carne guisada. rice.
beans. salad. 2 tor11llas
for $2. 19

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish Plat~ s
Shrimp • French Fries •

_
·

Onion Rings
For faster service call in order

for your convenience

Edinburg 383-0725

call orders to go 383-!;093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/McAllen. Mission
Harlingen& Browsnv11le

~---~----------------With the purchase of hamburger
you will receive FREE
fries with coupon.
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Broncs lose to ;·--------eioNcsASi°ETBAUQu1z--------,
UNO 77-56 I 1. Which team did the Pan Am Broncs play three times this basketball season?
The struggling Broncs once
again were unsuccessful in
breaking a six game losing
streak Saturday night in New
Orleans losing to the Privateers from the University of
New Orleans 56-77.
At halftime the Privateers
had a commanding twelve
point lead 38-26 over the cold
shooting Broncs.
UNO was shooting 50 percent from the field while the
Broncs were only shooting 36
percent.
The Broncs did have an
edge in the free throwing
department averaging 80 percent to UNO's 75 percent.

All a /one--M lk e Hatc h (42) goes up for an easy
basket as temmate Larry Skinner look on.

I

I
L
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

2.

Who leads the Broncs in reboundi ng this year?

3.

Name the three Bronc basketball coaches

4.

In what city did four Bronc basketball players attend high school?

5

In which state did the Broncs play three road games in December?

6.

Name the last NCAA national champion which the Broncs beat in basketball?

Unable to muscle out the
Privateers underneath the
boards Pan Am . only had 15
rebounds compared to 22 by
UNO.

7.

Who won the NCAA national scoring championship at Pan Am?

8.

In the second half the
Broncs were unable to capitalize resulting in their 7th
straight defeat.

What will be the grand prize for the 'Valley Superstar" free-throw champion
when the Broncs end their home season in Edinburg Feb. 23?

9.

Which opponent attracted the all-time record crowd to the PAl:J Field House?

10.

Who won his 200th game this season?

E
..

I
I

Leading the Broncs in scoring were Clinton Cobb with 16
points, Kim Owen had 10 and
Larry Skinner had 8.

"Vikki Carr Jn eoncertn
,,,.

~*
11.U--'

~

•

.r-...........
..._

~

-<;_
~

~

~

--·

Harlingen
Municipal
Auditorium

-'(

":>lcrdtcross at.

I:::::====

Saturday March 13, 1982
•

Show 8:00 P.M.

icket Locations: Gallagher's Travels Valley Wid

*HARLINGEN CHAMBER OF COMM ERCE
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305 PAU students make fall honor roll
Names of 305 students who
made the honor roll for the fall
semester at Pan

American

University in Edinburg have
been released by the office of
the registrar. Sixty-five made
straight A's.

Those who made 4.0
grade-point averages. or all
"A'' honor roll, listed by city
and alphabetically, are:
ALAMO Man• Elena Fonna and Jose
Ravi Ramos
DONNA Erneshna Adame .bnd Matthe1,1,,
Kennedy N~ccdfato

EDINBURG Fron.es Ano Dulw. V,dol
fl0re~. DavKS Joel Gom1tl1on. Eltn4 Edna
Gonzalez. Edvardo Guzman. Jt Br~nda
Sue Goode Kf'~fT, Lebc.ia Lopez. VanesSb

Mochac. KeTiy Ann Mahone,. Roben $con
Pittman. Dolor~ Yvonne Rodnguez, Be"y
Jean Keller Sanf111ppo ,md Chns11n~ Rttne.~
H Younke"
HARLINGEN San .Juona Cepeda
Oewah Lynne Craig Mary Underv.·ood
Davis. Otga. fa1,ada and Bnan Ch11rles Hert
HIDALGO Lor,oa Molina and Aoabell,,
Ramos
LA FERIA Korhleen D,anr,., Crum and
Ltndia Rae Alt!'>1.~nder Mclean
LA JOYA Ofsl,a Garza de los Sanros
LYFORD Georg<' Hilton S.nnack, Jr
and Russell Wayne Malm

McALLEN Marv Elwiberh Arensman.
Nancy Mvcrs Arrendondo, Yolanda D
Chapa. Ra,na Roe Frx Vick, Koy FuS>ell.
E.s.merald11 CMrcia Deb,a Ann di' la Garia,
Osc4'r Ruben Gt1rZI) M.ch.ael Ra~, Gom.-z.
Marta Lu Hodnen. Rosa Yolonda Izaguirre.
Andrea Moccoto Pau~tte Ann Nelson. Sue
Adele Newmon. E.van Anmk& Nowlin, Lmda
Kay Ogden. Sylvia D Saenz, Gabriela San·
chez, EIW1belh Ven~ and Jusnne Mary
Young
MISSION Edelmoto Gandona and Franko
Lynene Let!
PHARR Ermelondo Anaya Bnan Mar
rhew Blevlni and Dora Eba Castdlo
PROGRESO Jose Luts Mena
RIO GRANDE CITY Mana Elena Ohvorez
aod Rogeno Oh,arez. Jr

HARLINGEN Santos Rene Bermea Bat·
b.,,o Neuw B,lln1r,er. Alicia Carrel<>, Arturo

SAN JUAN Gustavo Garcia and San
Juanita Sanchez
WESLACO Consuelo M<>rla Blanco.
Mof\l Goldberg Mood. Rosendo Sandoval
and Harriet Ant V,Ualpando
CLEVELAND. Oh,o Kennerh Leon
Adkrns
CHARDON. Oh,o Shelly Mane Sudbnnk

Ja,rne Cerda. Carmen Cortez. M.ary Ann
Eklund. Antonio Gonzal«i. Carlyn Kay
Goodwin. Tre.anne Renae Hobbs, Allan
Gene lgfehean. Jana L Jenkin,. Eusebio
Sauceda ond Jul,o Ell<!n Slol<es
HIDALGO Normo Hyde Ramirez
LA FERIA Clarissa Cisneros, Roben Luna
and Mano Alonzo Sanchez
LA GRULLA Oel,a Dia.z
LA JOYA Londa Lee Hernandez and
Marganla Obregon
LYFORD Juan Francisco Arellano
McALLEN Olga, Imelda Balll Aleman
Mar, Ca1herme Hermsen Allee Anna Mana
Al1,1arei. Muierva Arellano. Nancy 8amen
tos, C.ormen Lou1w Ba~n . Ak:aa Bilk?scan
Marsha Gail B,yson. Aurora Burks~
Guada.lu~ Cantu Peh'a Champion. Leila
Kathrtten Conne,a! EJ\/tra. Conu, Dougta~
Edword Croy. C•rhy Gen,ne 0.vlS. Chef\/!,,
Denoe.,. Oeut.ch WIiham Fran~ Edwards
Robin Anne Eldridge David Stuart
Ferguson
Also from McALLEN Lydell Nenne
fiedle,. Cnstma Fuente-,. Hilda Fuentes
Mana Ida Garcia. lrma G Gattb Martha
Elena Perez Gonzalez Mana Berta Guena
RiChard Guena. Adel Guzman. Birgit Barbara Hopp. Mana Teresa lz.aguITTe, Ahcia
Junenez Georg,-, Lon-alne Lc»dl, Susana
E,ter L~z. Baudel,., A Luna, Lindo Mae
Martinez. Mana Linda Masso . .Jlemela
Sprague Molino. Rober! Anhur Mosqueda
Undo Sue Mu•fl<!r
Also from McALLEN Nora Loura
Navorro. M,choel Anrhony Palu•••· Cru,
Flo, Duma Pena Linda Faye Pena. Sylvia
P~rez. Sheryl Lynne Prew1n, Jerome Vbnc:e
Rade,1, Alftedo Regalado. O!bna Mana
Rodnguez. Gabnel Mlke Rodnguez, M1rta1a
Rodnguf!z. Cr1s1tnn RoJas. Esmeralda
S.unos. Rodngo S.lmas. Sonya NEldo
Sahnas Juanita Garcia Sanchez. Sylvwt
Zulema Sdva. Lorenza Soto
Also from McALLEN Jonoce Sue Taylor
Ct-so, Eduardo Tomasino. Nancy Umphres.
Stephanie Vargas. Adriana Villarreal
Ro;alva V,llarreal. Sanros G Villarreal. S.lly
Bob Watk1n1t and Mary Irene Vsagulrre
MERCEDES Gerardo Ba..ldua. Ro,aura
de la Cerda. Ruo Ann Gonza~s. Aurora C
Gc,nz~l~i Noemi GonMtez. Dali.a Her

Students who made gradpoint averages between 3.50
and 3.99. listed by city and
alphabetically, are:
ALAMO Julio Alan" and B,U,e Ben Black
BROWNSVILLE Lydia Flom and Oscar
H-.>n'h.1ndez. Jr
DONNA M,ch•II• Margo Begi,,y. Dosod
Ca.,1dlo. Concet"--·1on Garza, Brenda Jean La
PMde Kimberley Kav Lewi), S,l\lerio
Manas. ,Ja,me Mora. George Anhur Pc.rktns
and Tir'\o Gale Wnght
F.OCOUCH Norma Ah,,., Alan,, Tema
Ann Lewis and &l1ndc1 Valdez
EUINBURG Juha Ann Addy. Raul
Aguilar Humdyun Bhatti. Monterrev
Brough• Jr Jerry Dole Brown. Jr . Nilda
Flom Canru. Magnus Carl Carlegnm
L,sb<rh Jean Decker Eh,abeth D=. Evelyn
Motte Dlenn~,. Chrtshna M1<:hde Estrada.
Ennque Flores J1 Arnoldo Garc"1. Jr
Juen Oscar G.arc~ Jr Sylvia G.,rda
Rowhnda Gonzales.
Also from EDINBURG O,na Virgina
,Gorena. Rohen Vern Harrts. Trudy Ann
Hams- Robert Anlomo Htl"IOJOSc' Peter K E
Johansson V1111an Ann Krska. Joan
Ehzoberh Labus. Mana Irene Y Leal
Mananne Linn Cynthld Longoria, Robin L
Lope1-. Antonio Marhnel, Fr-anctSCa Moralez.
Sandra Leah Nieto. Dawn M~ne Novak,
Pil)l:ritu. Palomo. Catherine Isabel Pere1
Also from EDINBURG Dan W Reagan.
Jr , Mark Donald M~lv1tle Roberts. Juamt•
Gomez Satau.,. Diana Sepulveda, Mana
Dahnda Sohs. L Rachel Stenz.el, Brenda J
5ruhlman. Blonca Estela Voldez. Doniel
Valdez Gtorge Villagomez. Mark Wilham
Wat.s0n Becky A Wh1tm11e and Man.a
Carmen Zapata
ELSA Ju•n Jose Gua,ardo. Crispin Loiwz
and Norma Linda Rodngutz
FALCON HEIGHTS Le11e1o Aid• Barrera
and Ad,11 Janet Garcia

nande.z. lebe\.a Jeaf'I Mata Sus.an Jan Mur•

ray. Su""n M,chele Schwan and Angelique
Swearengin
MISSION Alma Gracie!.. BarTera Ma,sha
1tri.:me Barner Joan Marl<ley Da\1'15. Donna

Jeanne Dunn. Jack Eugene Edwards Jos«

Angel Gandoria Lyd,a Edna C..hllo Gana,
Pedro Mana.,. Sylvia Qulnu.n,lla. Beverly
Ellen Ramsey. Isabel Reyna, Dan,el Anwlmo
R1Vos. Ester Lutsa S&l,nas. Manuel Sahnai
Ro,alva Saucedo Ev•lyn Sue Shults. Sherryl
Sm,rh. Ma,~n Edward Ubelhor and Velma
Valverde
PENITAS Diana E,rer Z..mora Lo,.no
PHARR Hugo Reubt:n Gare-la, Juanita
LUC'ta Garcaa. Maru. Carmen GarcL&. Rebec
ca Joyce Payne Howell. Barbara Loel King,

Norah Lucdle Meza. Fnmk ROM.la. Carol
Ann Schm,n •nd Lind• Kay Schultz
PROGRESO Rogel,o Bacena
RAYMONDVILLE Sotero Barboza.
Gloria Gonzales Mana Linde Gonzales and
Olga Esther Rodnguu
RIO GRANDE CITY Maria Gu•dalupe
Canales. Mana del Ro,ario Canru, Ook>ras
Atma Florts. Florence Anne BaJc.cr Gard.a
ond Emest,M Gayta-n
ROMA Esrher Guzmon
SAN BENITO Reynaldo Buendia Angel
C.Stro and Chnsban Roben Jaen,ch
SAN JUAN Joel Arcaute Dora Eh.a
Quezada Contreras Grt>C>tla S Garcia
Rebttca Hernandez . Alma Marganta L-•·
Helen Pamc,a Maserang and George
ChnstOl)her Mason

77 candidates apply for
academic· affairs V-P
Seventy-seven applications
for the position of vice president of academic affairs are
being reviewed by the president's Ad-hoc Advisory Committee, according to Carol
Rausch administrative assistent to the president.
The committee is made up
by Dr. Kenneth Bain, Douglas
Bartley, Dr. Gilberto de los
Santos, Dr. Roy Flores, Dr.
Carl Grantz, Dr. J.C. Huber,
Mrs. Janice Maville, T. Edward Mercer, Dr. Jerry
Pulley, Carol Rausch, Fred
Rodriguez, Sister Geralda
Schaefer, and Dr. Ted
Vonende.
Qualifications for the posi·
tion include the following:

earned doctorate, 10 years of
college level experience with
al least three years teaching
and at least five years administration at the department
head level or above.
The purpose of the committee is to advise President
Miguel Nevarez of the possible
candidates for the position.
Demonstrated recognition
in research or in a creative
field as evidenced by a record
of scholarly publication and or
presentation. Reco rd of
significant academic program
development, significant
record of community service,
experience in program-based
budgeting as it relates to
academic planning.

SANTA ROSA N,ncy Elaina Hall"
WESLACO Jen Sue An"-y. J..,, E
Benltu. David Nu! Calvi~. Eaqutrrl
Duron. Edwo Sharon Gorman. c.do,
Lepez. M.nvel Lop.,. Beth Mane WNtloy
Muso. Cynrhlo Ann Medzano. Paulo
Moreno. James Sreven Pago Wlaom Glom
Pearrow N0<ma Perez. Rom.n Roya,
Manlew Cunningham Sturgio. Nool Tovar,
Cynthia Kay Werog,ovc and Ja,mt Z..,.to
FALFURRIAS Mary D CNt
HERBRONVILLE· Sonya S«trrna Sallnos
GALVEHON Alma Rosa Rabago
COLUGE STATION _Pa111cla Ann
Young

CLEVELAND, Oh,o Anrhony McO.mtl
DENVILLE. NJ Holly Rurh MoffaN

Ladies select
utstanding
pledges
Gloria Perez was selected
utstanding prospective an
ector Salinas was selected
utstanding pledge by t
adles of Camelot in a recen
nstallation ceremony for ne
adies and Brothers.
On Dec. II, the new Ladl
were installed and they ar
Rebecca Blanco, Magdalen
Blanco, Irma Casares, Caro
Burford, Rosi Gonzalez, Cln
dy Ibarra, Della Aguirre
Leticia Medina. Gloria Perez
Susanna Ordonez, and Ma
Longoria. New Brothers a
Leo Casares, Nich Valdez
Willy Guzman, Hecto
Salinas

..........................................................
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Guajardo remains Bronco Queen

\

----::
Evidence presented--Ladles of Camelot officers
Marla Cano and Gloria Lopez present evidence to
Student Court concerning Bronco Queen election
In December.

Reading the /etter--Chlef Justice J.R. Garza and other members of the Student Court read a letter submitted by the Ladles of Camelot against one
alleged violation.
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Petitions, letter ca~paign begin fight
against proposed financial aid cuts
The Reagan Administration
is proposing futher cuts in
financial aid which will affect
students currently on aid.
Students Against Financial
Aid (STAFAC) Cutbacks
committee had one table set
up during the financial aid
disbusement.
Over 1.000 students signed
the petition and over 1,500
letters were handed to the
students, according to Ruben
Coronado, head of the committee.
Students received sample
letters to write to Congressman Kika de la Garza,
Senators Lloyd Bentsen and
John Tower. .All the student
have to do is write a letter and
place a stamp on the selfaddressed envelope.
Other students wishing to
sign the petition. which will be
sent to the Reagan Administration, need to go by the third
floor of the University Center
and sign it in the Student
Government office.

would make graduate and
professional students ineligible
for guarantee student loans,
which is their primary source
of federal aid
The American Council of
Education had earlier notified
Clementine Cantu, director of
financial aid about the proposed cuts. The ACE stated
possible cuts totaling 40 percent in the Pell grant, 30 percent in College Work/ Study
and the total elimination of the
Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG),
State Student Incentive
Grants (TPEG) and graduate
fellowships. Also restrictions
will be placed on the
Guaranteed Student Loan
For "81-'82 there are approzlmatley 686 students on
workstudy, 3 ,969 on BEOG,
269 on NDSL, 595 on SEOG
renewal and 693 on SEOG
for the first time. These figures
are to date as the financial aid
office is still adding students.
"From July 1980 to June
30, 1981. 5,243 students
were on the need-based pro
gram, Cantu said; "To date
approximately 4 ,283 students

A New York Times article
stated that the budget proposal for the next fiscal year

are being served We are running behind at this time."
In March the office will be
notified of the tentative award
with the final figure due in
June.
Students currently on.
workstudy have had their
hours reduced from 15 to 12.
SEOG has been reduce 50
percent or approximatley
$150,000. Financial aid
usually awards a student $400
maximum, but has only been
able to award $200

"We cannot stress enough
to the students to apply early,
" Cantu said, Aid is given out
on a first-come,. first-served
basis.
Financial aid is meeting half
of the students need. The
students affected the most will
be those currently on aid and
students who live away from
home."
A large amount of a student's money goes for
transportation to the university.

Street construction
beginning in summer Bids will soon be let on an
$89,000 construction proiect
that includes the reconstruction of Van Week Street,
which will begin in the .summer
The Board of Regents approved the proposed expenditure of $77 ,275 for outside
•

~

contractors on Feb. 2.
Van Week Street, as it is
known to most PAU students.
has long been an area which
the Student Government has
tried to get repaired
"We're very proud of the
Board and of Dr Roy Flores,"
see Van Week page 3

~c...:......-;:,
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The Student Court revoked
an earlier decision to hold
another election keeping
Angie Guarjardo as the Bronco Queen
The Veterans Organi;:ation
withdrew their complaint
against the Ladies of Camelot
in the Student Court hearing
Feb. 3.
Chief Justice J . R Garza,
Hilda Fuentes, Judy Gomez,
Eileen Martinez and Harold
Arrendondo went into executive session after the hear•
ing because Veteran organization members Vicente Ochoa,
Juan Uresti and adviser Joe
Cantu wanted to withdraw
their complaint about the
Ladles of Camelot.

"It come has to our attention that the Veteran's
Organization wishes to
withdraw its charges against
the Election Commission,"
Garza, said. "We, the Student
Court, still hold the Election
Commission liable for the er-

I
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the Student court decision
Bronco Queen Angle Guajardo sheds tears of happiness.

Court upholds election
after Vets drop charges

.,.{Jf~.l'llla

~~~lj:

The wlnner--After hearing

~:~c;..,,
-3-

Signing petltions--Jalme Garza and Marla Vasquez sign petitions against the
proposed financial aid cuts during financial aid dlsbursementt.

rors committed during the
Bronco Queen election de
held Dec. 2-4. In light of this,
the newly appointed Election
Commissioners will stand .
However, because of the
dismissal of charges, there will
be no new election .
Therefore, the original election will results will stand. This
ruling officially closes any further charges concerning the
Bronco Queen election ."
Guajardo will ride on the
student government float in
the Fiesta Hidalgo parade.
Her court remain the same as
Marlinda Marroquin was the
first runner. up and Blanca
Herrera of CAMP was second
runner up.
The hearing began with
Maria Cano, president of the
Ladies of Camelot, presenting
information about the election. She stressed 15.01 of
the Election Code claiming if
violations by the election commissioner representatives
there of affect all candidates,
the results of the race would
therefore stand.
Cano then began answering
to allegations made by Brenda
Foley, former president of the
Veterans Organization. and
Patricio Gonzalez. She gave a
signed letter to the Student
Court answering one charge
and the court recessed to read
the letter
The court stayed in execu
live session until their final
decision was made
"Thank God it's all over . .
I feel relieved,"' Guariardo
said as she was holding her
tears back. "It has been very
hard for me the last few
weeks, but this decision was
worth the wait. Everything
turned out okay and I would
like to thank the Veterans
Organization for withdrawing
their complaint "
"I feel great
I can't express how I truly feel right
now." Cano said as she broke
into tears. "That is the way it
should have been at the beginning," she turned around
and hugged Guarjardo again
as the Ladies left the hearing
See Election page S

•C> Happy Valentines Day! •~
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ditorials----Student Court
decision good
The recent Student Court decision to keep Angie Guajardo as the Bronco Queen is a good one
The disadvantages outweigh the advantages in having
another election.
1) The Student Senate was under extreme pressure in
having to quickly screen Election Commission candidates
and also approve them. The senate was called to two
special meetings because commissioners needed lo be approved. Now, the senate can take their time and choose
all 15 Election Commissioners needed.
2) The newly appointed Election Commission would
have been under extreme pressure to run a fair election
after the troubles with the December election. None of the
commissioners would have had the needed experience to
run an election and all the commissioners need some
election training. Another problem could have occurred.
3) Many organizations would have been unable to run
a candidate in the re-election because the organizations
did not have the money for it. Each group has a specific
budget t~ work within and they do not have the extra
money for another election. There would have only been
about three candidates running in the new election.
The only disadvantage that comes out of the fall election is the fact that the Ladies of Camelot did help run the
election polls. No matter how long . . . five minutes or
one hour . . . the Ladies are in violation of the election
Code. Even when they stop campaing as members of the
Ladies of Camelot and cross the 50 fool picket line and
run the polls as "concerned PAU students," they are still
In violation of the Election Code.
Theil"violation did not hinder the election though.
What's next? . . . First of all, we should congratulate
Angie for being the new Queen and be proud of her
because the Ladies of Camelot worked hard in the election. The election will be valuable because everybody
can learn from mistakes.
This reporter does not think that another organization
will help run the election polls again because next time.
the allegations may not be dropped and the elections
could be voided for real.

Oscar Garza

Editor

Valentine gift
prices rise
Even though Valentines Day is still a very sentimental
holiday, gifts for the popular holiday are quite expensive
these days, but cards ~II carry more meaning.
As a youngster. I would look forward to this holiday
because I would get to exchange valentines with my
friends and I would receive a lot of Valentine candy. Parties would accompany the day's festivites and school was
actually given the day off.
In high school, I finally started feeling the money pinch
as I tried to buy cards and candy for my family members,
then realizing I did not have enough gifts to go around.
Some people had to be left out and there was not even
enough money to buy myself a box of candy.
Once I finally got a job, Valentines Day was much nicer
because I finally has enough money to buy the right gifts
for the family.
i:o try and Impress a close friend . 1bought a box of
candy and a small star-shaped necklace. I hid the
necklace in the candy without even tearing open the
wrapper. The necklace was covered with white tissue and
It could be seen right away and, boy, was she surprised
and Impressed.
This was a smart and inexpensive way of catching her
attention, but one cannot come up with clever ideas like
this every year.
Roses cost around $54 a dozen excluding the vase. A
half dozen of the beaufiful red flowers still cost $36. One
rose costs $5 and $8 with the vase.
Candy ranges from $6 for a small box to $28 for a large ·
box. Candy only lasts for one day and there goes one's
Investment.
Roses also only last for a short time and that leaves you
with
only
one
alternative
either buy an expensive gift or purchase a sentimental
Valentine's card. The latter wlll probably add much more
meaning to the day because cards add that romantic feeling to the day. They show you care. It takes time to select
that "right card" also and it's something nobody can take
away.
Although the cards may be the simplest and thrlftest
way to do things, It is the thought that counts . . . not
-the ex

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
In response to the recent
Student Court decision December to reverse their previous decision to void the
Bronco Queen Election in
December 1981, I would like
to set the record straight and
respond to the arguments presented since I was not allowed
lo speak and present an!,) evidence at the hearing. No evidence was presented by the
Ladies of Camelot lo disprove
the previous
validated election violations In
the Dec. 7 hearing.
At the hearing of Feb. 3,
Ms. Cano, president of the
Ladies of Camelot, presented
her argument that all candidates were negatively affected. The fallacy is that only
"one" person, Ms. Angie
Guajardo, was negatively affected. The other candidates
were positively affected for
they were given a second opportunity to run for Bronco
Queen . The court did not allow me as Representative of
Brenda Foley to present the
valid and factual points. Instead, the Court left the hearing in process because their
adviser, Tony Vela, and three
distressed· '1eterans in shining
armour Vicente Ochoa, Joe
Cantu, and Juan Uresti, offered a "Deal!" to the Court,
to Tony Vela, and to the
Association that would save
them from further distress by withdrawing the complaints filed by Brenda Foley,
president of the Veterans Club
and notified by the Court as
the Veteran's representative.
These Three Veteran Knights
sold out their club in return for
some "prize." Ask them for
the amount? The Court came
in and announced that the
Veterans Club withdrew the
complaints that three of its
members offered to the court
The Court did not care for
justice. The original complaint
asked for the disqualification
of Ms. Guajardo, but the court
and Commission ignored it as
they did the violations that
were proven beyond a
shadow of doubt. These three
veterans did not file the
original complaints that had
already been validated by the
court. For them lo withdraw
something they did not file is
unethical and to accept it is
untruthful.
After the dramatic reading

by the Court that the election
results of December will stand,
the Ladies of Camelot, their
supporters, the IK's, the Alpha-kappa Psi's. rejoiced and
lived happily ever after In their
domain and kingdom of Pan
American University. Now,
Major Atkinson of ROTC can
relax and be at peace that the
one victim of justice has suffered no more. What now of
the eight victims of injustice?
They can cry or lake two aspirins for there is no justice or
fair play at P.A.U The Court,
the Association leaders, and
Mr. Vela shoud resign for their
unethical conduct in accepting
a "Deal" in the Court of student justice.
The Interesting point Is that
Dean de los Santos accepted
an appeal from a party that
was not part of the original
hearing. The Election Commission was the defendant
and they are the only ones
that can appeal the decision
because it affected them. The
violations were perpetuated
by them. This is why Ms.
Cano and club Were not notified of the original hearing
because the court has original
jurisdiction of the Commission. J.R. Garza should have
defended the Court's decision
but he does not care. Logical
thinking is a rare talent among
the Court and the Commission. The original decision
should stand!!

Patricio C. Gonzalez
P.A.U. Student .
Co-Complainant
w /Brenda Folley
EDITOR'S NOTE: Brenda
Foley, former president of
the Veterans Organlza•
tlon, did not enroll In
echool this semester and
was not at the hearing.
Juan Uresti,
now presl•
dent of the Veterans, moved to drop the charges.
To the Edtto·r:
I would like to compliment
everyone involved in the recent appeal of the Bronco
Queen Election for the way in
which this very difficult issue
was resolved.
It is never pleasant for the

were kept open and it g.-ve
everyone an opportunity to be
heard.
The students acted in a
mature and responsible way
and the issue was resolved in
a timely and objective manner.
To those involved in appeal
- PAUSA. Student Court,
Veterans Organization, Ladies
of Camelot. Army ROTC and
the Bronco Queen, Angie
Guajardo - CONGRATUALTIONS!

GIiberto de los Santos
Dean of Students &
lnstructlonal Services.
Dear Editor
I am a second class cihzen
on the Pan American campus
but I have been advised by a
member of your staff that you
will accept my letter even
though I am--a night student.
I want to use this column as
a forum to express the frustrations of many of my fellow
night students and myself. I
work 35-40 hours a week. I
can only attend classes al
night Now that I am a sophomore and have already fulfulled most of my core course obligations. I find it harder each
semester to find courses I
need to take on the schedule.
Many courses. including the
foreign language I need
(Spanish for non-native
speakers). are not offered at
night. I was told that courses
are offered on a demand

basis. If the courses are not on
the schedule. naturally no one
will try to sign up for them
and. therefore. it appears that
the demand does not exist
Another reason given for
classes not offered al night
was that the complexity of the
material made 1t Impossible to
cover in one weekly meeting.
Hasn't anyone thought of
scheduling classes from
4:30-6 p.m on Tuesdays and
Thursdays?
I'm sure many night students would appreciate a
larger variety of courses of·
fered in the 4 30-7 p m and
7: 10-9:55 time slots. and not
only in the Edu~tion Depanment. This would enable
students who must travel from
other cities to make the trip
only twice a week for four
classes, rather than four trips,
saving time and gasoline.
And why are we the only
students who cannot attend
summer school? Many of us
are eager to get our degrees
and would be happy for the
opportunity to attend evening
or late afternoon summer
classes.
Why not circulate a questionnaire concerning lhe
needs of night students? Ask
us what courses we need be
fore you make up the schedules. We'll be more than
happy to help you serve us
better.

Jeni Zavaleta
1600 Tamarack No. 99
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people Involved when a problem like this arises, but
everyone was willing to look
at all sides of the issue and
make a very difficult decision
The lines of communication ,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
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Despite frigid weather conditions, more than 150 valley
school teachers attended the
fourth annual Conference on
the Teachlng of History Saturdy.
According to Dr. Rondell
Davidson, head the PAU history department, the yearly
conference held at PAU is the
best attended conference of
this type in the nation.
"We are just ecstatic about
it," Davidson said. "We felt
our program was good and
the number of teachers who
attended is an Indication that
they feel the conference is
worth their time."
Among the feature guest
speakers who attended the
conference were Tony
Bonilla, national director of
the League of United Latin
American Citizens, and Jose
Cano, national president of
the American G.J. Forum.
Cano, who appeared with
Bonilla in a joint session,
spoke about the educational
opportunities the Forum
sponsors.
Bonilla, who because of
prior engagements was only
able to speak at the first session, talked about "Hispanic
Education And the Unfullftlled
Dream."
"Throughout the nation,
bilingual education has
become a whipping boy because people think in terms of
being un-American if you advocate bilingual education."
Bonilla said. "The fact is that
the secretary of education and
the Reagan Administration
put things in proper perspective when he said that our
society is composed of a
bunch of monolinguistic bumpkins because we only know
one language."
"We are slowly seeing a
deterioration of bilingual
education programs on the
one hand and on the other
hand the irony that we have a
country that does not know
anything other than the
English language, which is
sad," Bonilla said.
Regarding his views on
financial aid cuts, Bonilla felt
that many students are attending school parffime because
they do not qualify for linan-

cial aid.
Bonilla said that the added
burden of proposed cutbacks
and the reduction of the Pell
grant from $2.3 billion to $1
billion means that even more
students will be unable to attend college,
"What this means, then, is
that colleges and universities
are going to be available to the
affluent only." Bonilla said.
"That the minorities, that the
poor and disadvantaged may
not apply."
Key speaker at the luncheon was Dr. Smauel R.
Gammon, executive director
of the American Historical
Association and former U.S.
diplomat, who talked about
the uses and abuses of
History.
According to Gammon,
one of the most common
abuses of history is that if there
Is something one dislikes
about history simply deny that
it ever existed.
Gammon's example of this
abuse was a journal published
by the Institution for Historical
Review in which they stated
that the Holocaust never took
place.
"No one who knows anything would ever buy such a
weird argument as that,"
Ga,.,mon said. "But then
again it indicates that if there is
something you don't like
about history you Just say that
it never happened."
Gammon also cited various
goals which he felt history
teachers needed to be concerned with in the teaching of
history.
"The teachers are those
who are in the trenches, the
ones who come in contact
day-to-day with younger
minds," Gammon said.
"Therefore. a teacher obviously has to depend very
heavily on colleagues in the
field of research and stay in
touch with what is happening."
"That's not always easy."
Gammon acknowledged.
"Yet keeping up to date is an
important part of what the
teacher in the trenches of
education needs to be aware
of."
Using Poland as an exam-

pie, Gammon also discussed
the importance of history asking how can one understand
what is going on in Poland today if one knows nothing
about the history of the
Eastern Central Plains in
Europe and the Polish people.
"Teachers in our schools
and colleges must give thanks
there are no occupational
forces or secret police in this
country " Gammon said.
"Our real enemies, however.
ar infinetly. more subtle."
According to Gammon, the
distortion of television and of
other media in presenting
history. political maniupulation of history and "junk
history for the gullible" are the
real enemies history teachers
have to cope with.
"And in order to cope with
them we have to equip ourselves as best we can to be
able to communicate to
students a sense of excitement, a sense of interest, a
sense of the dramatic without
losing a sense of judgement,
of discrimination and of accuracy," Gammon concluded.

Student
employment
available
The Student Employment
Service is a referral department that helps students obtain off campus employment
while enrolled in school SES
has been designed to serve all
students who are enrolled part
or full lime. SES is located at
the University Center Room
111 and encourages every
student to come by and fill out
an application for employment.
According to Arturo Castillo, SES Coordinator, it
would be advisable to checK
job listings located in the
bulletin board in front of the
snack bar.

HARLINGEN FEMALE
STUDENT looking
someone to carpool

1------- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - ,W on M W F. For information

Vole's Drive Inn

call 425-1343

p.m.,

CHICKEN PLATE
ONLY $2.15

weekends anytime!

president, of the approval.
"We are very grateful to the
whole administration in finally
getting Van Week paved."
According to Flores, vice
president of business affairs.
because Van Week is PAU
property and not city property. it is really not Van Week
Street. Van Week end~at a
curve where the fence surrounding Lamar Elementary
school is located. However,
since the rest of the street has
no name, PAU students refer
to it as Van Week.
Since it is PAU property,
PAU will pay for all repairs, an
estimated $40,950.
"There is no remedy for
Van Week," Flores said. "It's
heating, and the only thing to
do is to tear it out and reconstruct the whole thing."
Because it is widely used,
Flores expects reconstruction
to be during the end of spring
semester and the beginning of
the summer session,
Besides the reconstruction
of Van Week Street, the project also includes parking lot
repairs and a proposed sidewalk to be laid by the dormitories along Sugar Road.
The sidewalk, estimated to

student parking lot located
near the physical plant. Work
for the sidewalk will not be let
for bids but will be done by the
PAU physical plant instead.
"Many students walk on the
street." Flores said. "That's
not good All of this is of
benefit to the student."
Other repairs includes
resurfacing the LA, UC, FA
and Field House parking lots
as well as several interior
maintenance access roads.
These repairs will be done
by putting a light oil on the
surface and adding sand over
the oil This process seals the
cracks and rejuvenates the
surface.
Cracks that cannot be repaired by the rejuvenation
method will be repaired with a
seal coat. Seal coat is done by
adding an asphalt liquid and
precoated rock on the surface
of the road. Sealing will be
done on the access streets of
the LA parking lot, UC complex and the Fine Arts drive.
Hot mix, a two inch overlay
of asphalt and gravel will be
used to repair the access
streets on the Field House
parking lot and the service
road by the tennis courts.

Jlffiafi
,1,-,,,,,__ _

in front of the UC will be
reconstructed in accordance
with the construction of the
Administration
The road was damaged by
heavy equipment used in the
construction of the new building and will be repaired at no
cost by Donald Ferguson.
'Tm quite happy we're going to do this now," Flores
said. If we wait a few more
months, it will cost even
more."
''The parking lots. for exmple, are not that bad off," he
said. "However, we need to
maintain them in good condition so 1hat later we won't
have lo spend a lot more
money·•

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

stl-

February Special

611NotrnMOnl,.-ctonlfommeLOlorv~n

r~1.s121oeo11,o

'••a1

Came Gutsada Plate
carne gulsada, rice,

SAVE TIME!

beans. salad. 2 tortillas
for S2.19

Have a professional do it!

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices

For faster service call in order

Edinburg 383-0725
Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE

AMUtaU Of

MNA
ASSOCIATION
OfT l O I W . ~

2 locations/McAllen, Mission
Harlingen & Browsnville

ER£IARIAI.SEIIVICES

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED Cos1 1s about the same as a
semesrer m a US colleq., S2.989 P"ce includes 1e1 ,ovnd
u1p to Sevdle ltorn New York, room boa,d and tu,i,on
compte1e Gove,nmeni 4rants dnd loans available fo, el1g1ble
SludenLS
Live w,1h d Span,sh family, a11end classes 101,Jr hours a da,y.
four d3ys ... weeli,., four months Earn 16 hrs of credit teQu1

vatent to 4 scrnr~te,~ taught 1n U S colleges over a two

yea, 11me span) Yoo, Spanish s1ud1es will be enhaftted bv
opponun111es nor ava1tab1e 1n a U S classroom Standard
1zad tests show our si udems· language skills superior 10
students compleung two year programs 1n U S

Hurry, 1t takes a lot of hrne to make all arrangetTWtn1s.
FALL SEMESTER SEPT 10 Doc 22 SPRING SEMESTER
Feb. I June 1 each vear
FULLY ACCREDITED A program of Trm,tv Chnst,an College

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. G,and Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

CALL T Q LL FAE E

for full information 1-800-253-9008
(In Mich., or if toll free line Inoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 collect)

Includes 3 pieces of chickeJJ, fries, bread,
tomatoes, onions, and Jalapefios
720 North Closner (Corner of 281 & Schunlor) Edinburg, Texas
ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED

Pull ring

381-9623

and throw•••a party

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish P l a. t ~ s
Shrimp • French Fries •

,,

0

D

D

D

0

D

0

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

·----~---------------With the purchase of hamburger
you will receive FREE
fries with coupon.

OffER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 17. 1982

~

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt liquor

t M O G .,.fill.MAN 9AfW4HC COMPAN- INC LA CIIIOSSl WISCONSIN A""O OTN(A C.ITIE~
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Plant director says Valentines Da
retirement no big deal celebrated sine
For years now on Feb. 14,
people from all over America
send Valentine cards and can•
dy lo one another,

The question of retirement
is not such a big deal for
PAU's Physical Plant Director.
Louis DeVrles, who was
asked by the Board of Regents
lo stay on In his position
despite his reaching the age of
65, thinks "Having to retire
"wouldn't be so bad."
"I think the idea of a man•
datory retirement age is all
right." he said "It doesn't
bother me. I like fishing a lot
and 1f I had to retire. I would
probably be doing a lot of fish •
ing , ,r buy a few head of cattle and put them on a some
land that I own."
DeVries has been at PAU
for about 28 years.
He first started as an in•
structor of math. agriculture

One theory 15 the ~lief that
Feb. 14 Is the bird's mating
season This belief came from
Europe during the middle
ages

Today, birds are often used

as a symbol of love and are
even used to decorate valentine cards with.
The custom of sendlng
valentines perhaps derived
from the old Lubercalla feast
also. The young man and
maiden who had been paired
together would give presents
to one another Eventually,
only the young man would
give a gift to the maiden.
Whatever the reason for
Valentine's Day, lt has grown
to be a ma,or source of In•
dustry. Today, one can walk
mto a store and pick from an
array of valentine cards the
one they want. Sweethearts
from all over the US take advantage of the day to send
roses, candy and that special
valentine card to the one they
love

I 6 \

0l<L.Milwaukee
SAVINGS TIME

CLOCK OFFER

$n95

The Women's Pollllcal
Caucus is spon~orlng
Women's Rights walk at 1
p,m . Saturday from fourth
street (across the bookstore)
to the Hidalgo County Court
house.
"The purpose of the march
is show support for women's
rights and to promote awarene" here m the Valley "
Ofelia de los Santos, vice
cha1rper;on for membership,
said
She encourt!lge:. all ,tudents
to participate in the march
with mem~r, of the Women·s
Political Caucus
h
Also accompanying t e
Valley delegation of the

•

::,- ~SH':!.~~

LOOK FOR THE OLD MILWAUKEE DISPLAY AT
PARTICIPATING RETAILERS

••
••
••
••.
•..
•.
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-tc
-tc
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OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

■
■

Tor ,\rti~ts.

■ 'bior Label~.
llunJ1~ds ol Stlcdions.
WPor" lo ClaMic.
■ Skr~-o LI' Album1.
Cas,cttes. Bo, Sets.

*

-tc

! UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE!
i(

l JNIVFRSITY AT 4th fTREET

J6.

*************~*******'

The public schools in Victoria, Texas,
will have a limited number of vacancies for the 1982-83 school year In
terviews will be conducted on the Pan
American University campus at the
placement office on March 4. Inter
ested parties should contact the placement office of an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a good
salary schedule. provide free hospitalization and life insurance. and offer
excellent facilities in which to work.
For additional information, write:
Victoria Public Schools, P. 0. Box
1759. Victoria, Texas 77902.

Women's Political Caucus wlll
be the state chairperson Jane
Wells of the caucus When the
walk ends at the courthouse.
Wells wlll make a speech.
This walk should provide
encouragement to those peo•
pie who are actively working
for women's rights," de los
Santos said . "Although Texas
has ratified the state ver~1on of
the Equal Rights Amendment,
,;ome state legislators. have at•
tempted to rescind, while on
the nabo·,al -.cene 1f thrff
fourths of the states do not
ratify the amendment by the
summer ERA will be dead It
will die no matter what Texa)
does ..
.,.---------•

MAKE $12,200
FOR COLLEGE
WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO
COLLEGE.
Give your l0,.1I
Army Rc,crvc unit a
wcckl·nJ .1 monlh ,nJ

• cnurlc of "ummcr,
Junn,: u,lh.:,:c, anJ
I hey' II 1(1\ll' you over
S 11,000 Im 1:ollcxe·
Ur tu S4,000 m colki,:c
.11J 1, you!\ 1u,1 lur
111mmi,: 1110-i unn,
l'lu, over S2,2110 tor
two summcr munm,:
('l r111,h And Jn111hcr
S6,0ll0 tor ":rvanx a
WlckcnJ ., mnmh rlu,
two week., a )Car In•
tnc,te·d 1 C.1II your In•
a l Army lkscrn· re•
0

UUltn 111II lrl'l' ill

McAllen 6!-il-6141 A,lr.
Im the• colk,:l' Rcou11•
-
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'How Politics Affects Women'
YD's
seminar set for Saturdav

PAU-B offers
-GRE orientation
GRE, graduate record examination apptitude test orientation sessions are being offered again by Pan American
University Brownsville.
The sessions are designed
to reduce test anxiety and to
help individuals in preparing
themselves for two of the
three test areas. "Quantitative
Ability" will be covered by
Peter Cawenda which deals
primarily with math and
geometry. Necessary skills in
this section are the ability to
prove whether the individual
has the competence to recognize steps within the problem.
Also included in this section
are story problems dealing
with math relationships.
Part one of quantitative
ability is this Saturday from
9:30-12 noon in Eidman 117.
Part two of quantitative ability
is set for March 3 from 7-9·30
p .. and March 13 from 9:3012 noon. Both will be room
117 Eidman.
Dr. Aileen Johnson will
cover the verbal ability section
which deals with relationships
between pairs of words and
the ability to read and comprehend passages. Another
aspect of the verbal section
tests the testee's ability on
tasks of sentence completion.
Dr. Johnson will conduct

Part one of the verb11l ability
this Saturday from 1 :30-4
p.m. in Eidman I. and on Feb.
17 from 7-9.30 p.m . Eidman

117.
Part two of the verbal ability
is scheduled for Saturday.
Part two of the verbal ability
is scheduled for March 6 and
March 10.
For the total program the
student should attend four
sessions, this will mean selection one of each of the two
options offered for part I andfor part II of the two test areas.
Any additional information
needed can be obtained by
calling the admissions office at
PAU-B 542-6882.

The Hidalgo County Women's Political Caucus. in
conjunction with the Pan
American University UCPC.
will co-sponsor a seminar entitled " How Politics Affects
Women" on Saturday at the
PAU Learning Resource Center {LRC) media theater
Registration will begin at 9:30
a.m. Admission is free and
open to the public and the
conference begins at 10 a.m.
In commemoration of Susan B. Anthony's birthday.
the film "Thelrial of Susan B .
Anthony" will he shown at
9:40 a.m.
The Caucus, having declared this day as Jane Wells
Political Education Day, has
invited Jane Wells as guest of

Exclusive
Playboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

honor for this occasion. Wells
one
of the founders of the
Texas Women's Political Caucus and is current chairperson
of the state organization. She
is also a past member of the
State Board of Education.
She will speak on "How
Politics Affects Women."
Other speakers will include
Sandy Hall. administrator of
MuJeres Unidas/Women Together, and Janice Mitcheltree, former Rape Crisis Program Coordinator of MU/WT
and presently employed by
the Region I Service Center in
Edinburg, speaking on the
topic of "Women and
Violence:" Dr. Ana Maria
Rodriguez. PAU professor of
education, on " Women in

Education:" Rebecca Harrington and Juanita Cox of the
United Farm Workers Union.
on "Farm Worker Women:"
and San Juanita Reyes, PAU
head reference librarian, on
"The Changing Trends of
Women in the Labor Force."

"This was a decision rendered by the students concerning a student matter and that
is the way it should be done."
Tony Vela. student government adviser. said.
"We want a written apology
to us and all organizations that

-.-~~----~----~
{
~

The Bilingual Education
Student Organization will be
conducting their first meeting
of spring semester, Tuesday,
Feb. 16 during activity period.
The meeting will be held in
the Education Building with a
room to be designated at a
later time.
Anyone who is interested in
joining is urged to attend this
meeting. BESO will welcome
anyone especially freshman
and sophomores. come out
attend, and JOin!

I
I
I
··l I
?' ~ I

®

~I
Johnny Hinojosa
Owner

meeting

Upcoming events during
the semester will be discussed
by the Young Democrats at
their meeting today during activity period in LA 119 according to Annette Champion.

--------•Election---------

BESO to meet

-------------~----~,J
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ran a queen from Student
Government,'' Cantu said.
"We will write this apology
to all the organizations that
were involved as soon as possible." Fred Rodriguez. student government president,
said.
~

--- ~..._,...----~..

"Vil<l<i Carr J11 Concert"

I
l
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~
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!
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For Back To School An
Eye Examlnadon Is

I
I..
I

Suggested By

;

;

Family Optical

WE OFFER
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

i
i
i..
I

Vil<l<i Carr

Harlingen ll
/i
Municipal 1/
Auditorium J/
;I
,. 1

,. 1

Optical Fashion

FAMILY
(

308 S. Broadway
McAllen

260 South Texas
Weslaco

682-9435

968-8863

I solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames in the world.
TRY ME!!

I

·---... ---------------1

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

]-

.. Saturday March 13, 1982
I'
..I •
Show 8:00 P.M.

I..

816 South Main
McAllen, Texas
687-7224

I
;

)

10" Dlacount to PAU Studmta

.. 1

I
I

icket Locations: Gallagher's Travels Valley Wide
*HARLINGEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

~ , .........___ ...
.

~..-..._.. ".......___..

...______ "........._.,II

ABC Kiddie College
(Day Care Center)
at 1518 West Freddy Gonzalez Edinburg, Texas
Accepting Children Age 2 thru 5 yrs for Spring Semester
7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Mon . thru Fri.

Hot lunches - 2 snacks daily
Breakfast available at an extra fee
Planned Classroom Activities
Call 383-8522
-

For More Information
Owners Pete & Francine Bond

I..
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SPORTS

Eyes th e basket--Larry Skinner goes up for a jump
s hot as a Southwestern Louisiana defender trys to
block the shot. The Broncs lost to the Ragin Cajuns last week by a score of 75-72. Tonight, the
Broncs take on the tough Golden Eagles from the
University of Southern Mississippi. Game time is
at 7 :25.

Broncs lose to USL;
USM visit tonight
The Broncs. after losing a
very close. hard fought 75 72
home game against the Ragin
Caiuns of Southwestern Loui
s1,ma last wl!ek. will be looking
fnr rewnge when ,Joe (Awesome) Dawson and the rest of
the Golden Eagles from the
Un1v"'rs!lv of Southern M1ss1ss1pp1 pay c1 v1s1t to th"'
Broncs tonight
Two weeks ago. the Broncs
were humiliated before 3.637
Golden Eagle fans at Southern Mississippi by a score of

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

101 79

Dawson will be getting help
from super-quick guards like
6- I Curt is Green and 6-4
Edgar Eason

*

•

Aq,1111st Southwl'stem Loui,-1anc1 I .irr~ '-;ki111wr h,1d on.,
of h1~ usu.ii hiyh porn! g<1mes
h1tt111g 1111w from thl' field and
five frt>t> throw, for ,1 total of
23 pomts Cl1111011 Cobb had
21 po111t~ followed bv Rob!'rt
Kirby w11h 14
.
All lhrough the yam11 Pan
Am show1>d patience whill'
passing tht> hall to 1h11 open
man underneath the basket
Skinner and Owen had ,..,ght
and sevl'n assists respectively

The Broncs will have to
repeat last weeks performance
to keep the likes of Southern
Mississippi's 6-5 and 223 Joe
Dawson from scoring al will.

_,,

0/,a
•

I urk 11!d th,• Golden Et1gles to
thl' NI r with a 20 7 record

Last

.

vear.

Coach

MK.

In the rl'ht>undmg dl'part
ml'nt Cobb had the ganw high
of 19 for thl' Broncs while
Dron Brown hdd 11111e re
bounds for thl' Ragm Ca1uns
Tonight's game will start at
7 25 and Ron Spl'ck will
broadcast hw all the drtion on
KRIO Radio <})(}Oil the dral.

Pan American
vs

~ ~== **

Southern Mississippi

~ : ½.fr{aj)oo{
:Jius: ~54 3'oosi,af{
"Wed: 5 :Toft.ensfor~1.
::fhurs: .fad(e.s

.,.

C\

Tonight at 7:25

~

Pan Am Fieldhouse

!J)ooC.

Spurs tickets
awarded tonight
Two lucky Pan Am students
will win two tickets lo the
Spurs game against San
Diego on Feb. 20 (Saturday)

*

~ ·

~~'

*

~

~
;f-~

Winners w,11 be chosen dur
ing half-timl' at 1h11 Pan Am vs
Southern M1ssiss1pp1 basket•
hall game Feb J I

···cr;;;iii~a····Aa;········i
art-time work posting adverlisng materials for a nationwide
irm Choose own hours. 2-10
weekly No selling pay based
upon amount drstribured Aver
age earnings $6 50 per hour
Other benefits Independent
work. requires good commun1ca
lion. consistency Conracl Jean
Swenson. 500-:lrd Ave W .
Seallle. WA 98119 (206)
282 8111
• SURPLUS JEEPS. CARS.
e TRUCKS Car-tnv Value $2143,
• sold for $ I 00 For 1nformalion on
• purchasing s1m1lar bargarns call
: (602) 998-0575 Ext 0502 Call
• Refundable
:
KARATE INSTRUCTION
:
• IN THE TANG S00 DO STYLE
: OFFERED CHILDREN 8 12
• AFTER SCHOOL AND SATUR
• DAY ADUL rs WEEKDAY
: EVENINGS 6 7 pm $25 00

•

•

by 701 N 15th McAllen. ask for:
Adolfo Pesquerci
:
JOB OPENINGS: McAllen Pub•'
he Library has si,ven pos111ons for 1
studen ts who qualify for work slu· ■
dy Contact Secretary 682- :
4531
:
htr Hent t-XTRA LARGE Bed :
mom for t or 2 college studenls •
Only 5 block, from PAU Cnnlacr:
Jo,i,ph1ne R,o,
:
iK'.117%
•
CREDIT PROBLEM~'!-·· ••
c;.,, m,1,1.-r Cdrd or V1,a Noe
d<•latls. s.,,t<I '>AOF 10 HOC Bo~:
ir-sor, 70 f J~ll,is T,·xa, 7522H:
lchp &
<1dl
•

,,,w

I

Cl,1,sifwd ,.,,., " ~o Cl'ttls " 1111.,;
with~ rn1111mum of'& I for 1•i1ch 1rt ;
wrlt1m prly,,hl<• 111 ,,dvanc•• •
Hnng Ad Cnrv to rtw P,111 Anw :
rrc,111 lm1h,, 11,,11 100 f).,,,clluw ,..
l rtcl<1v """" !" ,•,1tm,11,, '"'' •
r ..11111 ·m I"""" ,111,1 ,p,,. ,,, tu,,:

•
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Bron~s ~ost annual golf tourney
Four of the United States
f
II i t
If
_ P ivd~ co e g a e go tt~ams,
me 1u mg 1 9 8 1 na iona 1
champion Brigham Young
U ·
·ty ·11 b ttJ 19 th
nter~i • wi _a eTh 0sd er
un versities starting
ur ay
in the
10th. annual
Pan
.
.
American University lnternational Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament
·
Coach Oton ~ony) Guerrero Jr. of Pan American
originated this premier event.
It will be held at El Club
Campestre, one of the best
golf courses In Mexico, for the
lOth consecutive year. Club
members entertain the visiting
teams royally.
BYU's Cougars edged for
the 1981 NCAA national
champion in a playoff after
they tied for team honors.
Also competing among the
elite teams invited to Monterrey are Oklahoma State and
Arizona State, which finished
fourth and fifth in the 1981
NCAA championships.
Guerrero has invited 20 top
collegiate teams from the
United States, plus three from
Mexico, the universities of
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon and
Guad~lajara. A fourth team
t0

from Mexico young men
'
representing
El
Club
Campestre will join the elite
competitio~ but will not be
. .
ehg1ble_ for the team championsh1p because they are not
· one university.
·
•
representing
Host Pan American never
has won its own tournament
d h
.
an t e Broncs again will be

\J

in Laredo Feb 25-27· the
•
·
,
New Orleans Invitational,
March 4-6· the Oklahoma
Stale lnt~rcollegiate (in
Guadalajara, Mexico), March
10-13· the spring Break in
Denton,
' Marc h 15-20 ; the
Morris Williams Invitational in
Austin March 25-28· and the
,
,
All-American Invitational in
Houston , April 1-3.

of a post-season bid. The
Broncs have made the NCAA
playoffs 10 of the last 12
years.
Ogletree believes this year's ·
chances are as good as any.
But the outcome may depend
on the defense which caused
some one-run losses last season.
"Our defense was spotty
last year and we need more
consistency," Ogletree said.
We need to make the routine
play consistently and if we
make the spectacular play
well, that's just extra."
Ogletree also feels they
have good power but need
more consistent hitting. Last

year the Broncs had only two
.300-hitters compared to eight
the year before. Ogletree describes their speed as adequate
and their pitching as good
from both the left and right
sides.
Basically, Ogletree feels the
Broncs are rebuilding. But
that doesn't mean it's a liability. It could be an asset. Ogletree isn't set on who will be
starting yet. The competition
among the players for starting
positions, makes them work
harder. Good depth will also
be an asset for the Broncs this
year.
Coach Ogletree believes the
Broncs need to !}et off to a

Intramural Volleyball
games
Feb.4
HEP defeated Border Bandits (15-5) (15-10)
HEP downed Camp (8-15) (15-12) (15-11)

B100CS face t ough baseba I) season

By Oscar Salinas
Broncs Coa~h Al Ogletree
says the 1982 baseball schedule is "one of the toughest
we've ever had" and backs
this up with solid facts.
Fifty-five of 65 games will
be against Division I opponents and the Broncs will play
seven teams ranked in the top
30 and 3 of the top ten. The
Broncs dive into this rugged
schedule beginning Feb. 2021 with a pair of doubleheaders against Lamar University at 1 p.m. In Edinburg.
Ogletree sums up this season by saying "we'll either sink
or swim together."
Last year they did sink compiling a 32-22 record which
denied the Broncs any chance

e,

~

~
V

~

I
h
.
ongs ot contenders against
one of the world's top colIf
1 .
egpiate gAo , events.
ti •
an ms own pres g1ous
tournament launches its spr•
If h d I
mgNext
go stops
sc e u e.
for the Broncs
ft
M
II b
h'
aL er on) te':?t'· wl I eF tbe
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e .
21-23· the Border Olympics
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good start so they can gain
some confidence.
"The players have a good
attitude and help each other
out," Ogletree said. "The
main thing to do is to stick
together. pride and desire in
what you're doing are extremely important."
Ogletree is quite optimistic
about this year's Broncs and
feels that if all of the necessary
ingredients blend together
they are in for a successful
campaign and maybe even
back to the NCAA playoffs.
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Kneeling are Ernie Santos, Doug Hippert, Mitchell Moran, Carlos Hidalgo, Johnny Wallen and Ivan
Tones. Standing are David KHprzynskl, Danny Roma, Ray Hill, Herbie Jordan, Danny King, Jim
Hickey, David Alveraon and Mark Reluener.

Robert L. Nuaent 205
University of Arizona

Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

MPIAN
Educational Center

Call Days Evenln1s l Weekends

Still time to
prepare for aummer
GRE. GMAT, LSAT.

Call for further
Information.
3600 N. 23rd
McAllen 78501

-

631-2961
11617 N . Central
Dallas, TX 75243

llel&Mn,i you MY ii ~ •

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School

S~-H.
NOW IS THE TIME!

TEXAS

.
'

Inc.
1320 N ClOSNER
N HWY. 291

Bronc pitching staff•·The baseball Broncs will open a 65-game schedule here Feb. 20 against Lamar.

University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses; anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week
session. June 28-August 6,
1982. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $360. Room
and board in Mexican home,
.$395.
EEO/ AA
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Buy 1 piece of chicken, fry and roll.
Pay 1 t extra and receive an extra piece of chicken
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 17, 1982
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Our Name Says It ALL!
Open 24 hours

Open 7 days a week
Sugar Road and Hwy. 107
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'Tenth Coin' to perform today

APO coordinatesScout-0-Rama Pell Gran~ General aid
Approximately 3,500 applications available
Alphi Phi Omega has been
selected to participate in the
annual Scout-O-Rama to take
place this Saturday from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Mercedes livestock show grounds.
APO is in charge of the
physical floor plans, construction of the display booths,
manning of information tables
and also ticket sales.

scouts from all over the nation
and Mexico will be participating in this gathering.
The boy scouts will present
and display their craftmanship
and ideas with other fellow
scouts.
Anyone interested in helping should contact J.R. Garza,
chairperson for Scout-ORama at 381-2518.

The Pell Grant and general
applications for financial aid
for the 1982-83 academic year
are now available at the
Financial Aid Office. To complete both applications.
students will need their 1981
W-2 forms and income tax

returns (IRS 1040 or 1040A).
Students applying for financial aid assistance are encouraged to apply early.
Deadlines are June I, for the
fall semester, Nov. I for the
spring semester, and March I,
for the summer sessions.

&holarship available

The Financial Atd Office is pursue their course of study.
pleased to announce the Application can be picked up
availability of the Jackie-Fross at Alumni Association.
Hamilton-IBM Scholarship
Residence Hall Association players after the game. RHA These scholarships are
invites all Pan American party crowds average around available to students who
University students to the 250 students.
.
need financial assistance to
Valentine's Party tonight from,,_..._.._....,..._..._..__,.._....-,__,___________________

RHA slates party tonight

The University Center Program Council Bandbooking
Committee Is hosting "The
Tenth Coin" a group of young
people who make music come
alive by incorporating sign
language, song, drama and
pantomime, will be at the UC
Circle (or Snack Bar in case of
bad weather) today during activity period.
Their emphasis Is on sharing the "Good News" of Jesus
Christ.
The "Tenth Coin" has been
in existence for ten years and
has traveled extensively

!

8 p.m. to 11 p.m in thel
Ballroom Flyers will be dis-~
tributed at both basketball and\
baseball games. Attached to ~
flyers are $1 discount coupon \
of admittance Music and ~
snacks will be provided as well \
as "your favorite beverages.'' Come and celebrate~
with the Broncs basketball

ALMA'S

'His
-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035
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Intercollegiate Knights
from all of us to all IK little slaters

~--

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY

~~

through the United States and
Canada. Doors are opening
for the choir to go to Korea,
Japan, Europe and other
countries in this next year to
work with the deaf The
"Tenth Coin" is also setting up
training programs In these
countries to train deaf and
hearing people to work with

HS) party set
A Valentine party for HEP
students will take place Feb.
12 from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m in the overflow room of
the cafeteria.

MERICAN
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Women's caucus will not

stop fighting if ERA dies
By Oscar Garza
The Women's Political
Caucus will continue to work
for equal rights whether the
Equal Rights Amendment Is
ratified or not. That was the
theme of the Women's Rights
walk Saturday in Edinburg.
More than 75 women, men
and youngsters walked from
Fourth street to the Hidalgo
County Courthouse where
Jane Wells, chair of the Texas
Women's Political Caucus,
spoke.

"Nationwide, we've experi•
enced real disappointments in
the last few weeks with state
legislative comittees most
often being the ones that block
the ERA In committee," Wells
said. "This keeps the amend·
ment in committee and allows
no one to vote on the proposed ratification."
Texas was the fifth state to
ratify the ERA several years
ago and ERA still needs three
more states to make It law.
Missouri, Oklahoma, Illinois
and Virginia were the latest

t~
The march--Leslle Gower-Shwartz carries the
Amerlcan flag aa s he leads Woman's Rights walk
Saturday to the Hidalgo County Cou.r thouse.

Day care center
opening March 1
By Horacio Gonzalez
The School of Education
anticipates a licensed day care
center on campus as early as
March 1, according to Dr. Kay
P. Walther, center director.
The «:enter, located next to
the education building, will ac•
cept children aged three to
five of full-time students, fulltime staff, faculty and the
community, Walther said.
Three staff members will
supervise from 7:30 a.m. until
5:30 p.m. dally.
This semester, the center
will accept a maximum of 15
children, but In the fall they
hope to Increase that amount
after licensing by the Texas
Department of Human Resources, she said.
There will be three different
charging categories, one for
full-time students, another for
full-time staff, and the third for
faculty and the community,
she said. Rates have not been
set

- The university campus child
care center will offer many advantages to children In day
cani, Walther said. First the
lflllf will be qualified through

either Texas Education agen-

cy endorsement for kindergarten or experience as a student
teacher in a Valley kindergarten classroom.
Also, the program wUI be
directed by Walther, whose
credentials include a doctor of
philosophy degree in curriculum and instruction from
the University of Texas at
Austin, experience as a university supervisor in kindergarten classroom and as direc•
tor of a day care center In
Houston.
Third, the children can Interact with both unive.rsity
faculty and students and re•
ceive Instruction designed to
meet their developmental level and Individual needs.
Walther will also conduct a
parental involvement program
based on the needs expressed
by the parents of the children
enrolled. Materials will be
avallable for checkout and use
of children and parents at
home.
Enrollment will be limited,
Walther said, and forms can
be obtained in the School of
Education Room 239. For
further information, call
383-3401 or 381-3439.

states that failed to pass ERA
because the amendment
never got out of committee.
Wells wants the voling records of each legislator who
votes on the amendment because if they vote against it,.
the caucus can express their
opinion about the legislator al
the next election.
"There is still the possibility
the ERA will not pass and our
hopes gel diminished everytime there is a defeat in the
committee stages," Wells said.
"We will not stop however.
We will continue until the
system in this country works
for all of us"
The chairperson of the
Texas Women's Political Caucus stressed the importance of
the walk because it "shows
how vital the law is in treating
women equal in all aspects of
political life."
"The Women's Political
Caucus w!II continue to work
very hard both nationally and
locally to get competent
women elected in political offices," Wells said.
Wells is the former national
campaign director for
ERAmerica. In 1976, she went
to Washington and opened up
the office and hired a staff and
laid out the plans for getting
ERA ratified.
"Women want lo be approved of," Wells said. "We
want to be part of the system,
recognized as thinking people
with Ideas, and we don't want
our gender to be a reason why
we can't. But some people in
this country still_ want to make
our sex an issue."

ERA--Over 75 people walked to the cou~ouse to hear Texas chairperson
Jane Wells speak on t~e ERA movement.

Baseball Broncs open season
Saturday against Lamar
By BIiiy Cuellar
"Hope we do better this
year than last year," said
Bronc baseball coach Al Ogletree as hi! prepares his team
for the season opener which is
just a few days away, against
Lamar University Feb. 20-21.
The Broncs' 65-game schedule will get underway with
doubleheaders starting at 1
p.m. both days.
Last year, the Broncs were
successful in winning three out
of five games in the series
against Lamar.
Putting the upcoming sea•

son in perspective, the optimistic Ogletree commented
that the Broncs will be taking
one game at a lime. Adding
that the Broncs will use whatever works but changes will be
made along the way l.f needed.
"I think the kids are in pretty
good shape," said Ogletree
"they also have a good attitude."
Ogletree will be looking for
balance as he feels that in any
good ball club, you need balance both offensively as well
as defensively.

What can Bronc fans expect
this season? Ogletree says a
little more power and speed.
Ogletre:? admits that the
Broncs have been playing
well during the practice sessions and are putting their best
efforts forward.
This season the Broncs will
be playing different combinations because of the good
depth that the team has at the
various positions.
Ogletree feels that the
Broncs know what they have
to do and will have 'a chance
lo prove it this weekend.

'Twelfth Night' continues
performance through Saturday
William Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night, performed by
the PAU Theatre, will continue its five-performance run
through Saturday. The show
runs nightly at 8 with a

matinee on Friday at 2 p.m in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Twelfth Night was directed by Doug Cummins with
a set and lighting design by
Tom Grabowski. Jack Alton

'7welfth Nlght"••Hohy Zimmerman and Javier Hurtado play Viola and Sebas•
tlan, twin sister and brother In the Shakespearean comedy "'Twelfth Night,"
which opened last night and wlll run through Saturday at the Fine Arts
Auditorium. All evening performances will be at 8 p.m. and the Friday
matinee performance will be at 2 p.m. Admission Is free for students with
ID.

Strawn executed the costume
design and Lyn Cramer
Ashley choreographed the
period dances.
The story of the play involves the Duke Orsino,
played by Mark Watson, who
attE:mpts to woo the Lady
Olivia. Olivia, played by
Kimberley Lewis, is in mourning for her recently deceased
brother and refuses all the
Duke's overtures
Other people in the story include Viola and Sebastian,
twins who are separated during a shipwreck and believe
the other to be drowned.
Viola, played by Holly Zimmerman. disguises herself as a
man for self-protection and
sets out for Orsino's court.
Sebastian, played by Javier
Hurtado, also ends up in Orslno·s court.
Viola becomes an attendant
to the Duke and subsequently falls in love with him,
despite the fact that Orsino
sends her to Olivia to win her
over for him
Lady Olivia's relali·✓e and
servants add a unique element to the plot The steward,
Malvolio, portrayed by Ricardo Saldivar Jr . fancies himself m love with Olivia.
For information or reservations call 381 3586 dunng
regular office hours
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Should the officers
have been acquitted?
Three McAUen police officers were acquitted last week
in Federal Court in Brownsville of violating the civil rights
of a prisoner.
Should they have been?
Tom Carter, Jaime Contreras and Alfredo Saldafla
were acquitted in the civil rights case involving George
Dennett, who was beaten while being booked on a
drunken-driving charge.
The United States based its case on the Infamous
McAllen booking video tapes, which showed the officers
beating Dennett Oct 23, 1978.
Only 30 seconds of the tapes showing the men beating
Dennett was seen on local and national news. At that
lime, 9 months ago, the three officers and the McAllen
Police Department as a whole were convicted of the offenses by the viewing publ!c.
Officers Just hired by the McAllen PoUce Department
were ridiculed by the Valley public and one officer later
was killed when he refused to pull his gun on a suspect.
Rosalin Suarez was shot In the back of the head by
Harold Beasly after he turned his back on Beasly, a robbery suspect.
The trial date was finally set for the Dennett civil rights
case and the three officers had their chance to tell their
side of the Incident. Dennett was unable to recall the happenings of that night because he was Just too drunk.
Even after testimony from both sides, the McAllen
tapes had to be shown agaln--this time the entire scene,
not Just a mere 30 seconds of the officers beating up Dennett.
From the point where Contreras walks into the booking
room with Dennett, the incident lasts close to 5 minutes.

Oecar Garza'
Editor

Dennett kicked Contreras, forcing the officer to throw
him down to try to control him, even while he was handcuffed. After being picked up and taken to the booking
desk, Dennett continued to struggle after the cuffs were
removed. Saldana entered the picture. Saldana tried to
handruff Dennett, but Dennett almost flipped Saldana
and Contreras still could not control him. The three of
them fell to the floor.
At this point, Carter came to the aid of the officers and
punched Dennett twice in the face and earned Dennett by
his belt to the booking area. 1ne Incident continued for a
while longer, but both sides were more under control.
1ne jury saw this tape and said the officers were provoked into their actions and they were---but they over did
it!

Officers are human beings, but they are trained to handle all stress situations. As peace officers, policemen take
a lot of physical and verbal abuse. There is only so much
that one can take The three McAllen officers must have
been at the end of their ropes.
Nevertheless, all three officers should not have been
acquitted.
They went beyond the steps in controlling a prisoner
and no one can condone the actions of the three officers.
Some type of punishment should have been rendered
to them.
ff nothing else, if none of the three officers could control their actions, they should haw been banned from
ever participating In any police force
Dennett should also have received compensation from
Carter because Carter was not really involved ln the ar
rest, yet he delivered two punches to Dennett's head.
Contreras and Saldana shou1d have been placed on
some type of probation.
It seems that Dennett would have had to suffer lasting
bodily damage lo win the civil rights case
Although Dennett never remembered that night. he
will never forget the tape that continues to re play it He
was drunk .. that could have caused him to be uncontrollable . . yet the officers could have eased up on the
physical abuse they gave to Dennett
Officers have to be able to be in control of their emotions at all times.

Flu bug hits
students

By Horacio Gonzalez
With the recent cold
weather, Student Health Services is treating more students
for upper respiratory complications such as the cold and
flu this semester than last, according to Director Dora Castillo.
"Record cold temperatures
which the Valley has been experiencing combined with active living by many students lo
inaease the chances for contracting diseases," Castillo
said.
"Students are run down
and busy," she said. "They
don't eat good meals, are
pressured by their schoolwork, their Job or social life
and become sick."
The Student Health Service
staff has recorded an Increase
of students coming in with
coughs, fevers and other
symptoms In January for example, 25-50 people used the
Health Service she said. On
the average 6-10 went in especially for cold and throat Infections everyday. The highest number of cold related
visits in one day has been 16
and the lowest has been four.
Castillo blames the body's
susceptibility to colds largely
to the weather, but says the
diet also has something to do
with it. She said students
should eat at least three good
-meals a day and not eat and
run as they do.
"As it Is, a student will not
eat breakfast," she said.
"When he's through with a
class, he'll buy a sweet such as
a doughnut and Coke. That's
not good."

If a student finds himself

Lighter

sick or feeling under the
weather he should use the
Health Services In Emllia Hall
Room 105, which Is open
Monday-Friday from 8 a.m.
lo 4:25 p.m. Two registered
nurses and a doctor are
available and the service is
free.
"Since the service ls
available, students should
come In," she said. "The doctor will assess the problem and
prescribe the proper medication."
Castillo cited some overthe-counter drugs and said If
used accordingly, they usually
control upper respiratory Infections.
Students often think penicillin will cure the common cold.
She said that Is probably more
of a misconception than fact
since penlclllin Is for Infections.
Most important, Castillo
warned, all medication should
not be taken lightly. Students
should read the instructions to
all medication and learn of
possible side effects.

ACLU meets
The student chapter of the
American Civil Liberties
Union will have an organization meeting today during Activity Period in LA 106.
This Is the first time this
chapter has ever bun established at the university.
''The Price of Uber ty Is External Vigilance"
Thomas Jefferson

Solidarity·march
scheduled Sunday
A "Solidarity March for
Justice " against the recent acquital of three McAllen
policemen will take place in
McAllen Feb 21 at 1 p.m.
The march will start at Ar
cher Park and end al the
Federal Building with several
speakers expressing their
views.
The purpose of the march 1s
to effectively communicate
displeasure with the Jury ver-

On the

diet on the recent civil rights
case against three McAllen
police officers. according to
Ofelia de los Santos, master of
ceremonies.
In addition, the group
wants to speak out against
police misconduct and to
dedicate themselves to fighting for justice and peace
The march will Include
speakers, singing and end
with a prayer service

Side
Survey season Is again In the air and Pan American
University has not been overlooked by the questioning
bug.
Students at Pan Am have already been surveyed twice
and It's still early ln the Spring semester. Both the Student
Services Center and the University Bookstore report that
answers were marked on their ~uesttonnalres.
As a researching technique, surveying has been with us
since man first asked the question, "What am I doing
here?" The question echoed through the caves, the
jungles, the deserts and now, the halls of PAU.
Not satisfied with the "what" of things, re.searchcn of
today also ask the "why", the "how" and the ever popular
"What's happening?" The "relative to what?" answer of
another time no longer Infuriates the increasingly Inquisitive surveyers.
Studies done by researchers show that questionnaires
filled out in classrooms lnaeases participation. The
reasons given for the Increase are (I) students enjoy a
break in the study routine and (2) there Is a captive audience The simplicity of this logic may or may not affect
your digestive tract,but, It Is certainly worth writing down
someplace - anyplace.
It has been found that some questions should be avoided on surveys. Examples are: (I) Have you stopped
beating your (spouse, child, dog or ~ldfish)? (2) Have
you stopped goofing off In class? Both require only a yes
or no answer.
There have been no reports of survey-ltls, a distinct
allergic reaction to surveys. The treatment for the Incurable disease is to keep the student away from all questionnaires and even mention of the word "question.''
Perhaps we wm soon have a survey on survey-ills and
why there has been no outbreak on campus this semester.
Perhaps, just a survey on "why there are surveys."

TedFJMhr
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Susan B. Anthony's birthday co0101ernorated
Susan B. Anthony, women's rights leader in the late
1800s, was commemorated
Saturday by the Hidalgo
County Women' s Political
Caucus with a conference and
women's rights walk.

of honor Jane Wells, chairperson of the Texas Women's
Political Caucus.
Wells, who also spoke at
the walk, talked of the necessity of working together and
becoming involved in politics.

Anthony, born on Feb. 15,
1820, was arrested in 1872
for voting. Although she was
taken to Jail and found guilty.
Anthony refused to pay the
fine. No action was taken and
she did not go to jail,
however, she did not get to
vote either.

"Some people In this country still want to make our
gender an issue, so that's how
politics affects women," Wells
said. "It is that lots of people,
women and men, still force
us, taunt us by refusing to
recognize that we are all
human beings with equal right
under the law."

The conference,
titled
"How Politics Affects Women", was held in the LRC
and co-sponsored by UCPC.
"The Trial of Susan 8. Anthony", a simulated trial with
actors, was also presented at
the conference.

"Why is it that we have to
fight for the opportunity to
participate and use our sex to
make an issue, please don't
do that anymore," Wells

pleaded
The importance of having
the ERA amendment ratisfied
was one aspect Wells talked
on. She said that thirty-eight
minus three equals zero.
Meaning that three states are
still needed to make ERA a
law.

c,f the United Farm Workers
Union spoke on"Farm Worker
Women"; Sandy Hall, administrator of Mujeres Unidas/ Women Together, and
Janice Mitcheltree, former
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IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE
OFFERED. CHILDREN 8 -12
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATURDAY ADULTS WEEKDAY
EVENINGS 6-7 p.m. $25.00
per/month. Call 686-5008 or go
CREDIT PROBLEMS?--Get master card or V1sa---No
details; Send SADE to HOC. Box
280570; Dallas: Texas 75228
(clip & save ad)
Classified rate Is 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each tnsertIon. payable in advance
Bring Ad Copy to The Pan American Emilia Hall 100 Deadline Is
Friday noon To eshmate cos
count 30 letters and spaces to
line.
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Guy D'Anna
Sworn Budweiser Drinker
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One taste of Schlitz can/
change a lot of minds. ·
Recently, hundreds of
1
loyal Budweiser and
·
Miller d rinkers tasted
their beer and Schlitz
e by side.,

Available at:

Edinburg, TX 78539

'1

"I thought Bud was l!_~t:fer,
but I ve been
. · ·--~ - · ,~,.\
proved wrong.
,~).,,.
I chose Schlitz:,

Cliffs Notes help busy
people ...
• study more effectively.
• tncrease understanding of
novels, plays and poems.
• review quickly for exams.
Come in today! We have
more than 200 Cliffs Notes
titles to help improve your
grades and save time.

University Bookstore
University at 4th St.
Pan American
University

.-
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Wells speaks--"We will continue to fight until we have e qual rights and we
won't belooked down because of our sex," Wells said at the Hidalgo County
Courthouse Saturday.

Top salary for part-time students.
Short hours, Auctioning Sales.
Must have own transportation.
For information call 383-8522.

KARATE INSTRUCTION

written by Jan Seale, former
PAU English professor who
was also in attendance.

r J

Other guest speakers at the
conference were San Juanita
Reyes, PAU head reference
librarian who spoke on the
Changing Trends of Women
in the Labor Force"; Rebecca
Harrington and Juanita Cox

"The film started it all off,"
said Ofelia de los Santos, vice
chairperson for memebership.
"It was very successful, the
speakers were excellent and
we were really excited about
the turnout to both events."
Giving the title speech on
politics and women was guest

SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS,
TRUCKS Car-Inv. Value $2143,
sold for $100. For Information on
purchasing similar bargains call
(602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502. Call
Refundable

Ing in place of Dr Ana Maria
Rodriguez, presented a short
lecture/recital. De los Santos
read some poetry on women

Rape Crisis Program Coordinator of MU/ WT. spoke on
"Women and Violence".
Ofelia de los Santos. speak-

" I thought I knew my
beer- I thought rd
choose Miller. But
I chose Schlitz:'

,'_--'\'<'.
p- ·~,
\
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Charles Walker
Sworn Miller Drinker

"I'm definitely surprised.
I thought for sure I'd
pick Miller. But I picked
Schlttz:•
..,..t
Mike Miller
~.
Sworn Miller Drinker ~ \

•at\.:
f/'fly-,~

Lt . Do.J , f .•·
~'i>J
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Before the taste tests.
'~
all the participants signed
affidavits swearing they were loyal Budweiser
or Miller drinkers. But following the tests.
lots of those tasters were surprised. Because
after tasting their favorite beer and Schlitz in
unlabeled mugs. many found they preferred
Schlitz.

~

FREE

"I've been drinkin'
Budweiser for 25
years. But tonight I
~pted for Schlitz:•
'"'&
,

Pregnancy Tes"t

/

A

One pe,son who
wasn't surprised is \
r
frank Sellinger. "Some
~ /' ·. :. · ~
people thought it was ~--nl~
risky to taste test my Schlitz on national lV.
But I was sure lots of people would pick
Schlitz over their beers.
"Three years ago I came to Schlitz to make
my best. And after 40 years as a master
brewer. I know this is it. Taste one glass. You may
like my Schlitz better than
your beer. too:·

~J~-

Elliot Marcus
Sworn Budweiser
Drinker

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATIO.N
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

,

One taste of
,
Schlitz convinced
. .E/A,,i,v.-..,.. .
them. "Schlitz has body,
it h~ flavor," said Budweiser drinker james
Seager. "It's real quenching and real clean
and very drinkable:· agreed Miller drinker
Mike Manely. Budweiser drinker Robert Davis
summed up the feelings of many when he
said. ''I'll have to stop by and pick up a
six-pack of Schlitz.!"
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'Twelfth Night' - a case of mistaken identity
Although William Shakespeare has always been loved
and enjoyed by the patrons of
the arts, the responsibility of
making the play a success is
that of the actors and actresses.
The University Theatre's
presentation of "Twelfth
Night" is an example.
The dialogue in such a work
is not always easy to follow
and understand. Listening to
the lines may be harder to assimilate because one has to

take into consideration the
voices of the performers, their
accents, projection and tone.
If the audience has to strain to
hear the lines and has to try to
figure out what a certain actor
is saying the play no longer is
enjoyable and all is lost.
In this production of
"Twelfth Night" although the
cast is well versed in their lines
and their movements, their
~eems to be an element missmg.

It's not the continuity because the flow of the work Is
certainly there. It's not the acting because all the actors and
actress did a splendid job. It's
certainly not the work because
the cast is certainly capable of
performing presenting such a
play. It's not the directing, the
set or the choreography because all are well done. The
missing element; therefore,
must be in the time factor, the
"bility to project the feeling or

the enunciation of th·e someAlthough this missing· eletimes difficult to understand ment is not easily spotted, It Is
lines.
an Important part of the play.
It Is not that the players took
on something they couldn't
handle because they certainly
can handle the work. The sad
conclusion this writer came to
Is that no matter how many
veterans ther~ are in the show
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Faculty Lounge

I

Back By Popular Demand I~

UCPC plans big bash

The University Center Program Council will present Activity5 Nile on March 6. The
event will begin at 7:30 p.m.
and continue until 3:00 a.m.
Activitys Nite will be held in
the University Center complex
which includes the cafeteria,
faculty cafeteria, ballroom,
overflows, and the snack bar.
The admission price is $4 for
students and $6 for general
admission.
"What we hope to accomplish," said Larry Garcia,
UCPC spokesman, "is an
evening of entertainment. We
are going to present a night of
activities."
There will be various types
of entertainment going on
Garcia said.
~
~ simultaneously,
"We are going to show
~
films, have a variety show,
games, dancing and a college
bowl type of contest between
organizations and/or interested students. There will
Located next to University Cafeteria
be lessons available to those
wishing to learn how to kicker
dance and also for those who
would like to learn how to
dance punk," Garcia said.
"We will try to have a night
club atmosphere in the snack
bar and we will set aside and
area that will be decorated in
the tyle of the SWAMP fo
MASH fame for students to
enjoy and help them get in
#'.1.1. I . I . I . I II . I I . I . I . I . I . I . I I. I I . ' I l l #I I.11111#. partying mood. The faculty
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Monday through Friday
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11:30 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
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Featuring: Soup &. Salad
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Soup &. Sandwich

Cottage Cheese, Yogart
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Build your own Salad Bar
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Let's
Make This A ·s uccess
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Beginning March 1, 1982
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"Thi• fool I• at your
•ervlce"--says
Fe•t e
(Josephus Burnside ) to
Count Orsino (Mark Wat•
s on). Ors ino I• In love with
Ollvle who employs Feste
and he uses the je9ter to
do his bidding, In the
Unlveralty Theatre presen•
tatton of "Twelfth Night."

and no matter how much advice, coaching and support
they give to the newcomes,
experience is an Important
factor. The veterans can't help
but be a little better.
I don't believe that It will
cause any great amount of
disadvantage to the presentation as a whole. But, I do feel
that the missing element Is
something that could cause
the audience to become fidgety, anxious, and ready to
leave. It creeps up on the au•
dience and before they know
It they feel something Is wrong
but they can't pin it down.
And this feeling can be detrimental.
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lounge will be set up as a
casino. The variety show will
be held in the ballroom."
"There will be live music. A
band will be playing kicker
and mexican 'Tlusic for all to
enjoy. There will also be
displays set up around the
outside areas of the UC complex and local artisans will be
showing their wares. The arrangement will be similar to
the Wildcat show in McAllen,
said Garcia.
The college bowl that Garcia mentioned will be a contest
of the minds between interested students and/or organizations. The teams will be set
up and asked certain questions and at the end of the
time period the team with the
highest score wins. Garcia
said prizes will be given to the
winning team and also to the
students who are dressed in
costume. The snack bar will
be open and serving food and
beverage refreshments.
"We are also going to try to
set up a type of oriental
gardens for the ,tludents to enjoy and try to set up a buffet of
oriental foods. We'd really like
this to be a big success. All
UCPC committees are working together on this orojecl.

We got the idea of Activity
Nile from a similar type of
event that large universities
put on for the student population. We would like for
everyone to come and have a
real blast," asked Garca.
The student will receive a
book of tickets when he pays
his admission fee and he can
choose any activity he wants.
The tickets may also include
freebies such as Ice cream or
drinks, etc.
"There have been several
times that we have seen this
type of project work at universities such as Texas A&M.
The project had proven to be
quite successful at the larger
schools. The main reason for
its success is the student involvement and participate.
We are doing everything we
can to make this a success for
all those involved. In order to
create some of the atmosphere we are asking some of
the organizations on campus
to ask their members to dress
up In costumes for the occa·
sion. The costumes can be
any kind as long as they
somehow relate to the
organization," Garcia said. Of
course students that do not
belong to any organization are
also encouraged to dress up
for the occasion.

WHITE FLOUR
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Buy 1 piece of chicken, fry and roll.
Pay 1 t extra and receive an extra piece of chicken
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 24, 1982

PATOS
Fe bruary Spec ial
Carne Gwsada Plate

came gu1sada. nee.
beans. salad. 2 tortillas

for $2.19

Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALL!
Open 7 days a week
Sugar Road and Hwy. 107

For faster service call

in

order

Edinburg 383-0725
Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locahons/ McAllen. Mission

Hm-hngen & Browsnv1lle
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Speakers Bureau expresses variety of topics
The 1981-82 edition of the
PAU Speakers-Program Bureau is continuing to have a
busy year Under the sponsorship of the communications

department, student and faculty speakers have, so far this
year, taken approximately 35
programs to a wide assortment to valley audiences and

LEARNTOFLY

BIOe

~ ;Solo in 30 days
-In for onty

T

requested by several groups
including the Speer library in
Mission. Anna de Haro spoke
to the Hidalgo County Historical Society on the origins and
history of Valentines Day and
Brenda Vickers presented her
oral interpretation program on
"Stereotypes and Women" to
the League of women Voters.
The Speaker-Program Bureau has been responsible for
a number of interview shows
on KURV radio "Winter Texan Program." Appearing on
this hour long program have
been de los Santos discussing
"Euthanasia: Murder or Death
With Dignity," Becky Howell
on "The Adolescent Subculture." Rubio Salinas on "lntercultural Conflict & Resolution." and Olga Villala made

grams delivered and the positive audience responses. A
selected list of presentations
made to date include:
Ofelia de los Santos has
spoken to several university
and community groups on the
topic "The Chicana Feminist:
Who is She?" Oscar Garza,
Pan American editor spoke
to the Thrifty-Ann Extension
Homemakers Club on "How
A Daily Newspaper is Put
Together'' while T. J. Flemmer took his program on "TV.
What Are Its Effects Anyway?" to a local service club
and Liz Salazar discussed safe
driving techniques with the
Edinburg Kiwanis Club. ·
Mary Ann Eklund's program on "The American Family in Transition" has been

organizations. George Mclemore, director of the
speaker-program bureau, has
expressed satisfaction with
both the quality of the pro-

$43~

ONOS & WATCH

FINE JEWELRY /
S FOR ALL OCCASI

\

McAllen
Aviation

I

10TH • Md l llfN

T( llAS

I

110N.
01 8
"

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

1512) 687 8171

?817 S

I

383-2432

78~01

ewelry
and Watch
Repairs

some useful and 'interesting
points concerning "Diet & Exercise as Necessary Conditions for Health "
Bureau speakers have been
active in both judging competitive speech and debate
contests at high schools and
presenting some short forensics workshops. Howell.
Flemmer and Jay Lugo have
conducted a workshop in debate and extemporaneous
speaking a1 Canterbury
School.
Communications department faculty also have been
active this year in the Bureau.
Dr Doug Cummins discussed
the department's theatre program with Hilda Sullivan on
"Good Day" on TV Channel
4.
Neal Rieke spoke to the
Valley Federal Credit Union
Employees and the Weslaco
Rotary Club on communication and Human Relations
while George Mclemore
spoke to the Edinburg Unitarian Fellowship on Intercultural Communication
Dr Marian Monta. Dept.
Head. has conducted several
acting workshops to valley
student group. Professors Carl
McGovern and Judy Bazarsky
have conducted several
speech therapy workshops recently including one on
Language Develop for the
McAllen l.S D and Region
One Educational Service
Center
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SPORTS

Tennis teaill
w-ins opener
The Broncs tennis team
successfully opened their spr•
mg $eason here this past
weekend posting a 6-3 dual
match win over the Lamar
University Cardinals.
Origmalh, the Broncs were
suppose to open the season
last weekend against Sch
reiner College. but because of
bad W.?ather ii w.is post•
poned The Broncs will play
Schreiner College March 27
Against Lamar. the Broncs
had a 4 -2 lead after the
singles. and w<'re able to go

on and capitalize in doubles to
record the win .
Pan Am's Mark Rolxrts.
Luis Castro Malaqa Anders
Lundberg and Kyle Posey all
won their singles while
Magnus Lindstorm and Jorge
Sauzo met with defeat.
Teamed up for doubles
Santidgo de Mucha and
Lundberg and Sauzo and
Castro Malaga beat their op•
ponents
The Broncs· next home
matches will be Feb. 19 -20

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chi cken Plates • Fish. Psl a
_ t~
Shrimp • French Fnes •
Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano. Edinburg
Wah 1he p urchase of hamburger
11ou will recei11e FR FF
fr,es wlfh coupon.
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 24, 1982

Thursday, February 18, 1982

UNO pays visit;
Broncs drop two
The second half saw USM
The Broncs. now at 4 17
ior the season will be trying to out score the Broncs 51-43
break a 10-game losing streak resulting m the Broncs' defeat.
this Saturday night when the
In all the glitter and glamour
Privateers from the University of thl.' casino capital of the
of New Orleans come to world the Broncs were un•
town .
able to cas~ r a win .
Th.., Privateers have an 1m
Th~ Rebel, dominated .ill
press1ve learn rosier returning aspects of Ihle' gt1me except tn
nine lettermen in which four thl.' rd,oundmg department
are starters.
Cohb marrnged to pull
The Bronc~ will have a down 15 rebounds to lead the
score to settle with the Broncs m out rebounding
Privateers after losing in New UNLV 43 42
Oreleans two weeks ago 77l.i,ten to KRIO 910 on the
56
AM dial a5 Ror Speck will
Last week the Broncs drop• broadc,1st Saturday night's
ped two tough games
game starting at 7 · 15 with the
The Golden Eagles led by pre·y,1me show
Joe D<1wson with 21 points
flew nght past the Broncs
Thursd<1y night 83-75
On S.iturday night. in the
glamorous cuy of Las Vegas
the Rl!bels from the University
of Nevada-Las Vegas rode the
Broncs to a 104 66 stomping
Again~t the Eagles. Robert
Kirby took the honors of being
the game high sc,1rer with 24
The Oklahoma State Cow•
pomts while teammates Clinboys ended up capturing the
ton Cobb had 20 and l.arrv
10th Annual Pan American
Skinner contributed 16 points
International Golf Touma•
The Broncs started out the
ment this past weekend regisgame 111 an impressive fashion
tering a four-shot victory 111
leading the Eagles by 9-0.
team competition
It wasn t until USM·s Willie
Robinson scored two free
Post111g a team total of 853,
throws at 15 OJ lo put the
the Cowboys were followed
Eagles on the board Dawson
by Flonda State in second
then followed up h1tt111g his
place with a 8 4 7 total.
first two points with 14 :25 left
Brigham Young took third
before the half
place honors followed by the
Pan Am led in most of the
Aggies fro m Texas A& M
half but with 7 48 l~f: before

Cowboys
capture
Golf
Tourney

halftime James Williams sank
a free throw to give USM the
first lead at 19 -18.
At halftime the game was
deadlocked a t 32 32

Eagles surround Bronc--Robert Kirby hlta for two H
he Is guarded closely by USM'• (21) WIiiie Robinson, (50) Joe Daweon and (24) Edgar Eason. Kirby
was the high scorer In the game with 2• point&.

........................................
Pan Am
vs

University of New Orleans
Feb. 20
Fieldhouse 7:25 p.m.

. --:-- :;-. -----------------~~~-:::-=-------Thursday, February 18, 1982
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lntamural Volleyball Scores

...

.
.. .

.

Feb. 9
Camp defeated Border Bandits (15-0) (15-0)
Camp over Schmoofles (women) (15-0)
(15-0)

Valleyite is key man
on tennis team
l

-

The dangerous dozen--The.se 12 outfielders •wing eome big bats for Pan American University, which
opene It• baseball seaeon at 1 p.m . Saturday In Edinburg agalnet Lamar University. Kneeling are
Ruben Ayala, Pat Manhall, Jody Martinez, Eric Martinez and Brent MIiier. Standing are Mike Garner,
Steve Ulmer, Mark Relesener, Terrill Wheeler, Ricardo (Rlchard' Salalz, Doug Blppert and Lonnell
Booth. Pan Am's opener wlll be broadcaet live ae KURV Radio's "Bronco Game of the Week."

Outfield threatens to win
with hitting and speed
A fast outfield can erase
many of their pitching staffs
mistakes, by catching well-hit
baseballs, but this year's Pan
American outfield threatens to
win games with hitting as well
as speed.
The Broncs open a 65game schedule here Saturday
and Sunday. They entertain
Lamar University in doubleheaders starting al 1 p.m ,

both days.

''Outfielders need the arm,
the speed, the defense, especially in our big park,"
Ogletree notes.
"This year we have good
speed In the oufield--REAL
good speed, in certain combinations. We have some
good arms. We also have
some power.
"We have five outfielders
who bat lefthanded. We can
go all left, or all right. in the

President to throw out
ceremonial first pitch
Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez, preskient of Pan American University, will throw out the ceremonial first pitch to open
PAU's baseball season here at
1 p .m. Saturday.
The Broncs will battle Lamar University in a Saturday
doubleheader to begin their
6 5 - game schedule.

outfield Maybe we won't plan
on doing that, but the combinations are there."
Six Bronc outfielders return
from a Bronc team that finished 32-22 and missed by a
whisker being Invited to the
NCAA playoffs (The Univer·
s1ty of Nevada--Las Vegas
gained the NCAA pl~yoffs
with a 32- 18 record.)
"Most of the time, your outfielders are your hitters,"
points out Coach Al Ogletree
of Pan Am. "This wasn't true
in 1981. when our only two
300 hitters, Dale Brown and

Tommy Supak (both seniors)
played mostly in the infield."
Ogletree expects more offense. plus sharp defense,
from his new crop of gardeners--as outfielders used to be
called. because they stand
around so much watching
grass grow
All the Bronc outfielders
face a busy campaign. The
Broncs have scheduled 65
games against some of the na ·
lion's top teams--including
Lamar, perennial power of
the Southland Conference, in
their opening four-game series
l'lere Saturday and Sunday

Kyle Posey of Harlingen.
the only U.S citizen on the
Bronc tennis team. looks cap
able of being a leader both on
and off the court an 1982
Posey 1s a key man as the
Broncs begin what can be
considered to be a long. tough
tennis season
Coach Mickey White has
recruited an internationally
based team It consists of three
men from Sweden. two from
Me xico. one each from Canada, Chile and Peru and Posey
from the U.S
Pose y was the o nly native
America n on the ·1981 team
a nd did a good job of keeping
the S tars and Stripes Oying
He beat some top Junior stars
from the U .S , and other
countries

Now. with the added ex•
perience Posey looks forward
to improving his won-lost
percentage.

MAKE $12,200
FOR COLLEGE
WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO
COLLEGE.
C.1vc your local
Army Re,crvc unn a
wel· kend a month and

couple of ,ummers
du11n)( collei:e.•md
they'll give you uver
$ 12,000 for college.
Uri 10 $4,000 m college
aid 1s yours 1u ,1 for
IUIOm)( most units.
Plus over $2,200 for
two ,ummer training
ricn ods And another
$6,000 for scrvm~ a
wee kend a month plus
two weeks a year Jn1crcstcd1 Call your local Army Reserve recruiter toll free at
McAllen 682-6141 Ask
for the colle~e Recruiter Sxt Tony Martinez
a

ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

lnforma11on aho11t
Officer Proi:rams
Availahk

Kyle Poeey

Lamar and Pan Am will
play another doubleheader in
Jody Ramsey Stadium at 1
p .m . Sunday.
This Saturday will mark Dr
Nevarez' first time to throw
out the first ball as PAU president. He became president in
1981.

California Stereo Liquidators, Federal No. 95-3531037, will di$pose of, for a manufacturer's representative, their inventory surplus
of new stereo equipment. The items listed below will be sold on a
first-come first-aen,ed basis at.
Sunday, February 21, 1982
ECHO MOTOR HOTEL
1903 s. Closner, Edinburg, TX

OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE

Value

VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The public schools in Victoria, Texas,
will have a limited number of vacancies for the 1982-83 school year. Interviews will be conducted on the Pan
American University campus at the
placement office on March 4. Interested parties should contact the placement office of an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a good
salary schedule, provide free hospitalization and life insurance, and offer
excellent facilities in which to work.
For additional Information, write:
Vlcto$ Public Schools, P . 0 . Box
1759, Vldorla, Texas 77902.

5

Only AM/ FM Cosulte
Car Stereos, In Da$h

5 Only AM/FM 8 Trlc
Car Stereo In Dosh

20 Only 4-Trock Car
Stffeos, Underdosh

20

Only Cossette Co,
Stereos, Unthrcash

32 Only AM/ fM/8 track

Co, Sr~.os In Dosh (lhstJ

30 Only AM/ FM Cossette
Car Stertos In Dosh (Best)

20 Patr Only Modular
4 Way S~akers

Dispo.al
Price

$159. $29

each

$139 $29

eaclt

$69 $19

e4ch

$75 $25

each

9:00 A M. to 2 :00 P. M.
ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

22 Poir Only Coax,ol Car
Spc,al-.ers G,ont Mags

20

Pair Only T nax,al Car
Speakers. Giant Mags

18 Only Groph,c Equol,zers
For Car, H,gh Warrage

23 Pa,,

Only 2 Woy Car

~Pf•ol-.,•rs. Vuul Conr

10 Only AM FM m

$165 $59

each

$189 $59

each

$179 $89

pa,r

Do\h
Co~5oettes For Small Cars

22 O nly A."-1 FM Cassettes
For Co, u.,th Auto Reverse

27 Only Power Boosters
For S tereo. High Wattage

Disposal
Price

Value

$89

$29 ,...,

$119

$49

$159 $39
$49

$19

$225 $89

poir

.oclt

-eoclt

$225 $89 each

$89

$29 eaclt

All BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE Wini FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTIES!
Buy one or all of the abo11e quanties li$ted- The Public is Invited
VISA MASTERCARD CASH or PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOMED
NE DAY ONLY
SUNDAY: FEBRUARY 21 ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!
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UCPC plans
talent show
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Student survey set

Can you sing, dance. do a
commercial for yourself?
U C.P C is proud to announce their plans for a
Variety/ Talent show sch1?duled March 6. 1982 during Activity Nile Any one h,wing
any kind of special talents can
not afford to pass up this opportunity to perform for stu dents of Pan American University. If you are interested in
becoming a star. pick up an
application in U C 303 and
return in no later that Feb 26

Students will be surveyed
on campus student services by
the office of the Dean of Stu
dent Affairs according to Judy
V nson dean for student hie
Classes are picked at random in answering to the survey Only student and instructional services are covered by
the survey.
"The University wishes to
educate the student as a
whole person." Vinson said
"The University hopes to provide a ~ense of community."

For th 1s reason. many services are provided for all
students
\'arious services offerl?d to
them These services are covered by the student service fee
paid at registration
The survey was developed
five years dgo by a group of
staff members to see 1f the
students were aware of the
Results of the survey should
be ready by the first week of
April

Dorm students assigned new parking area
Dormitory students accustomed to parking their
vehicles .it the Un1vers1ty
Center parking lot will be
!Teated as ITaffic violators and
issued citations. according to
Greg Salazar. chief of security.
Salazar said dorm students
should park their vehicle~ in
the parking area allottl'd for
them on Lot J. in front of the
physical plant
"That (UC parking lot) 1s
the smallest lot we have and
the most favorite." Salazar
said ··over 50 vehicles are
parked thl?re every night and
remain there in the morning.

which means that over 50
slots are not utilized
throughout the day."
Soon to be under construe
lion 1s a sidewalk from the
cro~walk at Lot J to the
women's dorm_ The sidewalk

PKT fraternity

plans car wash
The Phi Kappa Tau Frater
rnty is having a car wash Feb.
20 from 9 a .m. to 4 p .m. at
the Edinburg Pizza Hut on Uni
versity Drive. The cost is a
"d,.mation."

~-·,

will be on the east side of
Sugar Road and will give students, particularly dorm residents. a safer means of walking to and from their vehicles

Creative writing club
meeting tcxiay
The Gallery ... spring writing contests and the v1s11ing
author series are set for discussion today during activity
period by the creative writing
club in LA 205. This the first
meeting of the spring semester
and any studl?nt interested m
writing of any type is encouraged to attend

Alpha Kappa P•I new officers: Laura McKlnaey, recording MCretary; Aacen•
clon Alonzo. treHurer; Linda Cabrera, vlce-prealdent of profeaelonaJ program•; Hector Hernandez, executive vlce•prnldent; Andrea Sanchez, prnl•
dent; Gabriel Martinez, vlce•prealdent of operation Calbert Gracia, maater
of rltuala.

Nursing
changes
Wizards' movie showing scheduled
testing site
"Wizards," an animated
movie can be viewed Tuesday
and Wednesday at 2.30 p m.
and 8 p.m both days.
Admission is $1 for PAU
students with ID. $ 1.50
without and $2 for faculty
staff and general admission
The movie will be shown at
the LRC Media Theater

logy which culminates in victory for one.
The UCPC films committee
is sponsoring the movie.
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The teslin!J place for the
reading test required for admission into the nursing program has been changed fr
the nursing department to
Room 104
Testing will be done by Mrs.
Marian Davis each Mand
through Friday 8 a .m to 4:

The film was directed by
Ralph Bakshi and is set 10
million years in the future
along with the perpetual battle
between magic and techno-
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'Solidarity for Justice'
protests police abuse

Justice a dead-More than 400 people participated In "Solldartty for Juetlce"
Sunday In McAllen. Le4dlng the march wae Justice In a black coffin ■lgnlfy•
Ing the death of Ju■tlce after the acquittal of three McAJlen police officers In
- a recent civil rights caee.

Career Day drawing
•
many companies
Students wilt be offered a
golden opportunity on March
4 Career Day, according to
Romulo Martinez, director of
career placement, testing and
cooperative education.
Thirty•eight companies
have been added to the 68
who were accepted earlier, br,
inging the total to 106 companies.
"What we want is for the
student to become personally
acquainted with different Individuals who In a sense
represent career employment
for our students and their
goals." Martinez said.
Students need to find out
what makes them marketable.
This could possibly entail
work-experl1mce and extracurricular activities
"Students should make in
formed choices, explore all
occupational opportunities
available to the." Martinez
said. "Students should not get
discouraged If they hit a brick
wall. You will never know if
you don't ask ..
Companies participating
are Alamo Enterprises, Aldine
ISO. Allstate Insurance Co.,
Alvin ISO, American General
Corp., Bell Telephone Lab,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters and
the Brazosport ISO.
Also Bristol Meyers Products Co. Brownsville ISO,
Conoco Inc . Corpus Christi
Police Department, Dallas/Fort Worth Airport
Department of Public Safety,
Dallas Police Department,
Defense Contract Audit Agency, Diocese of Brownsville
and Dresser Magcobar
Also the Drug Enforcement
Administration. Edcouch-Elsa
ISO. Edinburg CISD, Exxon

Co. U.S.A., Federal Aviation
Administration, First National
Bank-Brownsvile and the First
National Bank-Harlingen
Others are the First State
Bank & Trust-Edinburg, Gar•
land ISD, General Telephone
Co. of the Southwest, Girl
Scouts-Tip of Texas, Goose
Creek CISD, Gulf Oil Corp.,
Harlingen CISD, H.E Butt
Co., Hector County ISO,
Houston Pollre Department,
IBM, Internal Revenue Ser•
vice and KGBT-TV Channel

4.
Also, KRGV-TV Channel

5, KVEO-TV Channel 23,
Kraft Inc.. Laredo State
University, Levis Strauss Co ,
Longview Pohce Department,
Magic Valley Savings & Loan,
Maryknoll Fathers & Brothers,
McAllen ISO, McAllen Police
Department, McAllen State
Bank, Merck , Sharp &
Dohne, Midland ISO, Mission
CISD, Mobil Oil Corp. and
The McAllen Monitor.
In addition the National
Bank of Commerce-Edinburg,
Oblates of Mary lmaculate,
Pacific Telephone, Parker
Seal. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
& Co .. Pepsi Cola Bottling
Group, Pharr-San Juan •
Alamo ISO, Randolph Air
Force Base, Rio Grande City
ISO, Right-away Foods and
Rio Grande Council Boy
Scouts of America
Alsc>_ the Rio Grande State
Center for MHMR, Rio Hon
do ISO. Sears, Shell Oil Co •
Sinton ISD. Social Security
Administration, Southwestern
Bell Telephone Co., Southwestern Life Insurance Co.,
State Comptroller of Public
Accounts and the State Farm
Insurance Co

By Oscar Garza
More than 400 Interested
Valleyites marched Sunday In
McAllen against the recent acquittal of three McAllen police
officers
"Solidarity for Justice" tried
to show the Valley, the state
and the nation that many people were upset over the decl,
sion In the civil rights case, ac•
cording to Diane Robertson,
co-coordinator of the march
Ceremonial music kicked
off the event at Archer Park
followed by speeches by several promlnant people, Led
by Jim Harrington and
LULAC President Ruben
Bonilla, the speakers stressed
the need for people to be
aware of what has happened,
to stand up for their civil
rights.
After 30 minutes of
speeches, the large band of
people proceeded around the
park toward the city hall.
Screams of "We want
justice!!!" could be heard for

several blocks as the marchers
paraded up Broadway Street.
Banners and signs decorated
the one-and-a-haH mile march
to the Federal Building.
Downing black armbands
signifying the death of justice,
six pall bearers carried
"Justice's" coffin In the march.
Candles were next to the
black coffin.
Once they arrlved at the
Federal Building, the 400
strong group sang In unison
"We shall overcome" in
Spanish and English.
After a short prayer service,
the crowd began hand chants.
In a short press conference
following the walk, Bonilla
spoke out against the court
decision .
"I hope to inspire the people here and I would like to tell
them that LULAC will go anywhere to march for Justice,"
Bonilla said. "We must
awaken the conscience of the
community that we cannot

have polke abuse and we will
not let anybody violate any
citizen's civil rights .... no matter who they are."
Bonilla said the marchers
were not looking for the acquittal to be reversed, but
many times In the past ...the
Judge has asked for evidence
and the evidence was the
video tapes that were shown.
The Jury made their decision
though, Bonilla said.
"We must have the voling
rights extended so that we can
elect sensitive people In the
local level to see that pollce
abuse Is stopped those who
do commit this act wlll ue
released from their duties"
Bonilla said. "President
Ronald Reagan has taken the
attitude that minorities don't
count. We are concerned with
the chipping away of our civil
rights by which this country
was founded on . Our country
demands Justice for all
people."

Texas A&I Military Science
Dept. , ROTC (PAU). Texas
A&M University Graduate
College, Texas Army National
Guard, Texas Comerce BankAustin, Texas Commerce
Bank-McAllen, Texas Department of Health, Texas
Department of Human Resources-Austin. Texas State
Department of Human Resources-Edinburg and Texas
Health Careers.
The U.S . Customs Service,
U.S . Immigration & Naturalization Service. U.S Navy.
Upjohn Health Care Service,
Victoria ISD, Vought Corp.,
Waco ISO and the Weslaco

ISO
Western Co. on North
American, Windham School
System-Texas Department of
Corrections, along with the
following PAU groups: American Humanics, Cooperative Education, PAUSA
Freshman Committee "SADFAC's", School of EducationElementary C & I, Secondary
C & I and School Services,
University of Texas at Austin-Graduate School of Business
and the U S Army.

Togethemeu--Dr. George Go nzalez, Diane Ro bertson, Jim Hanington and
Ruben Bonilla graep hands and ■Ing -We Shall Overrome" a■ the "Solldartty
for Ju■ttce" ra lly e nd.,

Student teacher applications due March 1
Students planning to participate In the Fall Student
Teacher Program have only
until March 1 to turn their applications in at Room 116 of
the Education Building
PAU director of Student
Teaching, Dr Nolan E. Wood
Jr , administers the program
for schools in Willacy, Stan
and Hidalgo counties. PAU
Brownsville has responsibihty

for the schools in Cameron
county
"Though we have had a
decrease in the number of
participants," Wood said, "we
have had an increase In the
number of schools. This Is due
to the large number of students seeking bilingual cer
tificatlon "
Wood, who received his

doctor of education degree
from the University of Houston, has directed the program
since 1976.
uwe have had an 8 to 10
percent drop In enrollment
each year " Wood said. "We
had 700 students In 1976 and
have 350 now."
Wood emphasized there is
no "overage" in the teaching

profession . He said he gels
calls everyday from principals
and superlntendants wanting
a lea..:her "right now "
The program supervises
and is responsible for certification for the department of
education and all other departments and fields of study
Including communications,
music and business administration.
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By Oscar Garza
The basketball Broncs are receiving verv little student
support at their home games.
The reasons are obvlous--the Broncs are not playing
nearly as well as they did last year when they were Invited
to the National Invitational Tournament Young players
and the lack of a number of veteran players have hurt the
Broncs: however, this should not have anything to do
with the crowd--but it does.
We all like to support a winner. ...we don't ever want to
associate with a loser.... The Broncs are doing the best
they can, however, that Is not leading them to victories.
A large portion of the crowd Is comprised of Winter
Texans and they have been to every Bronc home game.
Students have been a minority In the crowd.
The lack of spirit Is also evident because all anyone
hears cheering are the
cheerleaders .... only by
themselves
Contests to improve student attendance have also filed.
The spirit contests have seen only a few student organizations participating.
The lack of spirit has forced the contest to extend
through the baseball season. Another contest was supposed to have started with the baseball season.
Student apathy for the basketball team continued as
few people submitted answers to the Bronc basketball
quiz with a pair of San Antonio Spurs tickets on the line. It
is apparent that the ballplayers are finally seeing the lack
of support. Several players are just walking up and down
the court instead of hustling.
The only noise heard from the crowd are boos. The
crowd has given very few signs of verbal encouragement.
The Bronc basketball players need support. Other universities knock the doors down to see basketball games
while our fans Just stroll In every now and then to see a
game.
Remarks like, "the Broncs will lose again or they are a
bad team" have been evident all year long.
It Is time that we stand up and be proud of the Broncs'
effort and not criticize them.... because they need support.

Bus shelter
wanted
By Horacio Gonzalez

Pan American , being a commuter school, has students
using various means of transportation to atteRd classes.
Every semester, a percentage of students use the bus as
an alternative to driving to and from school.
The service Is used by some because they want to and
others because they have to.
Currently, there Is only one wooden bench In front of
the administration building, which Is provided by the bus
company for those who wait. Next to the wooden bench
is a cement bench provided by PAU. Both do an adequate job of helping students sit down while they wait, but
neither protect them from the elements. Students might
be in danger when they wait in the dark.
Valley Transit Bus Company of Harlingen, the only
company serving the Valley, provides the bus service and
understands that students need a bus in order to further
their education. VTC also tries to have convenient bus
schedules and routes, as well as hl.llf fares for any student.
A VTC bus operator, who asked not to be Identified,
agrees he has picked up students who are wet when It
rains, are cold In the winter and are overheated during
the summer.
Students cannot wait In the school buildings nor can
they use a commercial establishment across the street
because the bus company will not stop, since they can't
be seen from the street.
It's understandable something has to be done to eliminate the problem that has burdened students for years.
This year, there might be a light at the end of the tunnel Informed sources say a proposal by the Student
Government that will help those students Is In the works.
The proposal is in the planning stages, but calls for the
University Center's first floor to serve as a bus shelter.
Students will use that part of the floor facing University
Drive to wait for the bus.
Under that propsal, VTC is being asked to drive Into
the campus and pick up the students Because of Insurance policies, VTC cannot alter their present route to
go onto private property. People are picked up and dropped off any where within the route.
Pan Am administrators and VTC officials should cooperate and make the bus shelter a reality
The idea of a bus shelter isn't bad. It was first brought
up during a previous Student Government administration, but nothing materialized. It's one that has really been
needed.
It takes a lot to sit and wait In the worst of conditions,
and even more to keep coming to school under them

Letters to the Editor- - - - Dear editor,

In this letter, I will try to
share or communicate why I
am Interested In American
Humanlcs, and what certification In American Humanlcs
could possibly mean to PAU
students.
The way I see It, life Is

becoming more complex and
difficult to deal with In each
generation. In 1979 It was
estimated that twelve million
children live In single parent
families, with another million
children added to this group
each year. Likely, the parent
of the single parent family has

On the
Lighter
Side
.

Gone are the days of seeing how many warm bodies
can be stuffed Into a phone booth or a Volkswagon. Today, the thing Is to see how much humanity can be stuffed Into one pair of designer jeans
Why there Is probably enough research material walkIng around on this very campus to complete dozens of
master's and doctoral theses and, at the same time, Improve respiration and heart rate.
Designer Jeans, the truly American phenomenon,
grace (and sometimes disgrace) almost every comer and
classroom of our University. They come In all sizes and
shapes, depending on taste or lack thereof. There Is even
the large, economy size made by Omar the Tentmaker.
Observation of the Jeans in action offers unlimited opportunities to researchers In every field of study
Marketing majors could find out how a $5 pair of
heavy-duty work pants Increases In value to $40 or $50
by merely adding an Initial or two to the back pocket.
Would larger labels for the nearsighted Increase sales? Are
all Jeans mined from the same Mother Lode or Is there a
different shaft for each set of consumers?
For the historian, there Is a first-hand view of the Battle
of the Bulge or, the Battle of Bunker Hill as you can only
see one side. For those not wishing to get too close to the
combat zone, a pair of binoculars Is suggested.
For the medical student, many questions come to
mind. Does constant viewing of the jeans cause "hind
sight?" Is foresight being on the lookout for what causes
hindsight? Have designer jeans raised the threshold of
pain for those who wear them? Also, Is the reading of the
lables a major cause of motion sickness?
Psychologists may ask why someone would take a ride
In their trash compactor every morning just to get Into
their jeans. They may want to know if people really spray
themselves with cooking oil to slide into this dally discomfort.
Speech therapy students could find out how people
can still talk when the lower half of their body threatens to
explode if the lungs take a breath. Also, are there reaUy
scream~ of pain and cries for help coming from the back
pockets of theieans?
Most important, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration should look into designer jeans for a
lightweight material that has been stress tested beyond
belief It should, of course, only look Into the jeans when
they are empty.
The research should be done before the cold weather
ends for, with summer, we may have to look Into -Designer Shorts.
Ted Fraale:r

to work twice as hara to support the child or children In
his/her care. Even the child/
adolescent of the eighties who
has two parents sometimes
does not have the leadership
and guidance that Is needed
because both parents want to
work, or must work to keep
up with the economy. So,
what does this mean to PAU
students?
I believe It Is our responsibility as cltluns of the United
States, and the Rio Grande
Valley to take leadership roles
In youth agencies. It Isn't
enough to be sorry about the
stak' of the world, of the
United States, or to wish
things were different. Past
generations looked to us for
hope, now we must likewise
become leaders and help prepare young people for dealing
with the world. Our future
depends on It.
One way of doing this Is by
becoming a Youth Agency
professional or volunteer.
Both roles are equally Important. The American Humanlcs
Organization offers certification In Youth Agency careers.
To become certifted, the
student needs to continue
with his/her minor and major
using elective hours to complete the requirements for certification. Many of the choices
of the courses In American
Humanlcs probably are already required In some majors/minor fields. An Internship of approximately 10-15
hours per week during one

semester with a youth agency
Is required. The student
receives course credit, plus
experience Workshops are
conducted with topics such as,
Public Relations, How to
Write a Professional Resume,
How to Use Audio-Visual
Aids, Managing Personal Finances, Fund-Raising..... In
addition, there are fleld trips,
and the annual AHMJ trip for
Juniors, and Seniors, counsellng1 career placement.
PLUS, loans and scholanhlps
are avallable for the student In
American Humanlcs who has
financial need.
Each year the eleven major
national . youth serving organizations need between
1,800 and 2,500 new fulltime staff. American Humanics of Pan American
University are Interested In
recruiting students who care
about people, America, the
world, and tomorrow. The
co-curricular program certifies
students of any major/minor
who has met the requirements. Youth Agencies need
professionals who are competent administrators who can
manage a budget, raise funds,
train volunteers, supervise
personnel.
The Rio Grande Vahey
needs such people. There Is a
shortage of Hispanic blllngual
youth leaders, a shortage of
female youth leaders. PAU
students are the hope of Rio
Grande Valley Youth Agencies. American Humanlcs of.
See Letten page 3
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Political scientist advises Women's Political Caucus
By Anna Martinez
A political scientist advised
people to get involved in politics and a local attorney said in
politics people must follow
their political feelings and instincts at a seminar at Pan
American University Satur-

day.
Dr. Sam Freeman, assistant
professor of political science,
discussed "Why Get Involved
in Politics?" at the seminar
sponsored by the Hidalgo
County Women's Political
Caucus and the polltial science department. The semin•
ar was titled "Politics: Who
Gets What, When, We Where

and why."
Freeman pointed out that
although polls show many
believe people should be involved, political participation
has been declining steadily
since 1966.
" The world isn't perfect and
we can't make the world per·
feet but we can make it better,'' he said.
He admitted that many
limes, even the most intense
of efforts result in a fruitless
expenditure of energy. Even
so, activists must maintain
their involvement.
" We must take action for
those things we believe in," he

said. "Our nation Is too big for
us to protect our liberties individually. We must do it collectively."
During a panel on the political spectrum, Edinburg al·
torney Tony Gomez also said
people must act on their beliefs. As he described lhe
liberal philosphy, he said It is
Important that people heed
their feelings and instincts,
think them though, then act
upon them.
"And if you do," he said,
"more than likely you'll find
yourself in the liberal camp."
"A liberal," Gomez, said,
"is a person who wants to be-

Letten - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fers another opportunity,
opens one more door. We will
have a booth set up Career
Day, March 4th. We hope
that every student on campus
will come by and find out a little more about American Humanics, and possibly to decide
to become a youth agency
leader upon their graduation.

Suele de Anda
Preeldent, American /
Humanlc• Student Or•
ganlzatlon
Pan American Unlveralty

To the Editor:
With regard to the ACLU
article on p . 2 of the Feb 18,
1982, Pan American-'shouldn't the quotation from Jefferson be "The price of liberty Is
'Internal' vigilance?"

Carloe Grantez
To the Editor:
Any educated person
knows that Thomas Jefferson
never said the price of liberty
Is external vigilance; what he
actually said was, "The price
of liberty Is Infernal vigjlance."

Jefferaon quotation. The
word tn Infernal and not
external or Internal.
Dear editor•

wrong until iZactually happened to my son and to my nephew.
We can never let the police
put themselves above the law.
Once that happens, we will
have no law.

I just wanted to commend
your excellent editorial on the
acquittal of the three McAllen
officers. It focused the Issues
well.
I myself never believed that
the police would do anything

lieve people are Inherently
good but knows they're not,
so believes that state intervention is necessary."
"If there hadn't been a need
for the Civil Rights Act, for example, we wouldn't have the
Civil Rights Act," said Gomez.
He pointed out that today,
however, the prevalent at·
tltude is that there Is too much
government Intervention.
During the six-hour seminar, adherents to differing
political persuasions presented their views.
Dr. Ray Welch of the history department who maintains there is to much govern•
ment intervention, described
the liberatarian philosphy during that panel discussion.
Liberatarians advocate
systems which range from
anarchism to limited• government.
According to Welch, liberatarians consider the rights of
the individual paramount.

"Human beings have the
capacity of choice,'' he said.
Society should allow that
capacity of choice to be exercised, he said
In the area of the economy,
Welch said that liberatarians
advocate the practice of a free
market. •
A member of the audience questioned that by saying abuses would occur more
frequently than they do even
now with at least some regulation.
Welch said, " In a historical
perspective, monopolies oc•
cur because of political activity." He added that the present
inequities are a direct result of
laws.
Jim Darling, a McAllen attorney, described conservatism, and as he explained it,
the conservative philosophy Is
one of moderation. As It Is
now, he said, "We are nudged to act and we get into
overkill."

About the criminal Justice
system, he said it is too concerned with protecting the accused and not enough with
helping victims of crime.
Darling added that conservatives also advocate
strengthening the nation's
defense.
About President Reagan's
proposed New Federalism,
Darling said. "Less government by all governments is the
best thing." That is especially
true of the federal government, he said, because it Is
further away from the people.
The New Federalism would
increase the power of states in
different areas.
Another Reagan proposal
would increase stae power in
different areas.
Another Reagan proposal
would increase state power in
another area--the controver•
sial Voting Rights Act. Jim

See Women'• Caucue
page 4

Sincerely,

Margie Robles
(Spokespereon for the 25
Succeuful McAllen
Police Brutality Plalntlffa)

Ah, lloosahead.
Canada's Premium IINc
Moosehead is now in America.
Taste the light, yet hearty and
robust beer from the wilderness
of Canada.
Moosehead comes from Canada's
oldest independent brewery, where
it's made the same slow, costly way
beer has been brewed
~
up north for generations.
Try a bottle of Moosehead:
Canada's Premium Beer.
.
It's head and
antlers above
--·
• ..
the rest.
:, ~
.
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Editor'■ Note: Publlu le
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OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

WIITE FLOUR

PATOS
F.....,Speclal
Came Gulsada Plate
came gulsada, rice,

beans, salad, 2 tortillas
for '2.19

For faster NrYlcc call In order

Edinburg 383-0725
At:ross from Pan Am.
. Eat-at El Peto

VAUEYWIDE

2 l o c a ~ n, Mlssion
Harllng,m & Brownsvllle

The public schools in Victoria, Texas,
will have a limited number of vacancies for the 1982-83 school year. Interviews will be conducted on the Pan
American University- campus at the
placement office on March 4. Interested parties should contact the placement office of an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a good
salary schedule, provide free hospitalization and life Insurance, and offer
excellent facilities in which to work.
For additional information, write:
Victoria Public Schools, P. 0, Box
1759, Victoria, Texas 77902 .

Irma Sauseda, Houston Police
Officer: " t have 3 kids of my own. I
lecture children at the Juvenile
Detention Home. Mostly, they are
runaways. Maybe rtl make the
diffe~ence."
The ability to react positively to
people in need of assistance is just
one quality we look for In a Houston
Police Offlcer. We look for men and
women who-like Irma Sauseda -feel
they can make a difference in the
quality of life in Houston. The work
calls for determination, integrity,
and the ability to make sound.
independent decisions. If you are
between the ages of 19 and 35 (age
waiver : 5• years prror law
enforcement experience in the U.S.)
you can make a difference too. We
invite you to talk with us about our
upcoming Academy class. We will
be on the Pan American University
campus with a booth and our Mobile
Display Unit during Career Day on:
Thursday and Friday
March 4and 5
Acclaimed as one of the best law
enforcement training facilities In
America. the Academy offers a

challenging course of physical and
classroom training. To qualify tor
admission to the Academy. you must
be a U.S. citizen, in good health, and
be a high school graduate or
equivalent . College training is
desired, but is not required. You can
start with a salary of upto$21,000 per
year, with regular increases.
promotional opportunit ies and a
host of benefits.
Take your place with the proud
Houston Police. Apply today for our
upcoming Academy class by calling
TOLL FREE 1·800-392·2281 on
Monday through Thursday from 7
a.m. to 7 p.m. and Friday from 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Visit with us on campus for
more information or send a letter of
career interest to: The Houston
Police Department . Police
Aecruitin.i, 401 Louisiana. Suite 601 ,
Houston. Texas 77002.
Police Academy classes will begin.
March 22
June 28
May 3
August 9
Applications accepted no more than
90 days before selected class date.
An Equal Opportunity EmployerM/ F
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Violence on
The Border'
6

by Flla de loe Santos

If violence and kllllng are In this year, then 'The Border'
should be extremely popular
Jack Nicholson stars in this film as well as Valerie Perrine, Warren Oates and a newcomer, Elpldla Carrillo.
The movie was filmed in the West Texas area and Is set In
El Paso. As the audltmce might suspect, the picture deals
with Border patrol officers and the problem of controlling
the amount of illegal aliens who try to cross the border.
The story seemed held together very loosly by the prln:lple of what Is right and what Is wrong.
Although Nicholson's acting In the movie was up to
par, one person alone cannot carry the weight of the enlire work on his skUI alone.
As usual, the film depicts the patrol officers as being on
the take, so that immediately we can draw a line between
good and bad. You can see the build up of tension,
hatred, and the urae to kill. It's not a verv prettv sight.
The plot seems to be once of good guys fighting off all
the bad guys and saving the maiden In distress. It doesn't
seem to be in need of all the violence, yet today's producers and directors seem to think that violence, violence
Is what people are after. Maybe this ts true since all the
horror movies seem to be popular. If this Is the case--that
violence has become an elemental part of filmmakingthen all the other parts such as good scripts and development have become less Important.
The massive amount of violent acts: heads blown off,
throats slit and shooting Is Just appealing and degrades
the story. The killings depicted might be a true part of the
Issue in question but it deters from the plot.
People who have hearty Intestinal fortitude and who
can sit through all kinds of gory killings will probably be
very happy with the film while others who do not wish to
pay $3. 75 to see people getting killed on the screen (this
writer Included) will be better off staying away. It really Is
too sad that Nicholson's abilities to perform well In any
role is not substantial enough lo overcome this tragedy of
a film.

Speech , hearing
program increases

When Charlie Smith went
down to the border,

, he found more than a

Under the direction of Carl
McGovern, the Speech and
Hearing program has grown
In majors from 35 In the fall of
1979 to 125 this semester.

line between Texas
andMexko.
He found a line
within himself.

Out of the 125 maiors, only
20 are able to be student cllnlclans during a single semester.
The student clinicians operate the Speech and Hearing
Center which Is located In
Southwick Hall Open to all
PAU students free of charge,
the center also serves off campus clients, children and
adults who pay $20 for an
evaluation whether it is for
their speech or hearing.
Therapy is $5 a haH hour or
$10 an hour. More than 100
persons a semester come In to
the have their hearing and
speech tested.
Student therapists have to
be junior and have 25 hours
of watching experienced therapists working with clients.
The student therapists work
Is coordinated by McGovern
and Judy Bazarsky, who decide who needs the experience with the various types of
speech influency, which range
from baby to immature
speech, cleft palate, stuttering, language difficulties (ar-

___________________ Women'• Caucua - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Harrington, attorney for the plied with the law for 10 years professor, advocated using how she and others In her
South Texas Project of the can get out from under that Issues In a campaign. Suc- neighborhood organized and
American Civil Liberties law. Another proposed cessful campaigns limit the successfully opposed changes
Union, described the pro- change would require that in- number of issues to between in zoning so that commercial
establishments were preposals to change that liberal tent to discriminate be proven three and five, he said.
legislation.
In any allegations of voting
Antonio Lujan, social work vented from coming Into the
professor, agreed with Hlno- area. Although they came
Reagan followers wwant to rights violations
Such changes would only Josa on that point. He also together because of a single
amend the Act so that states
which prove they have com- serve to weaken the Act, Har- said that too many times, L-sue, the group hs remained
rlngton said, and to amend it pol!ticans run on their per• organized and continues to
in these ways would be a sonalities and do not address work on improving their
neighborhood.
"tremendous setback." Dis- the Issues
The Hidalgo County Wocussing "Media and Politics,"
In his presentation on
Degollado of Channel 5 and "Campaigning at the Precinct men's Political Caucus
Barbara King of the The Level,' Lujan described the registered voters before the
KARATE INSTRUCTION
Monitor each described the vital role volunteers play in a seminar began. Ofelia de los
policies
they work under capaign. He called the Santos, vice chairwoman for
IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE
when
covering
polltlcal volunteer committee the membership, said. "this
OFFERED CHILDREN 8-12
"workhorse of a campaign."
seminar culminates a month
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATUR- stories.
In a panel discussion titled
On that same panel discus- of voter education activities.
DAY. AOULTS WEEKDAY
EVENINGS 6-7 p m $25 00 "Beyond the Vote," Dr. Jose slon, Susan Williams, a
About 50 people attended
per/month Call 686-5008 or go Hinojosa, political slcence McAllen attorney, described despite the drizzly weather

ticulations) stroke victims and
speech or language difficulty.
"I am glad that we have a
Speech and Hearing Clinic
here at PAU because all of the
clinlcans have helped me to
gel rid of a monster off my
back," one of the clients said.
The student speech thera•
plst gets a full hour of credit
for working with a client as the
senior clinician and a half
hour as the one that observes
the working therapist.
"An individual that mights
be Interested In considering
speech and hearing as a major
Is one who likes human behaviors, psychology, working-helping with people, and
want •~ observe speech therapy 1r the clinic, Individuals
like others, likes to counsel
others, likes nursing, who
hear themselves fairly well,
have good control of the
language and think they can
teach it to others, Mr. McGovern said
The Speech and Hearing
Center has helped a lot of
people become better speaker
because of contact with the
head clinicians and student
chnicans who are very caring
people, according to McGovern

Classified
Ads

WeoNllead,Canada'IPnmbuialeE

by 701 N 15th. McAllen, ask for

Adolfo Pesquera.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS,
TRUCKS Car-Inv. Value $2143,
sold for $100. For Information on
purchasing similar bargains call
(602) 998-0575 Ext 0502 Call
Refundable
CREDIT PROBLEMS?Get master card or Visa---No
details; Send SADE to HOC, Box
280570; Dallas, Texas 75228
(clip & Sllve ad)
Classified rate Is 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each In•
ser1fon, payable In advance
Bring Ad Copy to The Pan American Emilia Hall 100. Deadline is
Friday noon To estimate cost
count 30 letters and spaces lo a
line.

ALMA'S

'His
-n-

Hers'
422 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035

.--------------------------------------,
I
Buy any 3 piece Chicken order

I
I
I
I

I

and receive a small Drink FREE!

:
I
I
I

with coupon

I

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 3, 1982

(

L--------------------------------------~
Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALL!
Open 7 daysHwy.a week
Sugar Road and

107
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Miscellaneous items remain los~ unclaimed
By Randy Klutta
service on campus. This is evident by the sheer number of
lost articles turned In and by
the quantity of articles left
unclaimed.
A glass display case adjacent to the Traffic Security
desk tells part of the story. Inside are lost watches, rings,
bracelets, earrings, St.
Christopher medals, a pair of
contact lenses, a birth certificate, an electronic calculator, a driver's license, two
purses, personal photos, a
gold Cross pen, a dozen PAU
ID's, over a hundred sets of
car and house keys, a pair of
dentures, a welder's helmet
and dozens of pairs of prescription eyeglasses.

There are two inescapable
feelings that can throw your
life into complete but temporary disarray. The first is
feeling you know exactly
where you're going and suddenly finding yourself lost.
The second Is feeling you
have everything together and
suddenly finding that you've
lost something.
If you're lost, find an honest
face and take a chance. But if
you've lost something on
campus, go to the PAU Lost
and Found.
Located at the Traffic
Security desk in the Support
Facility Building, Lost and
Found is probably the least used and appreciated student

"Multiply what's in the case
by a hundred." said Chief of
Security Greg Salazar, "and
you will have some idea of the
amount of articles still in
storage."
Other articles commonly
turned in are: hats, coats,
sweaters, umbrellas, T-shirts,
shorts, shoes, bicycles, and
even automobile tires. Wallets
and purses containing as
much as two hundred dollars
have been turned in and not
claimed.
The most unusual article in
Lost and Found, however, is
an 8-inch-long transparent
tube attached to a wooden
base about six inches across at
the widest point. At the nar-

row end of the base is a small
slightly tarnished brass mouth'.
piece for inhaling smoke. A
hash pipe.

In the meantime, however,
unclaimed articles continue to
flood Lost and Found with no
relief in sight.

with the desk. Checking with
the custodians in or near the
buildings where you might
have lost the item Is advised.

Handling all these items can
present a problem, namely
storage space Less than one
item in ten turned in is ever
claimed. And every item turned in becomes state property
until it is claimed .

If you ever want to claim an
item In Lost and Found, it is a
simple matter. Just go to the
Traffice Security desk and
give a reasonable description
of the lost article. If It has been
found, you can take possession of the article after signing
a property release form .
·

Why students don't come to
Lost and Found and claim
these lost items is hard to say.
They might be unaware of
Lost and Found, too embarrassed to admit they lost
something, or any number of
reasons. Whatever the reason, though, students don't
seem lo value their property
very highly.

Salazar said he would prefer to see some of these items
turned over to a fraternity or
charity organization for fundraislngs. But to dispose of
state property would probably
require an "act of Congress."

To facilitate the search, you
should also report the lost
item as soon as possible, leav- _ Or as Chief Salazar put it:
ing your name, telephone, "Students have other prioriand social security number ties."

Student counseling available
As a service to the students,
the Counseling-Advisement
Center PlOvides individual
and group ccunseling in an effort to make the student more
aware about themselves and
to assist them in clearing up
academic and career problems.

Communication Skills, or how
to communicate in a coherent
manner; Value Clarification,
or are these my values or were
they imposed on me; Decision
Making, or be aware of all factors involved in decision making; Self-Awareness, or do I
know what's going on with

"Recruitment for the groups
occurs during the first three
weeks of the semester," Cantu
said. Once the student makes
the commitment, he or she
gets only two absences, after
two misses they're out. An atmosphere is established and
we have got to go with It."

Individual counseling provides a private one-to-one
relationship between the student and one of four full time
counselors about health, career, education or current issues. Topics and times vary to
the needs of the student.
Testing Is also provided to
determine the students aptitude and interests. The results
are then compared with those
of workers already in that
career field.

myself; Relaxation Techniques, or how to counter anxieties that interfere with test
taking and academic performance; Drug awareness, or
understanding the consequences of drug abuse.

Group sessions are an hour
long, held once a week for ten
weeks during the semester.
Times for the differen t sessions are staggered throughout the week to accommodate
the needs of students.

"If we have less than six in a
group, we don't get an accurate sampling; If there are
more than 12, then not everyone will talk," Cantu, who has
been coordinator for the center for five years, said.

Located on campus in office building "E", the center
also has five semesters and Is
designed to assist students in
making the career choice that
coincides with the individual's
Interests and apptitudes.

Circle of work--UCPC
member• Gloria Rodrl•
guez, Alma Ramos, VC

"You don't have to be crazy If • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~
to walk in the door," stressed •
it
Lupita Cantu, coordinator of •
the cemer. "Our sessions are •
geared more towards personal it
growth, not psychological Jt
problems."
it

Valley's H1·t L1·st

*,.

compiled by KRGV Radio

*

:

it
are it- LW
•
1.

The groups, which
made up of six to 12 members it 3.
are: Assertion Training, or it, 5.
how to say no and mean it; it, 10.

•
Jt

•

**

:

6.
4.
2.
11.

9.
7.

TW

1. Centerfold

J . Geils Band
Air Supply
Juice Newton
4 . Open Arms
Journey
5. Pac Man Fever
Buckner & Garcia
6. I Can't Go For That
Hall & Oates
7. Harden My Heart
Quarterflash
8. Through The Years
Kenny Rogers
9. You Could Have Been With Me Sheena Easton
10. Let's Groove
Earth Wind & Fire

2. Sweet Dreams
3. The Sweetest Thing

......................

lb, ■oosehead.

Canada's Premium Beet
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Moosehead is now in America.
Taste the light, yet hearty and
robust beer from the wilderness
of Canada.
Moosehead comes from Canada's
oldest independent brewery, where
it's made the same slow, costly way
beer has been brewed
\
up north for generations.
)
Try a bottle of Moosehead:
Canada's Premium Beer.
It's bead and
antlers above
• ,. J
the rest.
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'Equus' cast named

Coordinater
Debbie
Thomas, Alan Iglesias and
Florinda Garcla work on
Dr. Doug Cummins, the di- activity• Nlte set for
Seventeen-year-old stable
boy Alan Strang violently rector of "Twelfth Night," will March 6.
blinded five horses entrusted play Alan's cynical and
to his care at Dalton's stable atheistic father, Frank Strang.
Dawn Novak, also known
following a misunderstanding
with his girlfriend, Jill Mason. for her roles in "Not By Bed
This is the background of Alone" and "El Grande," will
"Equus," Peter Shaffer's portray Alan's pious mother,
psychological drama, which Dora, in her first dramatic role
has been cast and will be per- al Pan Am.
The University Center Proformed by the PAU Theater
Kimberly Lewis , Lady gram Council is busily plannApril 14-17 under the direc- Olivia of "Twelfth Night," will
ing one of Its major activities
tion of Dr. Marian Monta.
portray Hester Solomon, the of the semester. Activity Nlte,
Business graduate Dan magistrate who convinces
slated for March 6. from 7:30
Donahue will play Qysart, the Dysart to treat Alan.
p.m. to 3:00 a.m. will be held
disillusioned psychiatrist, who
Birgit Hopp will play the in the Universtiy Center Commust discover Alan's motive
nurse; Mark Watson, Nugget; plex. Tickets are on sale in the
and cure him at all costs.
Lance Dupuis, known for Keith Bodenhamer, Harry u.c. 205.
Larry Garcia, diversions
his comedy roles In "Not By Dalton; and Maureen Clifford,
Bed Alone" and "El Grande Jill. Other cast members in- committee chairperson, said,
de Coca-Cola," will play Alan clude: Scott Klippel, Greg "All the committees are
Strang, a young man torn by Eldridge, Nathan Murray, and together lo handle one aspect
of Activity Nile. For example,
Ralph Hudgens.
conflict.
the Special Events committee
will be in charge of the
Casino. We will also be shoe- •
Ing fioms, cartoons. and.
games. There wil be two live •
bands, disco, food, drinks, ice
cream, raspas and anything
else we can think of between
now and then. We will also be
having a Variety Talent show,
Call Days Evtn1n1s & Wt t ~tnds
so anybody would like to participate can come by UC 303
McALLEN CENTER
to pick up an application."
"We are all very excited
3600 N 23RD
about this," Alma Ramos,
£ducat,onal Center
( 512) 631 · 2961
president of UCPC said, "Activity Nites are done in major
11617 N CENTRAL DALLAS 75243
Universities throughout the
T£ST PREPARATION
state and we thought it was
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
about time Pan American Unifor lnfc,m1hon Abcul Otr,,r Cf'nr,,s 1,, "1orr Than 85 US C111u & llbro,d
versity had its own Activity
Ou1s1dt NY Slate CALL TOLL FRH 800·223·1712
Nite"

ActivityNite
tickets
on sale

C

I
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Border-Fox requesting students
The whim of tape recorders
and the click of cameras will
soon invade Valley communities as PAU student begin
collecting materials for a new
FOXFIRE type publication.
Students in history, English.
sociology, anthropology,
HRP, and other classes will
conduct field research, take
pictures, and compile and
write unique accounts of life
along the borders of the Rio
Grande.
An Informational meeting
will be held on March 4 in
room IOI during activity
period. In the meantime,
students who are interested
can contact Dr. Dorothy
Schmidt in Office Building C,
No. I from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
for an individual conference.
Guidelines will be handed out
andd procedures will be discussed at the information
meeting.
Director of the project is Dr.
Chad Richardson, administrative assistant for special programs in office of the vicepresident for academic affairs.
Dr. Dorothy Schmidt of the
English Department will provide technical assistance to
participating students in the
preparation of their manuscripts and the actual production of the magazine.

PAU students are Invited to
talk to their instructors about
BORDER-FOX, since several
instructors are cooperating in
the project by allowing the
students to use their BORDER-FOX research to fulfill
some of their course requirements. If you know some
elder whose stories should be
recorded before it is too late,
please tontact Dr. Chad
Richardsor, LA 338, or Dr.
Dorothy Schmidt, LA 225.
The FOXFIRE concept originated in 1966 in Rabun
Gap, Georgia with a young
English teacher, Eliot Wigginton. His students, armed with

cameras and tape recorders,
were sent into the community
to learn about and record their
culture and history. This information was then collected Into
a publication, FOXFIRE,
which sold over a million
copies.
BORDER-FOX, the tentative name for the proiect at
Pan American University, has
been partially-funded by
IDEAS, Inc., a non-profit corporation which support FOXFIRE-type publications in high
schools from Maine to Arizona. This year PAU ls one of
the first two colleges or universities to initiate the project.

Admissions, reco~ds

d:v1c1
-Catching o few roys--Heruy Garcia takee a break from • hectic day of claaa

moving to Old Library

by finding a amall patch of grau near the LRC to rest under the beautiful
Valley aunny weather. Temperature• have aoared Into the mid SO. for the
past few daya.

Registrar and Admissions
offices will be moving to the
old library during spring break
so remodeling of the administration building to a computer center can begin.
The move will minimize or
avoid any inconveniences to
students who are in need of
these services during the contruction period
"For those students who
need us, we will be located
there," said David Zuniga,
director of admissions and

Summer jobs available
Students wanting a summer job should begin making
applications early. Applications and more information are
available at the Co-op Office, University Center, Room
107.

Richardson Park & Recreation Department Richardson, Texas

Elemetnary Edcation, Recreation, Physical
Education, and
Special Education

McAllen Methodist Hospital
McAllen, Texas

Nursing

Direct Mail/Marketing Educational
Foundation, Inc.
New York, New York

All Business
majors

National Institute of Dental Research Bethesda, Maryland

Pre-Dental,
Pre-Med

College Students Painting Company
Maryland Hleghts, Missouri

All Business
majors

Sky Ranch
Van, Texas

All majors

registrar.
According to Zuniga, all
they need to operate are the
students records and furniture.
Once in the old library,
Registrars and Admissions will
be located on the east side of
the first floor, what once used
to be the reference areas.
At the present lime, a new
vault to keep student records
in is being built according to
Zuniga.
Once the move has been
completed, the offices will be
permanently located there.
Zuniga said that plans are
for all services including financial aid, placement and testing
to be located in one building.
"This will allow for better
concentrated services to the
student," Zuniga said. "All
services students needed to
enter the University will be
located in one area."

PAU photo by

UANL, PAU sign agreement
An agreement for academic
and development interchange
between the Universidad
Autonoma de Nuevo Leon of
Monterrey, Mexico and PAU
has been established according lo Dr. Chad Richardson,
assistant for special programs.
The agreement, which was
signed July 27 by President
Miguel Nevarez, will include
programs for faculty and student exchange.
"It's got a lot of potential,"
Richardson said. "It will expand the view of students to
where they will not look towards the north to see what's
going on, but look to their
own back door instead."
Besides student exhange,
the agreement also includes a

,leanCteeit

Power

Mickey's
Malt Liquor
■oosehead, Canada's Premium Beer.
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hen iust a beer isn't enough

proposal to develop a Master~ various UANL professors
program on borderlands stu- would like to take intensive_
dies. Under this agreement, English classes at PAU. PAU
students cou1d take courses at professors could also take
UANL and receive credit spanish classes In Monterrey
UANL students would also as well.
"The faculty and student
receive credit for courses
exchange would not be just to
taken at PAU.
An exchange of books and learn the language, but asresearch materials is another pects of culture, schools, and
institutional life as well,"
aspect of the agreement.
"Various visits have already Richardson said.
According to Richardson, a
taken place," Richardson
said. "They (UANL represen- variety of programs will be artatives) have come and gotten ranged. Some of these will Inexcess books from the li- clude tours open to all students while others will be
brary."
Richardson also said that open just to classes.
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Los Angeles is the
only place to teach.
We have opportunities at each level for teachers
interested in providing our students a rich and
meaningful educational experience The specific
requirements:
• Elementary Regular.
• Elementary Blllngual: We are seeking bilingual
Spanish-speaking teachers whose background
and training qualify them to teach Hispanic
students
• Secondary Blllngual: Openings for qualified bilingual teachers to teach hispanic students in
grades 7-12. SubJects include Mathematics, English, English as a second language, Agricultural
Science, Industrial Arts, Physical & Life Sciences
• Secondary Non-BIiinguai: Sub1ects include
Mathematics. English, English as a Second Language, Agricultural Science, lndc1stnal Arts, Physical and Life Sciences.
• Special Education: Aphasia, Orthoped1cally
handicapped, Severely handicapped, Speech &
Language. Educationally handicapped and Visually handicapped.
II you are qualified and interested in a challenging
m,gnment m Southern Calofom,a
•

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

March 4, 1982
To arrange your interview
contact your Placement Office
Equal Opportunity Employer
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'Gallery' accepting students' works
The English Department at
Thanks to Seale, with the
Pan American University is help of Dowell, the student
now accepting literary efforts literary magazine was reof students for cash prizes and established two years ago,
possible publication in Gal- with one significant change.
lery
Gallery is soliciting material The magazine has been openIn the following categories: ed to all students on campus.
poetry, fiction. business Panorama was edited and
(Valley commerce as the set- published by the honors proting or background) and non- gram and only included work
business essays, and graphics submitted by honors students.
(art and photography).
Appropriately, Larry WinSeale said she received help
gert, publisher of The from the editorial board of
Monitor, McAllen's Freedom students in her senior creative
newspaper, has pledged a writing class in publishing
donation of $250 for prizes to Gallery's first editlon. Last
the budding young writers. year, the Art and English
The exact breakdown on Clubs as a joint project workamounts of prizes has not ed with her in publishing the
been decided yet.
magazine.
Entering its third year of
publication, the magazine for
This year, for the first time,
the first time is slated for en- a specially arranged English
trance in competition this class In advanced literary proyear, according to its advisor,
b I ems (3320, Literary
Dr. Dorothy Schmidt, assis- Magazines) will be soliciting
tant professor in English.
material,
editing and
"One possibility is the Coor- publishing the magazine.
dinating Council for Literary
"The course Is designed to
Magazines in New York City,
which is a grant agency for the give students 'on hands' exNational Endowment of the perience in publishing, in adArts," she said. "We definitely dition to encouraging their
want to try and enter their own creative writing efforts,
competition for college literary said Dr_ Schmidt, who is
...!_eaching the clas~ _
ma azines.

Speaking of the need tor
the magazine, Seale said, "I
think it is maybe more
necessary than things like the
'greased pig race' It is so important to students who are In
art--both in writing and
graphics--to have an outlet.
They are reading the masters
and told to go out and be like
them 'somebody,' in maybe
40 years. They have no idea
how to market their work."
"Although it hasn't been
deliberate, the atmosphere on
campus has promoted a kind
of mediocrity that is false,"
Seale said. We have a lot of
students with a lot of ideas.
Some of the art is just as good
as professional artists' work-maybe the scope is not as
large, but the innate talent is
there."

"It is a unique opportunity
for students at Pan Am to
receive this kind of experience
in literary publications," said
Dr. Schmidt.
Students wishing to contribute to the publication are
asked to submit their work to
the Enlgtsh Department,
Room 208 in the LA building.
Deadline for entries for the
1981-82 edition Is March 5.

Wlnners--HEP won the co-e d Intra mura l volleyball game. Me mbers are etandlng Floy Rodriguez, Bertha Rodriquez, Sylvia Cantu, Dolorea Delgado;
kneeling francleco Rodrique z, Jose Luis Gonzalez, Ruben de Leon, and Leo
Camero.

Hatefi named internal auditor
To serve as a liaison between the administration and
departments will be one of the
duties of the new internal
auditor.
In this position, Braham
Hatefi will be directly responslbe to the president in regards
to the management of reviewing and appraising the business actlvilies of the university .

.

,

~

ment from the staff and they
help me alot. This environment is really love1y. and It
gives me a good opportunity
to do my job as best I can."
Hatefi, who just recently
passed his orals for his doctorate, moved to the U.S. ten
years ago.
He received his bachelors
degree in accounting from the
Institute for Advanced Accounting in Persia, where he
also majored In auditing, and
his masters degree In accounting from San Luis University
In Mississippi Hatefi received
his doctorate from North Texas State University. His doctoral dissertatlon ls "Zerobase-budgeting."
Hatefi, his wife Farideh and
their 15 month old daughter
Sheila reside in McAllen.

Defensive Driving course offerred

**

ia

"I am trying to improve the
present control system,"
Hatefi said. "For those areas
that don't have one, I am trying to develop some kind of
control system that will work
effectively,"
Hatefi's other duties are to
verify the existence of assets
shown on the accountlng
books and to make sure that
they are properly safeguarded.
He will also be responsible
for determining the reliability
and adquacy of the accounting and reporting systems
procedures.
Hatefi, a native of Isfahan,
Iran, began his new position
Feb. 3.
"I love it," said Hatefi of his
job. "I get alot of encourage-

* J.i!Pr{aft!o[
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A defensive driving course
to be offered through the office of student development
and PAUSA will help students
faculty and staff save money
on auto lnsurancce.
Anyone completing the 8hour course will save 10 percent on insurance costs for the

'"'

_
~,

•

next three years, according to
Tony Vela, PAUSA a dviser.
Offered at a reduced rate of
$10, the classes will be conducted 6 p.m. to 10 p .m.
March 8 and 10 and on March
9 and IL The class runs four
hours each night. For additional information call 3812260.

Young Democrats meet
The YD's wil1 also discuss
fund raisers and the upcoming
state primary. All old and
perspective members are urged to attend.

,?it

t;-~*

Registering voters will be
the topic of the Young Democrats at their meeting in LA
Room 119 today during activity period.
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Ah, ■oosehead.
Canada's PremiumBeer.
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Moosehead is now in America.
Taste the light, yet hearty and
robust beer from the wilderness
of Canada.
Moosehead comes from Canada's
oldest independent brewery, where
it's made the same slow, costly way
beer has been brewed
up north for generations.
Try a bottle of Moosehead:
Canada's Premium Beer.
It's head and
antlers above
the rest.

...,
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Drill Team seeking members
"Shuffle step, shuffle step,
rattle, snap! Shuffle step, shuffle step, rattle snap!"
The familiar rhythm of the
ROTC Color Guard Drill
Team may become somewhat
syncopated unless openings in
the team are filled soon.
Both men and women can
participate on the team and
they do not need to be in the
ROTC program to be on the

team.
The team is open to all
students and no experience is
necessary.
"We will take anyone who's
willing to put in the time and
effort," said Sgt. Juan Valdez,
senior drill instructor. "Put in
the time and effort, and we'll
do the rest."
Organized only last summer, the drill team led thP

Homecoming parade in
December. The team which
has performed at several PAU
basketball games, will compete with other college and
university drill teams.
Students interested in being
part of the drill team should
come by the Military Science
Department in Room 128 of
the Old Library Building, or
call the ROTC office 381

-3600.

lntemational Buffet scheduled
An International Buffet dinner is being sponsored by the
International Students Association (ISA) on Sunday
from 5 - 7 p.m., the UC
Ballroom.
Basically oriental, the menu
will consist of foods from
Malaysia, Korea and Thailand. Other foods will be from
Mexico and El Salvador.
Cost for the dinner will be
$3.50 for students will ID and
$4.50 for the general pubic.

Funds raised will cover the expenses of the club's annual
trip to Guanajuato, Mexico
during spring break.
The ISA is comprised of
146 members from 25 countries. "Eager to learn and
become a part of campus life,"
Judy Vinson, foreign student
adviser said, "these students
work harder than anyone else
in communicating."
The members are from
South Africa, Canada, Chile,

Colombia, El Salvador,
France, West Germany,
Greece, India, Iran, Malaysia,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Panama, Peru,
Phillippines, Spain, Swede,
Thailand, Trinidad and
Tobago, Turkey, Venezuela
and South Vietnam.
"The ISA's goal is to help
International Students adjust
to the American Educational
System and Culture," Vinson
said.

T A!v1E helps engineering freshmen attend school
The Texas Alliance for
Minority Engineering (TAME)
has been in operation since
1975 and their purpose is to
help incoming freshmen attend the engineering universities of their choice.
Only a small percentage of
students in pre-engineering
school were minorities, but
since the establishment of
TAME, that number has in-

creased to 14 percent.
The annual TAME luncheon was Tuesday to schedule upcoming plans for the
organization.
Pete Sanchez, representing
IBM, Mauro Reyna from
Pustin Isreal Valenzuela;
representing Parker Seale,
stressed to high school
counselors and principals to
look for minority pre-en-

Humanics meeting scheduled
The American Humanics
program will hold a meeting
Monday night at 6:39 p.m., in
the PE complex room 113.
All interested people and
student organizations are en-

couraged to attend, according
to Ponce Duran, coordinator
of the program.

Cost is $2 per hour on an
individual basis and $1 per
hour for groups up to five
people Room 418 of the
LRC is the area for the tutoring.
Upperclassmen who are
qualified for the instructional
session will lead the sessions.

Vlllaneal, Della Vasquez and Lucio Gaitan make up the ROTC Drill Team.
The team I• etlll looking for members to the aquad and no prior experience
Is necessary. Thoee applying ahould contact the ROTC department.

gineering students. The men
also said school districts
should set up action committees to work with TAME.
Romulo Martinez, director
of career planning and placement, set up a summer preengineering program for high
school students.

"It was quite a success and
we plan to do it again," Martinez said.

PKT fraternity
plans car wash
The Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity is having a car wash Feb.
27, from 9 a.m. to 4 p .m. at
the Edinburg Pi.zza Hut on Uni
versity Drive. The cost is a
"donation."

~ms
.w- " ' - ' - l ' - -

612 North Mo,n{ACIOI\ PO'I'\ "°119 l O ' O ' Y ~ 1-.oa

For further information,
contact Duran at 381-2243.

Accounting tutoring available
Students enrolled in Principles of Acccounting I & II
can now take advantage of
the tutorial service being offered by the PAU accounting
societv.

ROTC Drill Teom--Llnda VelHquez, MellNa Florea, Martha Rodriguez, Joe

The project has been one of
the main objectives of the Accounting Society. Their primary goal is to aid students in
furthering their education outside of the classroom atmosphere.
For further information
students should come by the
Accounting Society office located in the student lounge in
the business building on the
second floor.

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish. P / a t ~ s .
Shrimp • French Fnes •

,. ·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

---------------------Wirh the purchase of hamburger
you will receive FREE
fries with coupon.

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 3, 1982

1~l$42)6&02•~

SAVE TIME!
Have a professional do it!

Reports
Compositions

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Ah, lloosebead.

Canada's Premium BeR
Moosehead is now in America.
Taste the light, yet hearty and
robust beer from the wilderness
of Canada.
Moosehead comes from Canada's
oldest independent brewery, where
it's made the same slow, costly way
beer has been brewed
~
up north for generations.
.
Try a bottle of Moosehead:
Canada's Premium Beer.
It's head and
antl~!rs above
• . ,.. /
the rest.
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Reasonable Prices
AMl.lllM:AOf

THE NATIOIW.
ASSOCIATIOM
Of ~
SECR£TARW.SEIYICES

We did things dlfferentl~ In 1905.

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

We Still do!
, 'What made us better then makes us the best now -our
people.
OPPORTUNITY
From one store in Kerrville, H E.D. has expanded into
one of the fastest growing, most progressive food
retailers, manufacturers and distributors in the South.
HARD WOP.K
We attribute our progress to our people; and we ore
dedi• Jted to the innovative. energetic employees
who made a commitment for growth - theirs and ours.
RESULTS
If you are looking for just o job ... look elsewhere. If
what you want is a career opportunity, a place where
your hard work will produce resulrs, then sign up for on
interview now through the Placement Office.
Our representative will be on campus:

March 5, 1982.
We Ive An Equal
Opporrunity Employer M/F

Intramural Volleyball Scores

losing streak

Before 1,422 spectators the
Broncs held on in the.closing
minutes to llft their season
record to 5-18.

?age '::I

~

Broncs break
After losing to the Privateers from the University of
New Orleans last Saturday
night 88-68 the Broncs finally
broke an 11 game losing
streak by defeating Nicholls
State University 82-76 here
Tuesday night.

i:amburg. Texas

The Pan American
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Feb. 16

As the game progressed the
lelld see-sawed back and forth
until the Broncs took a commanding ten point lead at

APO over Border Bandit. (15-0) (15-0)
HEP defeated Camp (15-11) (15-11)
HEP past Border Bandits (15-0) (15-0)
Camp downed APO (15-10) (15-10)

5:28.
The Colonels never gave
up with the score reading
64-54. In a time span of about
two minutes Nicholls State
was back In the contest after
cutting the score to 68-66.

With 3:::\6 showing on the
clock the Broncs managed to
The Colonels. played ag- out-score stubborn Nicholls
gressive ball all through the State handing the Colonels a
game but Bill Moser ignited 4-19 mark.
the Broncs in the last two
Individual scores for the
minutes to give the Broncs the
Broncs were Skinner with 18;
winning edge.
Kirby and Cobb tied with 15;
Moser ignited the Broncs in followed by Moser with 14;
the last two minutes to give Alan Martin had eight; Kim
the Broncs the winning edge. Owen had six; Andrew Lance
poured In four and Mike
Moser absolutely took
Hatch had two.
charge of the game stuffing
Showing muscle underone and laying up two other
neath the boards the Broncs
shots to score six of his 14
out-rebounded the Colonels
game points with two minutes
%-40.
Kirby brought down
to play.
10 for the game high followed
At halftlme, the Broncs by Cobb, Moser and Martin
owned a seven point lead who all had eight rebounds.
34-27 behind the hot hand of
Percentage wise for the enLarry Skinner.
tire game, the Broncs were
Skinner's 11 points tied him .500% from the field comwith Bruce Smith from pared to Nicholls States'
Nicholls State for halftlme .423%.
honors. Clinton Cobb followThe Broncs will close out
ed with nine points and the season, with two road
Robert Kirby had six points.
games. Pan Am will visit the
Mean Green Machine in
The second half saw the North Texas State Saturday
Colonels tie the Broncs at night, Feb. 27 then close with
44-44 with 13:33 left In the Nicholls State University on
game.
March 1.

Feb. 18
HEP defeated APO (15-6) (15-6)
Camp over Border Bandits (15-4) (15-4)

Vole's Drive Inn ·
CHICKEN PLATE
ONLY $2.15
Includes 3 pieces ot chicken, fries, bread,
tomatoes, onions, and Jalapeflos
720 North Closner (Corner of 281 & Schunior) Edinburg, Texas
ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED
381-9623

Jump shot••Robert Klrby (31) pulls up for a side
shot as Lany Skinner (32) awaits underneath the
basket along with a University of New Orleans
player. The Broncs lost to the Privateers 88-68 last
Saturday night.

Sports Week begins next week
The Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Club
asks for student support In

observing March 1-7, as National Physical Education and
Sport Week.

March 1-7, has been designated by the President of
the United States as National
Physical Education and Sport
Week. Since Its Inception In
March 1976, physical educators and proponents of sports
and physical fitness have
taken advantage of this time to
publicize their benefits.
The Depai:tm~nt of Physical
Education at Pan Am through
its HPER Club will sponsor
special events during the
week.
The week will begin March
1 with stress on individual
fitness. The general public,
PAU students, and PAU faculty are encouraged to improve their health by starting a
regular exercise program.
On Tuesday, March 3, the
HPER Club will present demonstraton of physical education and sport at 7 pm in the
fieldhouse, with students from
several elementary schools
taking part, including
Sharyland Elementary, Edinburg south Middle School.
Students Carlos Villarreal and
Robert Reed will bring a group
from Dorla Avila's Dance
Studio to perform gymnastics
Including performances on the

trampoline In which Carlos
villarreal
specializes.
Sharyland Elementary will be
demonstrating gymnastics,
and Edinburg South Middle
School will be demonstrating
aerobic, kicker, and disco
dancing.
Also on Tuesday, the
HPER Club will be holding a
fun-run during activity period.
It will begin on the parking lot
In front of the old gym. Starting time is 10:45 a.m., and
faculty, students and the public are Invited to take part.
Recreation Day will be
Wednesday, March 3, when

the general public and all PAU
students are Invited to take
part in swimming, badminton,
tennis, archery, softball,
basketball, and volleyball from
12:45 to 3 p.m., at the P.E.
Complex.
_
The Jump Rope for Heart
will be held Friday, March 5 in
the PAU Aeldhouse from
12:45 to 4 p.m. About 75
teams have already signed up
with six jumpers per team.
The P.E. Club hopes to have
as many as 100 teams taking
part.
The Jump-a-Thon will have
teams of jumpers taking turns
Jumping for a maximum of
three hours for each team.

r-----------~--~-~

Jumpers will accept pledges of
at least two cents per minute,
which would be a total pledge
of $3.60 for three hours. The
money raised will go to the
American Heart Association,
which encourages cardiovascular exercises to help
children and adults achieve
and maintain fitness.

■oosehead, Canada's Premium Beet

Qiarnustl 1Jct (!tream
ltlarlnr
NEXT TO ECONOMY DRIVE-IN
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY AND SUGAR

Exclusive
Playboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

®

Johnny Hinojosa
Owner

Optical Fashion
J
260 South Texas
308 S. Broadway
Weslaco
McAllen
I
968-8863
oo~-~435
I
I
I solder Gold frames & sell
The
Best frames in the world.
I
TRY MEI!
I
I1..,._..,._.,___.,. ._.___._
. _ _ _ _..________ _ _ _
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BASEBALL BRONCS -Paa American .......U llrwe face a 6f 11-. .:., ....
games will be In Jody Rameey Stacllum In Edinburg. Sitting are Nert Pena, I.any Guidry, Nlell Cent.
Jody Martinez, Bobby WWlama, Klld Beltran, Ruben Ayala, Brent Miller, GIibert Tlftlao, BMlbo
Martinez, Kenny Peter. and Trainer-Manager Kenny McCameroa. Kneeling are Coach Al Owlebw,
Danny Roma, David Alverson, Ernie Saatoe, Carloe Hidalgo, Ray HW, Hable Jordan. Dennp KID9,
Ivan Torres, Johnny Wallen, Dave Ka•pnynekl, Maril Reteeener, Lonnell Booth, Pat Manhall ud
ANl•tant Coach Brian Coveney. Standing are Trainer Mule Garcia, Mike Gamer, Tentll Whaeler,
Kevin Navarro, Rafael BarboN, Mitchell Moran, Dave Flaber, Jim Hickey, Lamont Manoi', Tamm,
Donigan, Steve Ulmer, Richard Salaiz, Doug Blppert, Eric Marttnu, Trainer Mllut Colllm and Aaeletant Coach Reggie Tredaway.

OS & WATCH
NE JEWELRY /

RALL OCCASI

\

Broncs open baseball season

I

3-2432
I

I

Jewelry

• Gift
Wr1ppi111

• Enarmna

and Witch
Repairs

The Broncs, after losing the
season-opening double-head' er, 4-2, 4-1 here Sunday
against Lamar University,
were able lo come back Monday lo split with the Cardinals.
The Broncs opened the second double-header with a 3-1

win but dropped the second
game 9-5.
In the opener on Sunday,
Lamar catcher, John Champagnes, managed to be a big
figure In the two wins. Champagnes was credited with
throwing out four Bronc

baserunners and tagging out
another at home.
For the Broncs, the pitchers
were Danny King and Danny
Roma.
Richard Salaiz, Tommy
Donigan and Doug Bippert
had two hits each in the
Broncs' losing cause.

On defense, the Broncs executed two double plays •
Larry Guidry played the middle man at second.
This weekend, the Broncs
wtll take to the road to play
the University of Houston
Feb. 27 and Rice University

Feb. 28.

Spirit Award continues
through the spring
The Spirit Award Contest
which began In December wtll
be continued until March 30.
The Student Group that
shows the most participation
at Bronc athletic events will
then be awarded the $250
prize at the PAU vs. Minchlgan State University baseball game.
Rules for the contest will remain the same and points accumulated during the Bronc
Basketball season , wtD count
each clubs respective total.
Clubs not currently In the
contest can register at the

athletic department office until
Feb. 21 and standings will be
published In the Student
Newspaper every Thur,day
until a winner Is finally
declared March 30.
The rules of the contest are
very simple. The offtcen ot
the club register at the athldc
department and simply encourage their respective
members to sing In at the
Spirit award table at Bronc
athletic events (basketball,
baseball and tennis) with one
point allowed for each student
(wtth valid ID) at the event.

lb,lloosebead.
Canada'S Premium Be1t

rJ.

If you want to work for a computer company that expects more of you
than more of the same, talk to CSC. Our recruiter will be on campus
to answer your questions March 8th.

The only limitations are the ones you bring with you.

csc

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
Corporate Offices: 650 N. Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo, CA W245
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Moosehead is now in America.
Taste the light, yet hearty and
robust beer from the wilderness
of Canada.
Moosehead comes from Canada's
oldest independent brewery, where
it's made the same slow, costly way
beer has been brewed
\
up north for generations.
Try a bottle of Moosehead:
Canada's Premium Beer.
It's head and
antlers above
• "I
the rest.
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SPOITTS
-

Bronc tennis

Anders Lundberg, who's a
real vetqan--a veteran of service in the Swedish Army--will
lead the Bronc tennis team into action here Saturday
against the University of
Texas-San Antonio.
Lundberg ranks as a top
man as the Broncs try to
regain their tennis glories
~

"Lundberg is a player of
whom It can be truthfully said,
"He does not have GOOD
speed --he has GREAT
speed," said Mickey White,
Bronc tennis coach.

Anden Lundberg

I

Intramural Softball Schedule
Feb.25
Beaver Eaters vs HEP--4 p.m.
(Diamond east side of the old gym)
IK's vs Three up and Three down--4 p.m.
(Diamond east side of football field)

I

against a tough schedule this
season. He already proved he
can play Division I NCAA tennis last season. He led the
Broncs in singles winning
percentage during 1981.
He ought to be a winner.
Lundberg served in one of
Europe's few armies that ls
riding an undefeated streak
for the past two centuries.
The strong Swede is 21
years old, a veteran of his
country's powerful Juniors
program as well as the Army.

Lundberg ls one of three
Swedes playing on the Pan
Am tennis this year. The other
two are freshmen, Magnus
Lindstrom and Fredrik Lothman.

Page 11

Tennis onyone?--Mark Roberts, currently playing
tops for the tennis team, looks for someone to rally with. Last year, Roberts played No. 1 singles and
doubles for the Broncs.

.

Swede plays

Edinburg, Texas

Castro-Malaga defeated Eric
Krusman, 6-1, 6-1.
In doubles, the Broncs lost
only one out of three matches. The loss came at the
hands of the No. 2 team of
Tempkins and Kelly, who beat
Lundberg and Santiago de
Mucha, 6-2, 6-1.

Thursday , February 25

Edtnbu.....,
·=-• Texas
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